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TULIP is the Most Exhaustive, Systematic, and Authentic Repertoire of India's Periodical Publications—the Embodiments of Her Cultural Heritage, Preserved and Served in Major Libraries of the World.

* * * * *

VIDVAN EVA VIJANATI VIDV AJJANA-PARISRAMAM.
NA HI VANDHYA VIJANATI GURVIN PRASAVAVEDANAM.

THE LEARNED ALONE KNOW THE LABORS OF THE LEARNED CLASS.
LABOR'S PAINS UNBEARABLE SUBJECT NOT THE UNBEARING LASS.
IDAM KAVIBHYAH PURVEBHYO
NAMOVAKAM PRASASMAHE.
VINDEMA DEVATAM VACAM
AMRTAM ATMANAH KALAM.

Bhavabhuti

With reverential homage to early composers
--the wise and the learned--
we pray:
May we be blessed with the
Eternal Goddess of Learning and Speech
The manifest art and integral part
of The Supreme Soul.

An Adaptation
These volumes are the result of a determined and unwavering commitment to an ideal, an ideal which is fundamental to the practice of librarianship. The creation of bibliographies and the subsequent improvement of access to information have been traditional concerns of the library field. Obviously, the more accurate and complete such listings are, the more useful they will be. The goal of Dr. and Mrs. Nagar in the volumes they have thus far completed is to develop as perfect a bibliography as possible.

The project began as an attempt to systematize the bibliographic records of Indian periodicals held by American libraries. Because of the innate difficulty of tracking serial publications—difficulties caused by title changes, incorrect numbering, changes in the name of the issuing agency, etc., Dr. Nagar developed a "bio-biblio-data-recorder" (BBDR). This device is able to accommodate more than one hundred categories of bibliographic information. After it was thoroughly tested on a sample of 10,000 serial titles, the Nagars proposed to expand their efforts to encompass Indian serials held by libraries throughout the world.

Each data element contained in the TULIP record has been checked and verified to the extent possible. Hindi and Sanskrit titles have been transliterated, and all of the data exists in machine-readable form. Thus far, titles beginning with the letters A through F have been compiled and formatted using the BBDR. But what is quite amazing is that this was accomplished without grant support or external funding! These volumes are a testimony to what commitment, dedication and hard work can achieve.

I have known Dr. and Mrs. Nagar for four years. For more than 20 years, Dr. Nagar has served the University of Missouri-Columbia Libraries as South Asian and International Studies Bibliographer. He has an extraordinary grasp of the literature of
India, its libraries and intellectual traditions. It has been a pleasure for me to be associated with a person of such scholarship and vision. His work and many achievements are in the very best traditions of librarianship.

University of Missouri
Columbia

Dr. Thomas W. Shaughnessy
Director of Libraries
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The great sadukti (word of wisdom) just presented on the frontispiece of this TULIP offering well epitomizes the sufferings of the union list compilers. If one were to ask me today whether he (of course she too) may undertake the task of compiling a union list, my immediate response would be: Better go and climb the Mount Everest without any gear, equipment, or food whatsoever, but do not even think of compiling a union list without first securing adequate finance, sufficient personnel, and conducive environment—both physical as well as intellectual! One may grow a tree without the seed, earth and water, but not a union list without the three essential prerequisites just enumerated! Many a time during our arduous journey, we thought of abandoning the attempt altogether, but then another wise sage of India would appear before us and admonish:

anarambho manusyanam prathamam buddhilaksanam.
Arabdhasyantagamanam dvitiyam buddhilaksanam.

The first sign of wisdom is not to begin at all.
But the next is to finish what's once begun.

So we had no choice but to continue our pilgrimage toward the great goal inspite of all the obstacles, and here is the first offering of the first bouquet of our TULIP.

Now we depend entirely upon the patronage of our prospects—potential customers and purchasers. If we receive adequate support from them, the second volume shall soon be out, and the third, and the fourth, and the total work completed in no time in about ten (10) volumes. There is a great responsibility on the shoulders of the users of our offering—the libraries, academic community, and the booktrade. We are sure TULIP will prove beneficial to them, and their adequate support and encouragement will certainly enable us to complete this Project in due course of time.
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Means Becomes the Ends

TULIP began as a means to compile a union list of Indian serials in American libraries. In course of time it acquired the status and value of an end itself. Yet it can still serve the purpose of being a means if someone, somewhere, sometime, gets adequate time, money, and other facilities to use these data as the basis for preparing and publishing a union list, featuring the holdings of libraries located in a specific region or country. The volume as presented herewith can be used as the Master List for recording the holdings of the participating libraries either by the specific library staff itself, or a special staff appointed and commissioned by the compiling agency.

We had talked about this "Master List" a decade ago (see the "Primary Proposal" in TEST: The Eternal Saga of TULIP:)

If and when we get additional funds, a working edition of this check-list will be prepared and circulated among major libraries in the U.S.A. and Canada where the titles covered by the list might be available. The participating libraries will be requested to report and add their own holdings. It will be necessary to visit representative American libraries. Consequently there will emerge a "Union List of Learned Indian Serials in the Humanities and Social Sciences Available in American Libraries." A subject index can be an additional useful feature. Since my card file already locates Indian titles in other union catalogs (listed above) it also serves as an index to the major union catalogs of serials in India, England, and the U.S.A. Consequently, the final product will emerge as the "World Union Catalog of Indian Serials." Of course, it will cover only the specified subjects.

Relative Authenticity

The TULIP bouquet as presented herein is a loving offering of the blossoms gathered by us from various gardens. We have merely collected the data, organized them, and featured them. We did not create them.
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So TULIP cannot be right in its own right. The strength of a chain is determined by its weakest link. TULIP can be authentic only to the extent the sources used in deriving the data are authentic. In this connection we are reminded of an incident. I was in India's National Library in Calcutta talking with the In-charge Librarian of the Periodicals Room. He was going through the Master List of TULIP. Suddenly he thought he had found an error! I said to him: "Let us go to the source." Fortunately the source too was right there. It was a Government of India publication! Still it was wrong. TULIP stood vindicated. Although we have provided for approximately one hundred categories of information or data elements, we could not gather all the data in all the cases. Libraries in the future may cooperate and provide the data not only to fill the gaps, or correct the errors, but also add new information on the titles that are not yet listed in the TULIP. The work may get enriched day by day and someday may truly become the most authentic, systematic, comprehensive, universal list of Indian periodical publications ever presented on the globe. This has been our goal. God Almighty alone may fulfill it.

Objectives & Achievements

TULIP is an international bibliographical project which has been trotting along since 1975, excepting some fast galloping in India during the academic year 1978/79. Of course, it had begun hopping as far back as 1969! At least forty thousand work hours in terms of time, two hundred and fifty thousand dollars (250,000) in terms of money, and an immeasurable physical as well as intellectual energy have already been invested into the total operation. If there seems to be an incompatibility of the number of work hours with the amount of dollars invested, the explanation lies in the fact that a good deal of work was accomplished in India where labor is much cheaper as compared to the U.S.A. Also we have had some substantial voluntary contribution of professional services—all labor of love!

Our objective still remains the preparation and publication in an automated form of a comprehensive, systematic, and authentic universal
list of India’s periodical publications, preserved and being served in major libraries of the world. This bibliographical undertaking has grown by now into such enormous proportions that it can be completed only in sections, phases, or stages. We begin with the organization and publication of detailed data on some select Indian periodical publications in three major languages of India (English, Hindi, and Sanskrit), each publication, nevertheless, receiving due attention in terms of bio-bibliographical description and cataloging treatment, conditioned only by certain circumstances beyond our control, mainly the lack of finance.

The bio-bibliographical and cataloging data relative to India’s periodical publications that are being offered here as the first bouquet form part of a vast reservoir built over a long period of fifteen years, including one year’s intensive labor devoted exclusively to extensive field work in India, supplemented by some substantial editorial and organizational work performed during the past six years. Work accomplished until July 1979 was reported in my Report on the preparation of a systematic and comprehensive list of Indian periodical publications in the Humanities and Social Sciences as a means to compile an American Union List (2nd ed., rev. & enl., Columbia, MO: University of Missouri, 1980. 148 p.). What we have accomplished since then may be summarized as follows:

a) We have conducted an intensive survey and census of some major American library bibliographic sources and resources, such as ULS, NUC, NST, and OCLC, and have secured additional data and locations for the publications reported herein;

b) We have tried to fill in what was lacking or found to be new, and thus enriched the data collection. We have also added many new instruments of access, such as LCCN, ISSN, and OCLC Control Number;
c) We have verified and authenticated the data, and have also brought them in conformity with national cataloging and bibliographic standards and practices as far as possible;

d) We have organized, cataloged, and edited these data for final presentation;

e) We have converted the data into computer readable form, thus securing their capability for being incorporated into a national data base, such as OCLC or RLIN, if and when practicable.

f) We have printed and published a part of the TULIP data base collection as a handbook for the benefit of scholars and libraries here and abroad. These can also be made available in electronic form on disks, for the benefit of those who prefer this medium; and, finally

g) We have completed, by executing the above tasks, the first part (component) of a comprehensive, international PROJECT TULIP.

All the above operations have led to the emergence of the potential for a helpful research tool in the form of a unified list of India's periodical publications available in major research libraries in America, India, and England.

Background

TEST: The Eternal Saga of TULIP describes in detail the innumerable problems we faced in the execution of this Project TULIP. Dr. Ainslee T. Embree, past President of the American Association for Asian Studies and once the Counselor for Cultural Affairs, USICA, with the American Embassy in New Delhi, recognized the true nature and spirit of our
activities and achievements in the most thoughtful manner and wrote to me as far back as January 29, 1980:

You have undertaken a stupendous task, and the results are very impressive....It will indeed be an important tool for research in Indian studies.

I enjoyed going through the report, as it gives a very vivid picture of the problems you have faced and ingenuity in solving them.

This Project is the first attempt of its kind in the world. As already stated above, it originated in 1969, but systematic work began only in 1975. My official duties as the South Asia Librarian at the University of Missouri--Columbia did not allow me to do full justice to this great bibliographical undertaking. Nevertheless, by the end of 1977, I had already collected valuable data pertaining to approximately 3,000 titles on 12,000 index cards. (see samples on pp. 78-87 of the TULIP Report)

In 1978 the American Institute of Indian Studies awarded me a Smithsonian Senior Research Fellowship for a year's work in India. In addition, my own University granted me not only sabbatical leave, but also some financial assistance through its Research Council. My wife, Sarla Devi, a trained and experienced librarian, and I reached India in early October 1978. We established an office in Mysore under the generous auspices of the University of Mysore. We engaged the services of four professional librarians and an equal number of experienced typists. This team of ten worked vigorously for ten months, my wife and I working more than ten hours a day and seven days a week, without any holidays or respite whatsoever! It was an extensive operation involving a substantial financial investment in terms of Indian economy.

Approximately forty union catalogs and lists of periodical publications produced in India, as well as some individual library catalogs, were consulted, and extensive basic data pertaining to about 12,000 titles were collected on about 20,000 cards. These were arranged and integrated into one alphabetical sequence. The total information
then was transferred onto 10,000 data sheets, developed by me and termed as "Bio-Bibliographic Recording Device (BBDR)," each BBDR comprising four pages (of 8 1/2 x 11" size paper) and having provision for recording data relative to over one hundred categories of information or data elements. (see samples on pp. 88-95 of the TULIP Report) The total information was then typed consecutively on plain sheets of paper. This compact form of the "Master-List" extended to 1,000 pages and featured information in 10,000 entries. (see pp. 108-110 of the TEST) Subsequently, I visited some libraries in Madras, Hyderabad, Calcutta, Varanasi, and Delhi, and collected additional information. I returned to Columbia in July 1979. Work was continued since then within the limitations of available time and financial resources. Most of what is accomplished since then represents the selfless services of my Co-Project-Director, Mrs. Sarla Devi Nagar.

Leading South Asia specialists around the country, who studied the pre-form of the TEST, and my fellow faculty members on the UMC campus who also examined and evaluated the "Master List," found the quality and quantity of the work performed very impressive (see pp. 112-128 of The TEST: The Eternal Saga of TULIP). In terms of our final goal, however, much remained yet to be done. The reason is obvious. We are not just preparing a finding list; our objective has been all along the preparation and publication of an exhaustive, systematic, authentic, and definitive "descriptive-catalog" of all the Indian periodical publications, in every subject, whether current or extinct. Our final goal is not just to reproduce in a limited list what is already known and easily accessible, but to search and locate the data on the Indian titles in the most intensive as well as extensive manner, by examining all the available library-bibliographical resources, including the census and survey of major research libraries all over the world, if possible, and to prepare a comprehensive, authentic, automated union catalog of the highest order, featuring all the possible characteristics of information relative to every periodical publication ever published in India! This offering of the first bouquet of our TULIP may serve as a significant demonstration project, and may enable
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us to secure the needed support from our users, and complete the total project someday in the future. What our patrons are holding now in their hands and examining is an evidence not as much of what has been already accomplished as it is of what still remains to be done, and can be done, if sufficient funds and opportunities are made available. This TULIP bouquet is only a sample, a specimen, and yet a model.

Uniqueness of TULIP

A true union catalog is a unified catalog of catalogs. It is not merely a combined finding list. It must give complete biographical and bibliographical information relative to a periodical publication before the holdings of libraries are listed. My earlier work, the Union List of Learned American Serials in Indian Libraries (ULLAS), described on pp. 54-97 of the TULSI was an innovation and exemplified this ideal. TULIP follows the same standard. Moreover, TULIP is not merely a union catalog either. It gives all the information on the present as well as the past of a given title before it displays the holdings <limited to citations for the time being and the PL480 acquisition details>. Thus it combines the features of a union catalog with those of a directory (see TEST: The Eternal Saga of TULIP, pp.99-101). TULIP comes out as the first attempt of its kind. Let us explore this issue in greater details.

The Union List of Serials in Libraries of the United States and Canada (ULS) (3rd ed. 1965) stops with 1949. It is now a permanently closed book. It will never see its fourth edition. No publication commencing after 1949 will ever find a place in it, even though it might have been acquired by an American Library since the ULS was released. No reprints of the old sets, however valuable, will be featured in it. No doubt the ULS provides a great deal of bio-bibliographical details, but it does not yet exhaust the universe of periodicals in terms of titles, even of those that originated before 1949. For example, as many as forty percent of the titles featured in the British Union Catalogue of Periodicals (London: 1955-58) do not find a place in the ULS!
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New Serial Titles begins with 1949. Its entries are extremely brief. Neither it is exhaustive in its coverage of libraries, nor in reporting their holdings as compared to the ULS. No publication issued prior to 1949, even if reprinted, will ever find a place in it.¹

The National Union Catalog is comparatively detailed, yet it does not report the individualized holdings of serials (see TEST: The Eternal Saga of TULIP, pp. 117 and 121-122).

Finally, the Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory is concerned only with the current publications. It provides many bio-bibliographical details not found in the three sources cited above. However, Ulrich's is not a union catalog of periodicals. It is only a "directory." Moreover, it is very limited indeed as far as the coverage of the Indian publications is concerned. For example, the 1983 edition contains only a total of thirteen entries beginning with the word "Panjab" and "Punjab," which, by the way, extends through both India and Pakistan!

Eclectic TULIP

TULIP is planned in such a way that it might potentially contain the best features of all the four types of reference resources listed above. It blazes a new trail; it shows a new path. TULIP is designed to be retrospective as well as current. Its entries feature maximum possible bio-bibliographical details. It is a union list as well as a directory of periodicals. Furthermore, as shown on page 4 of my TULIP Report, one of the most useful features of TULIP is that, unlike the traditional union catalogs, it does not locate a title in a specific library, but in some major union catalogs which report the title in reference. Therefore, it is an index to the world union catalogs--a

¹ This was written before 1981-84 NST was seen! Now the situation has changed. NST reports even pre-1949 publications if they are covered by CONSER! So, the world is progressing. What was non-existent until today may appear tomorrow!!
master union catalog of union catalogs for Indian periodical publications. Now a reader interested in a specific title need not wade through, say, two score and ten union catalogs to locate which libraries in the world hold the desired title, but can consult only one, i.e. TULIP, and locate which specific union catalog reports the title sought.

River of Serials

A union list well typifies a running river of flowing water. It is not a pond of stagnant water. It is a living organism that continues to grow as it flows. It should be possible to incorporate in it fresh entities of information and to revise or remove the existents. The system must admit of change—every conceivable change, because the UL is an attempt to secure total control over the world of periodical publications, a world which, by its very nature, is ever-changing, ever-growing, and ever-becoming. Periodical publications are the embodiments of nascent thought. New publications appear; old ones disappear. There are divisions; there are mergers. There are unions; there are separations. There are marriages; there are divorces, so to speak. New titles are acquired by libraries regularly. By "new" we do not mean necessarily "newly published," but "newly acquired," those which are not already available in a specific library. Old, valuable, out-of-print sets are reprinted every now and then. Their acquisition generates changes also in the "holdings" component. To talk in terms of creating and maintaining a collective record of such a changing world of periodical publications by conventional and traditional means and methods, and then trying to publish the total record through type-composition, or even by photo-mechanical reproduction, is to deceive one's own self when we are passing through an age of communications revolution. Such a changing world cannot be controlled by rigid, old printing technology, a product of which goes out of date even before the press copy goes to the press! It is absolutely essential that we be able to manipulate and organize the data in any way we desire, if we want to retrieve and feature the needed information in any required order, group, or arrangement.
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Computer Programming

The most appropriate way to secure complete bibliographical control over the enormous mass of nascent thought embodied in periodical publications, on a continuous basis, is to secure the services of the latest instruments developed in the field of computer technology and to maintain the totality of records "on line." There should be full scope for additions, alterations, deletions, and substitutions—all types of changes, if we want to meet the challenges posed by the ever-changing world of periodical publications. We must prepare ourselves for the future, using the past as our spring board.

Computer Manipulability

As we proceeded with recording our initial data, we were able to identify and isolate approximately one hundred categories of information or data elements. Since these data were collected analytically under distinct categories, they had the potential of enabling us to sort, organize, and feature the total information with ease, economy, and efficiency. Consequently, they could be subjected to efficient and effective computerization. Dr. Ralph H. Parker, Dean Emeritus, UMC School of Library & Information Science, had assured me long ago that my "idea of putting this data into computerized form to facilitate the addition of holdings of American libraries appears to be feasible" and that "when completed this list will be particularly valuable because of the capability of analyzing its contents by language, area, subject, etc." (p. 116 of the TEST).

The Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials had stressed the need for such analyses in their Permanent Program (Washington, D.C.) as early as 1957:

It would moreover offer some means whereby the material listed could be located and segregated in accordance with those characteristics which are considered of importance by the people who use the material. Among such characteristics are subject content, availability within a given locality or
INTRODUCTION

region, country of origin, currency, language, and period of publication (p.2).

TULIP Upon SPIRES

It was our intention to use a highly sophisticated software named SPIRES (Stanford Public Information Retrieval System). It is a very powerful interactive system for data management and manipulation. It also hosts the national MARC Format and is quite capable of performing the tasks of manipulation, organization, and dissemination we are planning to undertake.

But we could not implement our plans and proposals due to lack of funds. Data were entered with the idea of basing our total operation on SPIRES. But we had to abandon the plans because this operation required a huge investment of time and money which we did not have at this stage of our development. Someone, sometime, somewhere may be blessed with the necessary financial support and go beyond the point we have been able to reach. We wanted to convert the total data into computer-readable form following a system, and we have achieved that goal! A special program was worked out for entering, formatting, and arranging the entries. Dr. Thomas W. Shaughnessy, the present Director of UMC Libraries, not only bestowed upon us his tremendous moral support and global encouragement, but also sufficient financial assistance in the form of computer time. Dr. Sushil Jajodia of the Department of Computer Science donated his time and attention toward the process of computerization. Mr. Steven Mark England, one of Dr. Jajodia's ablest students, proved to be a real blessing in perfecting the computer program and in producing the present print output. His was merely a labor of love, a self-sacrifice, coupled with sincerity and devotion. We also owe a deep debt of gratitude to some of our friends in the Department of Physics. In fact they initiated the process of computerization. But for all these contributory factors, TULIP in this present form could never have blossomed to please its users. The Project Directors do not find adequate words to thank these benefactors. Their help has manifested itself in the form of this bouquet of TULIP.
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The satisfaction they will derive from the fructification of their help and cooperation itself would be a great reward for them. We cannot give them anything in return except these words of sincere gratitude and appreciation.

**Superior Cataloging**

Some compilers begin with the assumption that the titles they are union-listing are already cataloged in full and described in detail in some other source; therefore, they need not repeat the performance! But the South Asia periodicals that we have tried to union-list here are not generally cataloged, and even if they are, they are not cataloged fully.

There is a feeling floating up in the air that the Library of Congress (LC) catalogs every publication that comes to America under PL480 and so no other library should ever attempt to duplicate the work. It is a myth only and not a reality! Even if it were a reality, the cataloging of many South Asian periodical publications, performed at the LC, suffers, many a time, from inadequacy. This statement is as true as it is bold. Not that the LC does not possess a sufficient number of catalogers. It does, and in sufficient numbers. Not that those LC catalogers do not possess sufficient technical knowledge. They do, and in sufficient quality as well as quantity. What LC does not possess is the WILL to do so, the need to do so, the priority to do so. LC does not want to catalog Indian publications adequately because it cannot afford to do so due to lack of funds and many other factors. Moreover, it does not have adequate data at hand. It does not find any need either to go out and search for them. Also LC cannot and does not catalog all the Indian publications. Even when it does, it cannot give them all the same kind of top priority and full cataloging treatment as it can to, say, an American publication on energy, which is in much greater demand. It is a matter of demand and supply and the availability of financial resources on continuous basis.

Let us take as an example a very important publication, entitled *AICC Economic Review* (1949-70), a journal of the Economic and Political Research Department of the All India Congress Committee of the Indian
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National Congress, the Congress of Gandhi, Nehru, and Indira that secured political freedom for India and set her on the path of peace, progress, and prosperity. Not even a single library in the United States, nor even in England, has volume one of this valuable journal! Therefore, no American or British source can tell us when it originated. Some sources (for example OCLC) say "1947- ." Others make it 1948! And still others would want us to believe that it started in 1951! In reality it originated in 1949 (probably on May 1). To solve such problems we have to seek the help of an Indian library holding vol. 1, especially if we want to verify whether the periodical publication did originate on May 1, which is only an inference at the present state of our knowledge. (Subsequent research has proved that it originated on May 15!)

Exhaustiveness of Data

Our TULIP entries (in majority of the cases) contain full bio-bibliographical details—not only those which are easily available but also those which are very difficult to obtain. Whether we have succeeded in our goal is left to the users to decide. If some entries are still inadequate or incomplete, it is a measure of the lack of the material resources made available to us, and not of our unwillingness to do a complete job in each and every case. We wanted to show what can be achieved and we have shown it. This idea has been set forth time and again. Generous critics will appreciate our limitations.

There is another myth down on the earth that OCLC has got everything! Agreed that the OCLC Network System is one of the largest reservoirs of bibliographical records, and may become some day, if it is not already, the largest in the world!! Yet a representative sampling of TULIP titles was checked against it. Approximately 50 percent of the TULIP titles did not appear at all in OCLC! Of the 50 percent that were found in it, half were too sketchy to be of any use to us. ¹ Only a

¹ See OCLC serial records bearing MUL in the field no. 040.
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fraction were detailed enough to complement or supplement the rich bibliographic data already contained in TULIP.

While supporting the publication of LC's classified holdings arranged by title, L. Quincy Mumford, a former Librarian of Congress, argued that only a fraction of LC's holdings are incorporated into OCLC! Here are his actual words: "Because of the overwhelming size, longevity, and international scope of LC's holdings, the great majority of the 6.5 million records in its classified collections have never been included in MARC, OCLC, or any other data base."

It was our ardent desire to catalog all the titles fully and to revise the entries so as to bring them in conformity with the requirements of AACR-II. This was essential if we wanted to achieve consistency as well as uniformity and also to secure collocation as well as integration of the records of the titles. Unfortunately we could not fulfill our desire in full because of, once again, the lack of funds. Yet this remains our ultimate goal and we shall continue our efforts to acquire the needed funds so that this goal too could be fulfilled someday in the future. If not...well, let us not even think of the dark side of the shining moon.

TULIP, Truly Universal

From the point of view of India, including what is now Pakistan and Bangladesh, TULIP is an attempt to make a census and survey of her periodical publications—the embodiments of her cultural heritage—and its resultant recovery and dissemination all over the world. In fact, our objective shall ever remain the preparation and publication of an exhaustive report of what was ever published in India and where it is available now!

And from the American point of view, the publications that were planned to be ultimately featured in TULIP are either already in American libraries, or are worthy of being acquired by at least some of them. Those which are already here have become integral parts of the American library heritage. However, most of these titles are still uncataloged, or even if cataloged, their cataloging is, in many
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instances, inadequate and unsatisfactory as already explained above. We have tried to be as detailed as possible.

Termination of PL480

There is one more compelling reason why America must support a promising research resource such as TULIP immediately in every way possible. For, if ever there was a need of TULIP in the U.S.A., it is here and now. The U.S.-owned rupees supporting the Special Foreign Currency Program (former PL480) of the Library of Congress for the acquisition of publications from India are totally exhausted and the participating libraries are now required to spend their own dollars. Authorities administering this program and the libraries deriving its immense benefits have been trying to effectuate this transition as smoothly and effectively as possible. They are investigating how to minimize the adverse effects of this imminent drought. They are engaged in reviewing the means, methods, and contents of the past acquisitions and in determining the future course of action. It is absolutely essential, under the circumstances, to evolve a cooperative acquisition program and share the resources. A concerted effort will have to be made by the group to fill in the gaps.

It is interesting to recall here that the program was originally called the PL480. Subsequently it was named the "Special Foreign Currency Program of the Library of Congress." Now it is termed, and appropriately too, as the "Cooperative Acquisitions Program."

Numerous Values of TULIP

The Project TULIP has been called a "Million Dollar Project." If and when truly completed, it will facilitate any systematic future planning, and also strengthen the existing library resources. Therefore, we must publish all the volumes as early as possible. The case of the ARYA (journal) presented on pages 54-58 and 71-74 of the TEST: The Eternal Saga of TULIP demonstrates how TULIP could prove beneficial to the American libraries. TULIP is a global undertaking. Its bountiful results will extend far beyond the boundaries of North
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America and permeate all the countries of the world wherever these periodical publications are acquired, preserved, and served.

The appreciative writings presented on pages 112-128 of the TEST: The Eternal Saga of TULIP provide a good idea of how valuable the contents of TULIP are. The discussion on the Arya (cited above) concludes with the following remarks:

When I got my own set I eagerly consulted it to see if any library in the U.S.A. held the title. Yes! There was only one library in the whole of the country which had a copy of the journal (the Arya) in reference! It was Harvard!!

It is quite natural that the Harvard University Library, the oldest and the largest library in New England, which provided a fertile ground for the flourishing of transcendentalism and the origin and development of Indic studies in the United States of America, should have a copy of the Arya! But how sad it is that the Library has only two volumes of the set and even those two are incomplete!

Is it too much to expect that at least one library in the United States possesses a set of this valuable journal? Let us assume that a library is willing to acquire it. But how would it know that such and such journal exists? Let us assume further that the Harvard University Library itself decides to complete its set. How would it know where does a set exist, which can at least be reproduced, so that its incomplete set is completed? Here may lie some contribution of TULIP. It will provide a complete history of the journal, as well as some information as to its location in a library in England, India, or the U.S.A.

The Project TULIP will be of immense value to the specialists on India all over the world. It surveys India's periodical publications, the embodiment of her cultural heritage, preserved and served in major libraries of the world. It is retrospective as well as current. It is not only a union list, but also a directory of periodicals.
Enrichment of the Data

As stated earlier, we have checked the contents of our "TULIP Master List" against some major American library-bibliographical sources, such as NUC, NST, ULS, and OCLC, and have ascertained whether the titles listed by us are contained in any of them, and if our data can be further enriched. It is possible that many periodical publications included in TULIP might not be available in the U.S.A. at present. We have already mentioned that forty percent of the titles appearing in the British Union Catalogue of Periodicals (BUCOP) do not find a place in the ULS. Some titles like the Arya may be here, but the set may be so incomplete and truncated that it might amount to nonentity. TULIP may prove to be a great instrument for acquiring such titles and completing the sets. This point is well documented in my original proposal, appearing on pages 4-5 of the TEST: The Eternal Saga of TULIP. I reproduce my words:

I wish to prepare a 'Union list of learned Indian serials in the humanities and social sciences available in major libraries of the United States and Canada.' No one has attempted such a project as yet. Just as ULLAS has proved to be a great source of information, the proposed union list will become an important tool for research in Indic studies. It will also be an effective tool for interlibrary loan and acquisition at the national/international level. It will enable American librarians to acquire, if not in original at least in reproduction, Indian serials that have not yet found their way into any American library, and to fill in their gaps by getting the missing parts reproduced. The libraries will be helped in two ways: 1) They will acquire titles still unknown to them, and 2) fill the gaps in their existing holdings.

While we have examined the above sources to ascertain which titles contained in our file are also contained in those sources (so that we could verify the existing data and add new ones, if available),
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it was not possible for us to reverse the process, i.e. scan through these extensive American bibliographical sources to ascertain which titles contained in them are not yet represented in our file—titles which may be quite valuable and could be profitably added to our file. This is a separate operation, a very gigantic one. We have no resources for it. Someone, someday, somewhere may try to accomplish this Himalayan climbing. This is, however, absolutely essential. It will not only enable the enterprising souls to add new titles, but also enrich the data that have been already collected so far.

Hope for the Future

While we are on this topic we are reminded of the sagacious words of the Great King Visaladeva Vigrarahaja of Cahamana dynasty, who expected his progeny to continue and complete what he had begun. He declared:

Brute samprati Cahamanatilakah Sakambharibhupatih
Srimadvisaladeva esa vijayi santanajan atmanah.

Asmabhii karadam vyadhayi Himavadvindhyantaralam bhuvah
Sesasvikaranaya mastu bhavatam udyogasunyam manah.

(Delhi Siwalik Pillar Inscription of Visaladeva.
Samvat 1220 (1163/64 A.D.) Indian antiquary
19 (July 1890): 215.

Translation by F. Kielhorn:
The ornament of the Chahamanas, the illustrious Vigrarahaja, the victorious, now addresses those born or yet to be born in his lineage: "We have made tributary the land between Himalaya and Vindhya; let not your minds be void of exertion to appropriate the remainder of the earth."
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Thus the future generation of librarians, our followers and successors, have a great responsibility placed on their shoulders. TULIP can never be finished. It can only be complemented and supplemented, revised and updated. It may continue to flow for ever. Like the divine river Ganga (Bhagirathi), the River of ULS has only the beginning. It has no end!

Categories of Information

The categories of information or data elements that may serve as the recipients of the information into TULIP PP records are shown in the Bio-Biblio-Data-Recorders appearing in this "Introduction." They have been isolated and evolved over a long period of time and represent the outcome of considerable working and testing. They have been constantly added to, revised, and enriched. Naturally, the "tags" for them too have received the same treatment.

Instruments of Access

Many additional data and instruments of access\(^1\) have been added to the TULIP since 1979. They are:

- DC Class No.
- ISSN (International Standard Serial No.)
- LC Added entries (tracings)--a corollary.
- LC Card No.
- LC Class No.
- LC Subject headings.
- OCLC Control No.

\(^{1}\) The PL480 "Acquisition Number" also should be made an access point, because some libraries might have arranged the material by that number alone. Until a document is cataloged--and many will remain uncataloged for a long time--the PL480 AN will serve as an effective instrument for storage and retrieval.

It is called Overseas Acquisition Number. OCLC has a separate field for it.
Transliteration of Hindi Titles

All Hindi titles not in standard, systematic form are treated as if they were written in original Devanagari script. They are transliterated properly in systematic form strictly following the international standards. This standard or correct form is used as the "Entry name" or "Entry word." The popular or corrupt form, as it appears in our source, follows the standard form in parenthesis. It is linked with the standard form by a cross-reference. This procedure has automatically eliminated many duplicates. The users will be helped in so many ways. This matter is discussed on pages 85-90 of the TEST.

It is to be noted here that even the preliminary pages of a PP may contain a non-scientific, unsystematic form of the name. Many Hindi books show this aberration. Our decision is based on the following principle:

We should choose the most scientific form whether we have the title before us or not. We will assume that we are cataloging from the original in Devanagari script. For example, a title may appear as "Vishwamitra" or "Vishvamitra" or "Wiswamitra", anyway imaginable, (e.g. even Vishwamitter or Biswamitter!). However, we will take for our main entry the most scientific form, i.e., Visvamitra.

The Vedas declare: Ekam sad vipra bahudha vadanti—"Truth is one; sages name it differently." True form is one; aberrations many. This is our philosophy of rendering the names of our own Indian languages into a foreign tongue, here the English.

We tender our sincere apologies for not having been able to provide the essential diacritical marks not only in the present discussion but throughout our TULIP Bouquets. Our computer print-out did not provide for it! Period. Let it be made quite clear here that we did not give them not because we disregarded them, but because we were helpless. There lies the difference between those who reject outright and those who want to accept but are not able to do so because of the circumstances beyond their control.

While the computer has blessed us with many facilities, it has denied certain others. The life is a compromise. And we are not alone.
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in being subjected to the realization of our limitations. Even the
giant and gigantic operation of the Library of Congress at New Delhi has
failed to provide the diacritical marks in its Index to South Asia
Acquisitions List! Why! Because their computer is not able!

However, we would like to assure our users and consumers that if
"TULIP Blossoming" is continued, and if we go to the letter-press, or if
the computers are able to provide facilities when future volumes of
TULIP appear, we will certainly make full use of all of them.

Once we thought of adopting a new policy with regard to Hindi and
Sanskrit titles. The idea came to our mind that it would be more
helpful if in the final version of TULIP, Hindi and Sanskrit titles are
separated from English and arranged into a separate sequence of each.
This is what AL has done. But we abandoned the thought. We have kept
all languages together in one sequence, because our computer can easily
separate them if there is a demand.

Cross References

When data are collected from so many sources, the ultimate output
is bound to be quite rich. However, it tends to be complex and
conflicting at times, since these sources do not follow any uniform,
identical system of collecting, rendering, and featuring the data.
Advantages accompany disadvantages. Here is an example:

1. Baroda Museum and European Art Gallery
2. Baroda Museum and Picture Gallery
3. Baroda State Museum
4. Baroda State Museum and Picture Gallery.

We have tried to secure correlation and coordination between the
"Referred from" and the "Referred to" headings. Also we have verified
all the existing headings for relevance and appropriateness. It is
essential that not only the "Referred to" must exist in the file, but it
must also appear in that specific form. There is no justification in
making a reference to what does not exist in that form, or worse yet,
does not exist at all! We have accomplished this arduous task within
the limitations of the available time, money, and other facilities.
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Computer-Readability

We have secured computer-readability of the TULIP data so that the "list" could be mechanically composed, if and when feasible, by an automated photo-typesetter. The transcribed medium may serve as a means for the development of a national, comprehensive data base of periodical publications available in American libraries, a data base that can be mechanically manipulated to obtain the desired sorts and access points, including their ultimate incorporation into a national network, such as OCLC or RLIN. However, at present TULIP is being published as a computer output and duplicated by offset process. It is computer-generated. All the data are available on-line, if desired to be accessed.

What is Included and Why?

Shri Wajid in his "Introduction" to PiH narrates how the scope of his "union catalog" got narrowed down gradually. The case of TULIP is exactly the opposite. The project began as a means. We wanted to cover only such publications that were already in the American research libraries, or were likely to be acquired by them if known and made available. A time came soon when we found out that the American "divine" granting agencies were not willing to bestow any boon upon us. By that time we had already visualized how extensive the world of Indian periodical publications is. So we decided to widen our scope and collect the data on all Indian periodical publications without any consideration whether they were in an American library or would be acquired by any.

Originally our idea was to exclude the government publications, because Duke was engaged in covering them. Subsequently we found that their scope was extremely limited. So we widened our scope in that area too. We started collecting data on Government publications as well.

Therefore, TULIP as it stands now is THE UNIVERSAL LIST OF ALL INDIAN PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS deposited in major libraries of the world. However, our present world is limited to three countries--India, U.K., and the U.S.A. We have covered all the subjects, all types of
periodical publications. We may ourselves not be able to reach the final goal, yet we have shown what should be the goal of those who may follow us, if at all our steps are worth being followed! By no means we can claim any exhaustiveness in any sphere. Far from it. We are just sampling.

However, we have tried to give priority to reference works in all branches of knowledge. Yes, our cut off date now is 1980. Of course, we begin with the beginning of the publishing activity. Since we begin so early, we have also covered those geographical regions of India which are now called Pakistan or Bangladesh. For example, a publication that commenced in Dacca before 1947 deserves a place here and may be here. If it is not here, well, it is not the lack of our desire but the lack of the facilities that we could muster and master.

Yet we had to use some discretion in not including a type of serial! Yes, a type, not a specific title!! We had no such rule—No film India, as Krishnan advocated in the Wheat Loan Library Workshop (Delhi, 1962).

We claim that we have tried to include—or at least that has been our major objective—all the Indian periodical publications preserved and being served in major libraries of the world! Now if a publication is listed in NUC, NST, ULS or BUCOP, or any of the SSDC series of catalogs, it is preserved somewhere in a library. We had no doubt about it. We had to include it. However, we had to use some discretion with regard to such titles which were selected from CIPE, IPiP or PiP, because these do not report any library holdings; these are mere listings. So, if we thought that a particular title was not likely to be retained by a research library, we tried not to include it. In brief, our criterion was whether a library is holding the title or not. Of course, some of the titles recorded by us may be regarded by a Krishnan as equivalent to Film India. Well, we tender our apologies. So, if a title held by a library is recorded by us and some other critic holds it to be an "ephemeral," well, the librarian of that specific library bears the responsibility, not TULIP. Thus many of the house journals, school magazines, and government documents of marginal value
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will not be found here, unless, of course, let it be repeated, they were held by a library. Of course, we cannot claim even in our wildest dreams that what we are presenting here—even in these letters of the alphabet—is co-extensive with what our sources have listed. If we have been able to cover even ten percent of the vast oceans we have dipped into, we will think ourselves lucky. Our material resources were extremely limited, while our bibliographic and library resources were totally unlimited, at least in terms of our own physical, mental and monetary resources. We will regard all our labors fully rewarded if our attempts prompt the "gods of wealth (dhana-kuberas)" to shower their gold on us, or on our successors, if TULIP deserves any support, and continuation, and perpetuation!

Contents and Scope in Figures (Bouquet A and B)?

- Total no. of titles 1350
- Total no. of entries 2110
  (including added and cross-references)
- Total no. of pages 323
- Total no. of entries per page 9
- Average no. of lines per entry 8
SOME EDITORIAL NOTES AND EXPLANATIONS

Symbols to Separate Fields and Languages

When the typing of the "Master List" was started in Mysore, we did not use any sign or symbol to separate one field from another. Subsequently we used "/" or slash. But this symbol was also used for the separation of languages when the publication contained more than one language. LC differentiates between "and" & "or", e.g. "English and Sanskrit", and "English or Sanskrit." Since we did not have the original publication with us, we could not say whether the same material (thought-content) was identical in both the languages and whether we should use "and" or "or". So we had to use "/". Subsequently we used "--" (two dashes) for separating two fields. We could have used the oblique to separate two languages, but we preferred a comma.

Arrangement of Entries

The arrangement of entries is strictly alphabetical, disregarding all the punctuation marks, such as . , - etc. etc. All the acronyms and initialisms in the title of a periodical publication are kept as they appear in the title of a periodical, but the initial letters standing for the name (acronyms) of a Corporate Body are separated by a full stop (period). This was necessary if we wanted to provide them with the priority they deserve. All this was dictated by the mechanism of our computer software.

Example of a title:
1. A.I.R. miscellany
2. ABC social science

Example of a corporate body:
1. A.P.O.
2. A.I.M.O.

110 = Arrangement and Location of the States

We have taken some liberty in placing "West Bengal" right after Bengal in the form of "Bengal (West)." Had we not done so, "West
Bengal" would have been separated by hundreds of pages! In fact, it would not have appeared at all in this bouquet!! The British Government in India tried to divide Bengal eighty-two years ago, but they failed miserably. What they were not able to do then, their progeny has achieved now! Bengal was divided. A region called "East Pakistan" came into being. It fought and won its independence from its mother country and changed its name and form and everything. Now it is called Bangladesh! Well, we the bibliographers cannot keep pace with our great lords, the politicians. But we did not succumb to their plans and procedures. East Pakistan and Bangladesh are still in Bengal if the periodical publication originated before 1947.

If our readers and critics insist on the dictates of our political leaders, we may take West Bengal right at the end provided we are able to reach that end in this life span!

Some General Guidelines

All the institutions are entered under their names and identified with the name of the city at the end. For example, Agra. Kendriya Hindi Samsthan is listed as:

Kendriya Hindi Samsthan, Agra.

The names of such cities that were states as well as cities are differentiated from the states by the addition of the word "city" in parenthesis ( ) e.g. Bombay state is entered as Bombay, while Bombay city is represented as Bombay (City).

210 and 212 = Individualization of Titles

Unless there were two periodical publications bearing identical titles, we did not need any further individualization. However, even if we had to add an individualizing characteristic, we added the year of commencement rather than the place of publication or language, etc. as some other compilers have done, e.g. PIH, which adds the place-name, e.g. Bharati (Varanasi).

Volume-Numbering
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Now, sometimes we have to denote or designate a specific constituent number or issue of a volume. For example, Asian labour. v.11(8)- Sept. 1963. Here the specific figure representing the specific number or issue (8) is enclosed in circular brackets. Some other UL's, e.g. BUCOP, use the superscript. It was not easily available on our computer system and we could not afford the heavy expenditure involved in providing it. The word "number" or its abbreviation "no." does not appear in such cases.

On the other hand, when a set of numbers or issues, constituting an alternative or parallel numbering as a substitute for volume numbering is to be denoted, the abbreviated form "no." is also used along with the figures of numbers, all being enclosed in circular brackets. For example, Adhyeya. v.1-4(no.1-45); -Feb. 1973.

252 = Change of Title

ALC76 has two separate entries for the same title when there is a change either in the name of the corporate body (author) or title. The question is, why to bring all the details of the earlier title in the later title? For further explanation and examples see under field no. 601 and 602.

470 = Current/Ceased

Unless otherwise stated, it is assumed that the PP is current.

480 = The Address of the Publisher <Including PIN CODE>

The Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials had emphasized the need for drawing regionalized lists from major union catalogs. Ranganathan did not want to make his UC "an address-book." We have made our TULIP not only an address-book, but we have gone way beyond. We have tried to ascertain India's PIN CODE (Postal Index Number, similar to the Zip Code in U.S.A.) in as many cases as possible and have incorporated it into our entries. We believe this PIN CODE may achieve something highly desirable. It has potential for helping us to derive regionalized lists to any depth--state, district, city, even the
locality (Mohalla). This PIN CODE reaches great depth in geographical subdivisions.

520 = Frequency

These symbols denoting frequency of publications are currently used by MARC and its followers. We have adopted them for uniformity. Also because they did not generate any conflict with our way of doing. There is only one exception. We have used i for "irregular," since the symbol for it was not available on our computer system (and hence it could not be shown here under either!)

\[ i = b \text{ irregular} \\
    u \text{ unknown} \\
    z \text{ other} \\
    d \text{ daily} \\
    c \text{ semiweekly (twice a week)} \\
    3 \text{ times a week} \\
    w \text{ weekly} \\
    e \text{ biweekly (every two weeks)} \\
    m \text{ monthly} \\
    b \text{ bimonthly} \\
    q \text{ quarterly} \\
    t \text{ three times a year} \\
    f \text{ semiannual} \\
    a \text{ annual} \\
    g \text{ biennial (every two years)} \\
    h \text{ triennial (every three years)} \\
    k \text{ quinquennial (every five years)} \]

601 = Connection with Preceding Publication

The two phenomena of "Continuation" and "Succession" were identified, isolated, and differentiated by us on the basis of whether there is continuity in volume-numbering or not. If the volume-numbering is continued, it was regarded a case of "continuation." In such a case, only one entry was made for the preceding as well as the succeeding
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title. These (titles) were linked by the phrases "Continued by" and "Continued from." If there was a new sequence in volume-numbering, the PP was regarded as a new title and a new (separate) entry was made.

However, the new rules of the AACR-II disturb the whole line of our thinking and procedure. If there is a change in the title or the name of the sponsoring body (as author) AACR-II regards it a new title, a new personality, even if the volume-numbering is continued. Of course, both the entries are linked by suitable references.

Examples:

1) March of Mysore, and
2) March of Karnataka

and

1) Institute of History of Medicine, and
2) Indian Institute of History of Medicine.

Of course, if our procedure is followed, we would give a "see reference" for the preferred (i.e. latest) title, which will have full data. On the other hand, if the authority of the AACR-II is followed, both will have full details and there will be a "see also" references from both to both.

This is an example of the changes that will have to be made if we decide to follow the AACR-II strictly and rigorously. A great deal of revision and reorganization will be called for. But we are not in a mood to do it now. We will do it only if our patrons tell us, or a granting agency provides the needed funds and makes it possible for us to do so.

Here is a Case of Succession

1) Nagpur law journal.
   v.1-45; 1918-1962.
2) Maharashtra law journal.
   v.1-1963-

This is a case of succession because a new era begins. Even if we make two separate entries in both the cases, still we can use our own terminology, i.e. "Continued by" and "Continued from" or "Succeeded by" and "Succeeded from."
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The question naturally arises: When is a title a new title? The answer is: When a new personality emerges. And when does a new personality emerge? Well, we will have to think about it!

SSDC makes a distinction between "continuation" and "supersession." If the original volume numbering is continued, even after the title is changed, they would use the term "contd. from" or "contd. as." But if a new sequence in volume numbering is adopted, and there is also the change in title, they would say "supersedes" or "superseded by."

ALC76 lists one title:

Van vikas.
Hyderabad, India.
Supersedes Aranya vikasa and continues its volume numbering.

The question is: Why to use "supersedes" when the volume numbering is continued? They do not make any distinction between "supersedes" and "continues."

The Random House Dictionary gives the meaning of "supersede" as to set aside as void, useless or obsolete, usually in favour of something maintained."

The great OED says: "be superior"; "to render superfluous or unnecessary"; "to be set aside as useless or obsolete"; "to be replaced by something which is regarded as superior."

Thus the term "supersedes" is not appropriate, unless we regard what is dubbed as "superseded", to be void, useless, or obsolete.

654 = Abbreviations for Indexing Periodicals

Ann. bibl. of Eng. = Annual Bibliography of English Language
lang. and lit. and Literature
Bibliog. of agr. = Bibliography of Agriculture
Biolog. abstr. = Biological Abstracts
Chem. abstr. = Chemical Abstracts
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACT</th>
<th>= Fuel Abstracts and Current Titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GIPL</td>
<td>= Guide to Indian Periodical Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index India</td>
<td>= Index India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index to Indian legal period.</td>
<td>= Index to Indian Legal Periodicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ind. sc. abstr.</td>
<td>= Indian Science Abstracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLA abstr.</td>
<td>= Modern Language Association Abstracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIS</td>
<td>= Public Affairs Information Service (Bulletin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychc. abstr.</td>
<td>= Psychological Abstracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RZ</td>
<td>= Referativny Zhurnal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weed abstr.</td>
<td>= Weed Abstracts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 828 = Geographical Component of TULIP CODE

The constituent element of space used in constructing our TULIP CODE has been represented by a capital letter and an additional lower case letter wherever necessary. For example,

- **M** = Madras
- **Mi** = Madurai.

Since the names of the states and cities are also given in the address component (field # 480), there will be no ambiguity at all.

This TULIP CODE NO has also the potential of generating linguistic and chronological divisions. TULIP CN is fully discussed on pages 184-190 of the TEST. Examples appear in TULIP Bouquets. See at the end of this BBDR.

The following Abbreviations for the states in India have been used in constructing the TULIP CODE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Andhra Pradesh</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Kerala</th>
<th>Ke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arunachal Pradesh</td>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>Madhya Bharat</td>
<td>Mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assam</td>
<td>As</td>
<td>Madhya Pradesh</td>
<td>Mp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengal</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Madras</td>
<td>Md</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bihar</td>
<td>Bi</td>
<td>Maharashtra</td>
<td>Mt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bihar and Orissa</td>
<td>Bo</td>
<td>Manipur</td>
<td>Mr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bombay</td>
<td></td>
<td>Meghalaya</td>
<td>Me</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Central Provinces & Berar  Cb  Mizoram  Mi
Chandigarh (Union Terr.)  Ch  Mysore  My
Delhi (State)  D  Nagaland  N
  Delhi (Union Terr.)
  Goa, Daman, and Diu  G  Punjab  P
Gujarat  Gu  Rajasthan  R
Haryana  H  Tamil Nadu  T
Himachal Pradesh  Hi  Travancore--Cochin  Tc
Hyderabad  Hy  Tripura  Tr
India
  (Dominion)  I  Uttar Pradesh  U
  (Republic)  United Provinces of
             Agra and Oudh  Ua
Jammu and Kashmir  Jk  West Bengal  WB
Karnataka  K

850 = CITATIONS

Arranged in the descending order of authenticity and reliability, 8
being the most authentic and reliable. We have given due prominence to
our primary source. Most of the data are derived from it. That is why
it is designated as the primary. Whenever and wherever we have found
some variation, or additional information, it is shown as "reference,"
together with the citation of its specific source, its abbreviated
symbol being enclosed within < >. We have shown elsewhere how this
process has helped us (see page 239 of the TEST).

Sources for Serials Data & Abbreviations

AL  Accessions List, India
BUCOP  British Union Catalogue of Periodicals
CIPE  Current Indian Periodicals in English
CNLC  Catalogue of National Library, Calcutta
HPP  Hindi ki patra patrikaem
IOL  India Office Library, London. Catalogue
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IPiP  Indian Periodicals in Print
MI   Research Sources for South Asian Studies in Economic Development. A Select Bibliography of Serial Publications (East Lansing, Michigan)
NAL  National Agricultural Library, Washington, D.C.
NL   National Library, Calcutta
NLC  National Library (Calcutta) Catalogue
NLM  National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, MD
NST  New Serial Titles
NUC  National Union Catalog (U.S. Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.)
OC   Online Computer Library Center. Database
PIH  Periodicals in Humanities
PII  Press in India
UCD  Union Catalogue of Periodicals, Delhi¹
UCSD Union Catalogue of Serials, Delhi
Ulrich's Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory
ULS  Union List of Serials in Libraries of the United States and Canada
UMC  University of Missouri - Columbia Catalog

Stop Press

We have just now realized--but it is quite late now--that we have not given the vol./no./year specification a separate set and a separate tag number! We don't know why? This field is kept as an integral part--an adjunct--of the title. We may correct it if and when we reappear. Until then the "title" is to be interpreted in its widest

¹ While UC = Union Catalogue of Periodicals of the Social Science Documentation Centre of the Indian Council of Social Science Research, UCS = Union Catalogue of Serials of the same. The following letter/s stands for the geographical area covered, full names of which appear in the table presented on page 36-37.
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sense including all the data that go along with it in normal circumstances.

Companion Publications

Two companion publications are being released along with the two bouquets of TULIP. In fact the release of the bouquets was considerably delayed because the full beauty of the TULIP cannot be visualized without consulting the two companion volumes; the essence of TULIP can be well appreciated only if the other two volumes are kept to the left and right! These two volumes may serve as the vases. They will hold the TULIP bouquets quite well.

1. The first publication is entitled: TULSI: The Union Lists of Serials: History: Literature: Philosophy. It discusses briefly the preparation and publication of union lists all over the world.

2. The second publication is entitled: TEST: The Eternal Saga of TULIP or Composing a Union List of Serials in the Computer Age.

Why Publish TULIP?

We cannot claim by any means that TULIP as published now is perfect and complete. Far, far from it. The question then naturally arises: Why did we publish it at all? There are many reasons. The first is: Something is better than nothing! We just wanted to demonstrate in concrete form what can be achieved if an adequate cluster of resources is mustered. The other reasons are:

We wanted to create a favorable atmosphere conducive to the growth and development of TULIP. We approached many granting American agencies during the past six years for adequate funding, but the outcome was negative. Maybe, the times change. Some new Indo-US cooperating agency emerges and gives us the needed money to enable us to show in full the value and beauty of TULIP. We also wanted to draw the attention of the Government of India and her granting agencies, such as the University Grants Commission and the Ministry of Education. After all, as we have
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pointed out also in our TEST and TULSI, we are working towards the preparation and publication of a comprehensive universal list of India's periodical publications, the embodiments of her cultural heritage, preserved and being served in major libraries of the world. TULIP may lead toward the recovery and dissemination of India's glorious cultural heritage all over the world! We believe any Indian agency interested in the promotion of Indian culture would find TULIP a worthy object of support and promotion!

And finally we wanted to explore the possibilities of getting the support also from the users and consumers, who are our ultimate resort—the final refuge. They are the final judges of the internal and external values of TULIP. All our talk about the beauties and usefulness of TULIP are meaningless if this class of patrons is not satisfied.

So, these are some of the reasons for us to go out and stand the test. We are reminded of a great sadukti (wise saying) of one of the greatest poets of the world, Kalidasa:

Tam santah srotum arhanti sadasadyaktihetavah.
Hemnau samlaksyate byagnau visuddhih syamikapi va.

The noble critics may now hear and judge my composition, because they are blessed with the power of discerning what is worthy and what is not. The purity or blemish of the gold distinctly comes out in fire.

We are ready to stand the fire—get tested and evaluated. That is the only way to provide any justification for prosperity—nay, even the survival.

Since the TEST and TULSI are being simultaneously released to serve as the bases for the two TULIP bouquets, we do not think it appropriate to lengthen this Introduction.

May the readers and users be blessed with eternal bliss!
UNIV. LIST OF IND. PERIODICALS

308=At head of title
350=Former Associate body
351=Compiling
352=Issuing
353=Preparing
354=Producing
355=Publishing
356=Sponsoring
357=Formerly organ of

400 = PUBLISHING DATA
401=Place of Publication
402=Name of the publisher
403=Name of the Printer
430=Varied publishing data
431=Varied Place of publication
432=Varied publisher
433=Varied printer
450=Former publishing
451=Place of Publication
452=Former publisher
453=Former printer

460 = Genesis
461=Year of first publishing
462=Volume-year correlation
463=Reprint year
470=Whether still current (ct) or ceased (cd)

480 = ADDRESS of the PUBLISHER <Including PIN CODE>

Regionalized Lists: Value of the PIN CODE
483=Varied address of the publisher
485=Former address of the publisher
490=Current subscription (price)

1 = PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

501=collation
  5011=size
  5012=illus. (plates, etc.)
  5013=ports.
  5014=maps
  5015=tables
  5016=charts
  5017=diags.
502=Issued in more than one part/section
503=Issues combined
504 = Microforms
  5041=Microfilm
  5042=Microcard
  5043=Microfische
505=Mimeographed
506=Peculiarities in paginating/binding of volume
507=Volume no. incomplete
508=Volumes issued in revised ed.

510 = SERIES STATEMENT
  511=Series treatment DNTS
  512=Handling of physical volume
  514=Volumes without, or incomplete, series designation

520 = FREQUENCY OF PUBLICATION
  521=Current frequency
  525=Former frequency

530 = LANGUAGE OF THE PUBLICATION
  531=English
  532=Hindi
  533=Sanskrit
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534=Multilingual

540=Suspension of publication
560=Publication revived

570 = NUMBERING
571=Irregularities in the numbering of volumes
572=Irregularities in the numbering of series
573=Peculiarities in the numbering of volumes
574=Peculiarities in the numbering of series
575=Special note on the numbering of volume/series

600 = NOTES
601=Connection with preceding publication
   6011=Splitting
   6012=Splicing
602=Connection with succeeding publication
603=Current status of the publication
   6031=Absorbs = takes or sucks in
   6032=Incorporates = make, become, united in one body, or group
   6033=Merges with = become one
604=Status after the publication ceased to run
   6041=Absorbed by
   6042=Incorporated into
   6043=Merged into

610 = COOPERATORS
611=Editors
612=Collaborators
613=Compilers
614=Founders
615=Preparers
616=Producers
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620 = Contents
   626=Special issues with special contents
   628=Cumulation/summary
630 = Additional characteristics/features
   631=Supplements
   633=Supplement to some other publication
   636=Appendices
   637=Appendix to some other publication
   638=Issued as part of
640=Special numbers

650 = Index data
   651=Indexes
   654=Indexed in

660=Final form of the publication
   661=Bound with
   663=Issued with
   664=Boxed with

680 = Annotations, evaluative and explanatory (content analysis)

700 = ADDITIONAL ENTRIES
   710=Analytical entries
   720=Subject entries
   730=Added entries (collaborators)
   740="See" entries
   750="See also" entries

800 = CLASS NUMBERS/ CODES/ ID'S/ CITATIONS/CN's
   810=Class numbers
      811=LC call no.
      812=DC class no.
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820 = CODE NUMBERS
821=LC card number
822=LCSN (shadow number)
824=CODEN
825=ISSN
826=OCCN
828=TULIP CN
851=Authority (direct information)
852=Primary Source
853=Reference
854=Allusion (indirect reference)

900 = HOLDINGS OF COOPERATING LIBRARIES
910=USA
920=UK
930=India
991 = UNION CATALOGERS' SPECIAL NOTE
993 = OVERFLOW (any additional information which does not fit into any of the above categories)

N.B. These field ID's, or Numbers, or Tags appear in parenthesis right after the serials data of the specific field.
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The Universal List of Indian Periodicals

Bouquet One
Blossoms A-B.1
(A. Bha.--Bihar and Crissa.)
A. Bha. Sanskritapracarakam evam Siksasamithi (110)--Sanskrit
pracarakam (210)
search under
Sanskrit pracarakam (740)

A.I.M.O. (110)
search under
All India Manufacturers' Organisation (740)

A.I.R. miscellany (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. A.I.R.
miscellany <ALC76> (740)

A.N. Sinha Institute of Social Studies, Patna (110)
search under
Amugraha Narayan Sinha Institute of Social Studies and Community
Development, Patna (740)

A.P.O. (110)
search under
Asian Productivity Organisation <ALC76> (740)

A.P. Year book (210)
search under
Andhra Pradesh year book <ALC76> (740)

A.R.C. (110)
search under
Agricultural Refinance Corporation <ALC76> (740)

A.S.C.I. (110)
search under
Administrative Staff College of India, Hyderabad <ALC76> (740)

AAP ka swasthya (210)
search under
Apaka swasthya (740)

ABC social science; (210)--advanced bibliography of contents in
social science. v.1- 1971- (212)--uueIDDD97lu (828)--UCBi (852)

ABGILA (210)--annals, bulletin, granthalaya of the Indian Library
Association. v.1-3; Mar.1, 1949-Dec.1953 (212)--Indian Library
Association (305)--Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--English,
Hindi (534)--Succeeds: Indian Library Association. Library
bulletin. v.1-5(2); 1942-46 <UCD> (601)--Succeeded by: Indian
(602)--Ed.:S.R. Ranganathan (611)--Annals, bulletin, and
granthalaya (Hindi) form separately paged sections, each with
its own title page and index (680)--1. Libraries - Per. and soc.
publ. 2. Libraries - India (720)--I. Indian Library Association.
II. Ranganathan, S.R., ed. (730)--1. Annals of library science

ABHAYADUTA. v.1- 1962- (210)--Jodhpura (401)--Virandra Kumar
<Pi75> (402)--2 Rallaram Building, High Court Road,
Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--Hindi
(521)--Ed.:Sreepal Singh <Pi7> (611)--News and current affairs
(680)--73-900170 (821)--uuhRJo962w (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP
Pi75 (853)--PL480:v.11, Oct.4, 1972- (910)

ABEEDANANDA Academy annual. v.1- 1961- (210)--Calcutta (401)--
Abhedananda Academy of Culture (402)--a (521)--English (531)--
060 (812)--uueIEC961a (828)--PiH (852)--NST (853)

ABHINAVA sahakar. v.1- 1964- ; Mar.1966 <IPiP> (210)--Alternate
title: Abhinava sahakara (2303)--Nagpur (401)--Nagpur Divisional
Cooperative Board, Tilak Road, Mahal, Nagpur, Maharashtra
(480)--Rs.7.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Abhinava sahakara
(740)--uueIMn966m (828)--UCD (852)--IPiP (853)

ABOUT us. v.1-3(6); 1970-72 <UCD> (210)--Bharatiya Jan Sangh
(306)--Delhi (401)--Vishan Das (402)--Vithalbhai Patel Bhawan,
Delhi <CIPE> (480)--e (521)--English (531)--Ed.:J.P. Mathur
(611)--Political news from Jan Sangh (680)--l. India - Politics
and government - Periodicals (720)--DS401.A54 (811)--320.954
(812)--76-929481 (821)--DS401.D570e (825)--NUC (852)--CIPE UCD
(853)

ABSTRACT of statistics, Union Territory of Pondicherry, 19-
(210)--Issued by: Bureau of Economics and Statistics, 1976-
II. Bureau of Statistics and Evaluation, 1963/64-1975 (352)--
Pondicherry (401)--Bureau of Statistics, Govt. of Pondicherry
(402)--25-29cm. (5011)--maps(col.) (5014)--some volumes issued
combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar.31
(620)--1. Pondicherry (Union Ter.) - Statistics (720)--I.
Pondicherry. Bureau of Statistics. II. Pondicherry. Bureau of
Statistics and Evaluation. III. Pondicherry. Bureau of Economics
and Statistics (730)--HA1728.P58A23 (811)--SA66-3981 (821)--
0554-646X (825)--2822624 (826)---HAeIPPP9uaa (828)--ALC76 (852)--
OC (853)--PL480:1960/61-1974 (910)

ABSTRACT of statistics for Tamil Nadu, Jan.1968- (210)--Formerly:
Abstract of statistics for Madras State. v.1-12; 1956-Dec.1967
(250)--Issued by:Dept. of Statistics of Tamil Nadu State, 1968-
(302)--Formerly issued by the state under its earlier name:
Madras, 1956- Dec.1967 (352)--Madras (401)--Director of
Statistics (402)--30cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English
(531)--1. Madras - Statistics. 2. Tamil Nadu - Statistics
(720)--I. Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Statistics. II. Madras. Dept. of
Statistics (730)--HA1728.T3A252 (811)--315 (812)--72-920008
(821)--0541-7813 (825)--1605780 (826)--HAeITM956q (828)--ALC76
(852)--NST OC UCSD (853)--PL480:v.7-16(2); Mar.1962-June 1971

ABSTRACTS of CFTRI papers. v.1-1966- (210)--Central Food Technological Research Institute, Mysore (305)--Mysore (401)--Unpriced (490)--i (521)--English (531)--uueIKM966i (828)--IPiP (852)


ACADEMY of Aryan Science (110)
search under
Akademi; a monthly journal of art, science and literature (740)

ACADEMY of Folk-Theatre Arts, Udaipur (110)--Mukhapatra (210)
search under
Rangayana <ALC78> (740)
ACADEMY of Gandhian Studies (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Gandhi Vigyan <ALC78> (740)


ACADEMY of Philosophy and Religion, Poona (110)--Review of philosophy and religion (210)--being the journal of the Academy of Philosophy and Religion (212)--Poona (401)--The Academy (402)--u (521)--English (531)--P.K.Gode <NUC> (611)--Review of philosophy and religion (740)--UUeIMtP930u (828)--PiH (852)--IOL NUC ULS (853)

ACCENT; (210)--magazine of Indian life, thought and culture <UCD>. v.1- Mar.1969-- (212)--New Delhi (401)--F-19 NDSE Part-I, New Delhi <IPiP> (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.:K.B. Nayar (611)--Indexed in: Index India <UMC> (654)--Indian life, thought and culture (680)--1. India - Civilization - Periodicals <OC> (720)--AP8.A25 (811)--052 (812)--70-903415 (821)--1638879 (826)--APeIDN969m (828)--NUC (852)--IPiP NST OC UCD (853)--PL480:Feb.1973-Oct.1974 (910)

ACCIDENTS claims journal. v.1- 1966-- (210)--Delhi (401)--Pankaj Dhawan <CIPE> (402)--12 Malakaganj, Roshanara, Delhi <IPiP> (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: R.L. Kumar <CIPE> (611)--Indices <CIPE> (651)--Reports judgements both Indian and foreign relating to accidents; also deal with insurance claims and workmen's compensation <CIPE> (680)--76-922499 (821)--UUeIDD966m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC UCD (853)--PL480:Jan.1966-- (910)

ACCOUNTANTS' digest; (210)--journal of special interest to accountants, businessmen and executives. v.1- 19 -- (212)--Madras (401)--Philip Publications (402)--36-37 Angappa Naicken St., Madras (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--UUeITM9uum (828)--NL (852)

ACCOUNTS relating to the inland trade of India (210)
search under
India. Dept. of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics. Accounts relating to the inland (rail and river-borne) trade of India (740)
ADHYEYA. v.1-1968-<Pii>(210)--Madras (401)--Amarlal Nichani (402)--3 Krishna Iyer Street, Madras-600034 (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--some numbers issued combined (503)---m (521)--English (531)--Suspected (540)--Ed.: Amarlal Nichani (611)--General (680)--AP8.A3 (811)--72-900350 (821)--APEIMT968m (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPIP OC PiI75 (853)--PL480:v.5-10(10); Jan.1972-Oct.1977 (910)

ADHYATMA saptaha. v.1-1973?- (210)--Poona (401)--Ananda Niketan Trust (402)--w (521)--English (531)--Volume for 1976 included in Pratibuddha (663)--Hinduism (680)--Pratibuddha (750)--73-906539 (821)--UEIEnT973w (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480:no.2, 1573--(910)

ADHYAYAN. v.1- Jan.1974- (210)--Vallabh-Vidyana gar (401)--B.R. Chokshi (402)--$2.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)---w (521)--English (531)--Suspected with v.1, Jan.1974 (540)--Indexed in: Index India (654)--Research articles on various subjects (680)--AS471.A54 (811)--052 (821)--75-903517 (821)--2245615 (826)--ASEIIGV974w (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:v.1, Jan.1974 (910)

ADHYAYANA anusandhana. v.1- Apr.1973- (210)--Jayapura (401)--R.C. Shastri <PI75> (402)--B 20 Ganesh Marg, Bapunagar, Jaipur, Rajasthan <PI75> (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)---f (521)--English, Hindi (534)---Ed.: P.C. Jain (611)--Research journal of the Institute of Higher Studies and Research (680)--I. Institute of Higher Studies and Research <OC> (730)--AS471.A54 (811)--052 (821)--75-902179 (821)--7916652 (826)--ASEHJR973f (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC PiI75 (853)--PL480:v.1, Apr.1973- (910)

ADHYAYANA aura anvishana. v.1-1965- (210)--Udaipur (401)--Vishvavidyalaya, Hindi Vibhaga, Udaipur, Rajasthan (480)--Price varies (490)--a (521)--Hindi (532)--1. Hindi literature - History and criticism - Addresses, essays, lectures (720)--PK2033.A33 (811)--PKEIRU965a (828)--IPIP (852)--NUC (853)--NUC lists it as a book (991)

ADHYAYANAMALA (210)
search under.
Sodha-prabha (740)

ADHYEYA. v.1-4(no.1-45); Feb.1973 (210)--Hindi Pracara Sabha (305)--Haidarabad (401)--Hindi Press (403)--Rashtrapati Road, Secunderabad, AP <PI75> (480)--22cm. (5011)---m (521)--Hindi (532)---Ed.: D. Prasad <PI75> (611)--1. Hindi literature - Periodicals. 2. Hindi poetry - Periodicals (720)--PK2040.D45 (811)--72-901010 (821)--5437941 (826)--PKHIAH969m (828)--PiI75 (852)--OC (853)
ADIBASI. no.1-1963/64-(210)--Tribal Research Bureau, Orissa (305)--Bhubaneswar (401)--Rs.16.00 (490)--25-28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Issues for 1966/67--called v.8--<OC> (573)--Ed.:S.K. Patel (611)--Indexed in: India; GIPL (654)--Tribal welfare (680)--1. Adivasis - Periodicals (720)--I. Orissa. Tribal Research Bureau (730)--DS432.A2A4 (811)--SA68-17307 (821)--0567-9362 (825)--1461092 (826)--DS6IOB964q (828)--ALC76 (521)--NST OC Pi175 UMC (853)--PL480:no.1-14(4); 1963/64-Jan.1973 (910)

ADITI. v.1-1943-(210)--Pondicherry (401)--Sri Aurobindo Ashram (402)--Post Box 85, Nai Dilli <HPP> (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Eds.: Dr. Indrasena and Haradhan Bakhshi <HPP> (611)--Religious and logic paper <HPP> (680)--UUHIDN943q (828)--PiH (852)--HPP (853)

ADIVASI. v.1-1947--<PiI'> (210)--Bihar. Public Relations Dept. (302)--Ranchi (401)--Director, Public Relations, Bihar <PiI75> (402)--Patna <PiI75> (431)--Public Relations Dept., Govt. of Bihar, Patna, Bihar (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--some numbers issued combined (503)--w (521)--Hindi (532)--volume numbers irregular. v.2l omitted (571)--Ed.: Radha Krishna <PiI75>; Narendranarayana Lala <NLC> (611)--Tribal welfare (680)--1. Economic assistance, Domestic - India - Periodicals. 2. India - Scheduled tribes - Periodicals (720)--I. Bihar. Public Relations Dept. (730)--HC440.P63 (811)--SA63-4550 (821)--1461093 (826)--HChIBR947w (828)--ALC76 (852)--AL74 HPP NLC OC PiI75 (853)--PL480:v.16(20/21), June 18, 1962- (910)

ADIVASI vartaman. v.1(1-2); Jan.-Apr./June 1974 (210)--Other title: News letter (2303)--Tribal Research and Training Institute, Gujarat Vidyaipeth (305)--Ahmedabad (401)--Ceased (470)--q (521)--English (531)--Socio-economic conditions among tribal people of Gujarat (680)--I. Gujarat Vidyaipeth. Tribal Research and Training Institute (730)--X4-904060 (822)--8917912 (826)--UUeIGuA974q (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:v.1(2), Apr./June 1974 (910)

ADMARS. v.1- Jan. 1960- (210)--Bombay (401)--V. Achuthan (402)--16 Kapadia Industrial Estate, Building no.3, 123/24 Kurla Andheri Road, Andheri East, Bombay-400069 (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: N.K.J. Pillai <CIPE> (611)--Advertising sales management, etc. <AL> (680)--1. Advertising - Periodicals. 2. Advertising - India (720)--HF5801.A22 (811)--659 (812)--SA63-407 (821)--HPFeMtB696m (828)--NUC (852)--ALC76 CIPE IPiP NST UCK (853)--PL480:v.2, Jan. 1.d 100 (910)

ADMARS (110)--Annual number and advertising directory <AL>. 5th-1965-(210)--Bombay (401)--Admars Co. (402)--10 Kapadia Industrial Estate, Building no.3, 123/25 Kurla Andheri Road, Andheri East, Bombay-400069 (480)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--The first four numbers were published as

ADMINISTRATION. v.1-1971-<PII75> (210)--Bangalore (401)--D. Lingegowda <PII75> (402)--102-IV Block, Jayanagar, Bangalore-560002, Karnataka (480)--Rs. 8.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Some issues reported as not published (540)--Ed.: D. Lingegowda <PII75> (611)--Political and administrative corruption in India (680)--1. Political science - Periodicals. 2. India - Politics and government - Periodicals <OC> (720)--73-900280 (821)--1775619 (826)--UUEKB971m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE CNLC OC PII75 (853)--PL480:v.1, Nov. 1972- (910)

ADMINISTRATIVE change. v.1- June 1973--(210)--Jaipur (401)--B. Mehta <PII75> (402)--C-13 Bal Marg, Tilak Nagar, Jaipur-302004, Rajasthan <PII75> (480)--Rs.8.00; $5.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)-->f (521)--English (531)--Ed.: B. Mehta <PII75> (611)--Current affairs (680)--1. Public administration - Periodicals (720)--JA26.A37 (811)--350.0005 (812)--SA73-907164 (821)--1790587 (826)--JAEIRJ973f (828)--NUC (852)--ALC76 CIPE OC PII75 UCG (853)--PL480:June 1973- (910)

ADMINISTRATIVE directory of the Government of Assam. 1st-1960--(210)--Issued by: Appointment Dept., Organization and Methods Division (302)--Shillong (401)--Printed at the Assam Govt. Press (403)--25cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Assam - Registers (720)--I. Assam. Appointment Dept., Organization and Methods Division (730)--JQ327.A33 (811)--354.54'162'00025 (812)--SA66-4213 (821)--0571-4680 (825)--5658364 (826)--JQeAss960u (828)--AL (852)--OC (853)

ADMINISTRATIVE Staff College, Bombay (110)--Report (210) search under Administrative Staff College of Maharashtra State. Annual report of the Administrative Staff College, Maharashtra State <ALC76> (740)

ADMINISTRATIVE Staff College Association (110)--Journal. v.1-14; 1958-70 <UCD> (210)--Hyderabad (401)--Bella Vista, Hyderabad, AP (480)--Price varies (490)--f (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Administrative Staff College of India. ASCI Journal of management wef.1971 <UCD> (602)--Administrative Staff College of India. ASCI journal of management (750)--UUEIAH958f (828)--IPiP (852)--CIPE UCD (853)

ADMINISTRATIVE Staff College of India, Hyderabad (110)--Annual report, 1957/58--(210)--Hyderabad (401)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--1. Management - Study and teaching - India. 2. Executives - Training - India (720)--HD20.15.I4H94 (811)--658.4'007'11584

-7-
ADULT education review. v.1- 1949- (210)--South Indian Adult Education Association (305)--Madras (401)--Ceased? (470)--u (521)--English (531)--I. South Indian Adult Education Association (730)--374 (812)--UUEITM949u (828)--NST (852)--UCD (853)

ADVANCE. v.1- May 1954- (210)--Punjab, India. Public Relations Dept. (305)--Official organ of the Public Relations Dept. of Punjab, India (307)--Chandigarh (401)--Directorate of Public Relations, Govt. of Punjab, Chandigarh (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--27 cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--q (521)--English (531)--Volume numbers irregular. v.16-17 omitted in numbering <OC> (571)--Succeeds: Our Punjab (601)--Life and culture of Punjab (680)--I. Punjab, India -- Periodicals (720)--I. Punjab, India. Public Relations Dept. (730)--Our Punjab (750)--DS405.P2A47 (811)--954'552'005 (812)--SA63-3475 (821)--0515-4545 (825)--1461125 (826)--DS6ECC954q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPIP OC (853)--PL480:v.9(2), Apr./June 1962-; some issues not available (910)

ADVANCES in education. v.1- 1965- <PiI> (210)--Centre for Advanced Study in Education, Faculty of Education and Psychology, M.S. University (305)--Baroda (401)--Price varies (490)--22 cm. (5011)--v.2(4)--v.3(1/2), Apr.-July/Oct.1967 issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.:A.S. Patel (611)--I. Education -- Periodicals (720)--I. Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda. Centre for Advanced Study in Education (730)--L61.A4 (811)--370 (812)--79-904827 (821)--L6eIGuB965q (828)--NUC (852)--AL CIPE CNLC IPIP NST (853)

ADVENT. v.1- 1944- (210)--Pondicherry (401)--Sri Aurobindo Ashram (422)--Sri Aurobindo Ashram, Pondicherry (480)--Rs.1.50 (490)--25 cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.:Nolini Kant Gupta <CIPE> (611)--A quarterly devoted to the exposition of Aurobindo's vision of the future (680)--I. Ghose, Aurobindo, 1872-1950 -- Societies -- Periodicals, etc. (720)--I. Shri Aurobindo Ashram (730)--BL1270.G4A3 (811)--052 (812)--SA68-4810 (821)--1587084 (826)--BLeIPP944q (828)--NUC (852)--AL IPIP OC PiH UCD (853)--PL480:v.25, Feb.1968- (910)

ADVICE on company matters for executives (210)
search under
Company law news bulletin (740)

ADVOCATES' chronicle: (210)--an illustrated monthly journal for the members of the bar. v.1- Oct.1932- (212)--Royapettah, Madras (401)--Ceased (470)--27.5 cm. (5011)--ports. (5013)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.:Dr. Mir-Anwaruddin (611)--UUEITM932m (828)--ULS (852)--NUC (853)

THE ADYAR bulletin; (210)--organ of the non-sectionalised countries <NUC>. v.1- 1908- (212)--The Adyar bulletin for non-sectionalised countries; a world wide quarterly (230)--Adyar, Madras (401)--q (521)--English (531)--Theosophical
ADYAR Library, Madras

outlook (680) -- UUEITM908q (828) -- IOL (852) -- NUC (853)

ADYAR Library, Madras (110) -- Report, 19 - (210) -- Madras (401) -- The Library (402) -- 25cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- 2846.M18 (811) -- cal13-750 (821) -- 6481932 (826) -- 28eITM9uu (828) -- NUC (852) -- OC (853)

THE ADYAR Library bulletin (210)
search under
Brahmavidya <PiH> (740)

ADYAR theosophist (210)
search under
The Theosophist (740)

AERC Club journal (210)
search under
Aero Club of India. Journal (740)

AERO Club of India (110) -- Journal. v.1-6(7); 1929? -- July 1934 (210) -- Aero Club journal, June 1933 -- July 1934 <NUC> (2304) -- Formerly issued by: Aero Club of India and Burma (352) -- Simla, etc. (401) -- Ceased (470) -- 28cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- diagrs. (5017) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Owing to a change of policy in dating issues of journal in 1933, there are no numbers dated Apr. and May for that year <NUC> (575) -- 1. Aeronautics -- Periodicals (720) -- 1. Aero Club of India and Burma. Journal. 2. Aero Club journal (740) -- TL501.A2915 (811) -- 52-44205 (821) -- TLeIHIS929m (828) -- ULS (852) -- NUC (853)

AERO Club of India and Burma (110) -- Journal (210)
search under
Aero Club of India. Journal (740)

AESTHETICS (youth's art and culture circle). v.1- <1947> -- (210) -- Bombay (401) -- u (521) -- English (531) -- UUEIMtb947u (823) -- ULS (852) -- NUC (853)

AFRASIAN C.D. news (210)
search under
Afrasian Community Development news (740)

BOUQUET A

AFRASIAN markets (SA63-3652) (210)

search under
Export gazette (740)

THE AFRASIAN review. v.1- 1976- (210)--Bangalore (401)--The
Federal Press (403)--Basavangudi, Bangalore-550004, Karnataka
(480)--m (521)--English (531)--l. India - Foreign relations -
Africa - Periodicals. 2. Africa - Foreign relations - India -
Periodicals (720)--UUEIKB976m (828)--NL (852)

AFRICA diary; (210)--weekly diary of African events with index.
v.1- July 1/17, 1961- (QC) (212)--Delhi (401)--M. Chhabra for
Africa Publications (402)--F-15 Bhagat Singh Market, Post Box
No. 702, New Delhi-110001 <IPiP> (480)--Rs.150.00 (490)--27cm.
(5011)--w (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Hari Sharan Chhabra <CIPE>
(611)--Current events of Africa (680)--l. Africa - Periodicals
<QC> (720)--I. Africa Publications (730)--DTL.A213 (811)--960.3
(812)--SA62-277 (821)--0001-978X (825)--1461371 (826)--
DTeIDN961w (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE: IPiP NST OC PiH UCD (853)--
PL480:v.2, Jan.5, 1962- (910)

AFRICA quarterly. v.1- Apr./June 1961- (210)--Issued by: Indian
Indian Council for Africa (307)--Formerly issued by the Council,
1961-July/Sept.1973 (352)--New Delhi (401)--Indian Centre for
Africa (402)--Azad Bhavan, New Delhi-110062 <CIPE> (480)--
Rs.20.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--maps (5014)--tables (5015)--some
numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--
Incorporates: Indian Council for Africa. Library. Documentation
(611)--Supplements accompany as: Quarterly chronicle, v.11(2)-
.v.1-11(1) of Quarterly chronicle was issued with Africa
quarterly <UCD> (631)--Indexes (651)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index
India; PAIS bulletin (654)--Devoted mostly to objective studies
on African political, economic, social, cultural and literary
subjects <CIPE> (680)--l. Africa - Periodicals (720)--l. Indian
Council for Africa. II. Indian Centre for Africa (730)--
Quarterly chronicle (740)--Indian Council for Africa. Library.
Documentation list: Africa (750)--DTL.A216 (811)--SA64-1504
(821)--0001-9828 (825)--1461375 (826)--DTeIDN961q (828)--NUC
(852)--ALC76 CIPE OC UCD (853)--PL480:v.2, Apr./June 1962- (910)

AFRICAN books newsletter. v.1- Apr.1966- (210)--Inter-Trade
Publications, Kalyani <NST> (305)--Calcutta (401)--K.K. Roy
(Private) Limited <NST> (402)--55 Garibhat Road, P.B.No.10210,
Calcutta-700019 (480)--m (521)--English (531)--l. African
literature - Bibliography - Periodicals (720)--016.960 (812)--
73-902883 (821)--0001-9941 (825)--2062741 (826)--2leIBC966m
(828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480:v.7(4)-v.10(4); July
1972-July 1975 (910)--Acquired for LC only (991)

AFRICAN recorder. v.1- Jan.1/14, 1962- (210)--New Delhi (401)--
M.H. Samuel (402)--C-2 Culmoher Park, Journalist Colony,
P.B.No.595, New Delhi <IPiP> (480)--Rs.105.00 (490)--27cm.

AFRO-ASIAN community development news (210)

search under

Afrasiyan community development news (740)

AFRO-ASIAN cooperative news. v.1- 1965— (210)—New Delhi (401)—Afro-Asian Rural Reconstruction Organization, Division of Rural Cooperatives, C-118 Defence Colony, New Delhi (480)—Price varies (490)—q (521)—English (531)—Succeeded by: Rural reconstruction w.e.f. 1966 <UCD> (602)—Rural reconstruction (750)—UUEIDN965q (828)—IPiP (852)—UCD (853)

AFRO-ASIAN Rural Reconstruction Organization. Division of Community Development (110)—Afrasiyan community development news (210)

search under

Afrasiyan community development news (740)

THE AGE of atheism (210)—Atheist Society of India (305)—Visakhapatnam (401)—Thompson Street, Visakhapatnam-530001, AP (480)—Price varies (490)—26cm. (5011)—u (521)—English (531)—l. Atheism—India—Periodicals (720)—I. Atheist Society of India (730)—BL2747.3.A33 (811)—211.8'05 (812)—77-912246 (821)—3573757 (826)—BLeIAV9uuu (828)—ALC78 (852)—CIPE OC (853)

AGRA. Archaeological Society (110)
search under
Archaeological Society of Agra <IOL ULS> (740)

AGRA. Central Hindi Institute (110)
search under
Kendriya Hindi Samsthana, Agra <ALC76> (740)

AGRA. Kendriya Hindi Samsthana (110)
search under
Kendriya Hindi Samsthana, Agra <ALC76> (740)

AGRA (city). University (110)
search under
Agra University (740)


AGRA University (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Indian education; planning and development <ALC78> (740)

AGRA University (110)--Journal of research (210)
search under
Agra University. Journal of research: letters (740)


AGRA University (110)--Quarterly journal (210)
search under
Indian education; planning and development <ALC78> (740)

AGRA University bulletin (210)
search under
Agra University. Bulletin (740)
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AGRI-HORTICULTURAL Society of Madras (110)--Report and proceedings of the annual general meeting, 1922/23--(210)--Madras (401)--a (521)--English (531)--Other years unnumbered (571)--Continues: Agricultural and Horticultural Society of Madras. Proceedings of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of Madras, 1839/42-1921 <1871-1910; ns.v.2-13> (601)--Synopsis of proceedings, 1835-70 with an index to the synopsis and the proceedings of 1871-74 (631)--Agricultural and Horticultural Society of Madras. Proceedings (740)--UUEITTM923a (826)--ULS (852)--BU COP (853)

AGRICULTURAL and Horticultural Society of India, Calcutta (110)--Journal. v.1-14; 1842-66; 1854-70 <NUC> (210)--Formerly: Monthly journal, v.1-2(3) (250)--ns.v.1-9; 1867-91 (290)--Calcutta (401)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Agriculture -- India (720)--Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India. Monthly journal (740)--S17.A2 (811)--1478518 (826)--SleIBC842m (828)--ULS (852)--NUC OC (853)

AGRICULTURAL and Horticultural Society of India, Calcutta (110)--Monthly journal (210)

search under
Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India, Calcutta. Journal (740)

AGRICULTURAL and Horticultural Society of India, Calcutta (110)--Proceedings and journal. v.1-8; 1821-41? (210)--Title varies (250)--Calcutta (401)--u (521)--English (531)--1478519 (826)--SleIBC821u (828)--ULS (852)--OC (853)

AGRICULTURAL and Horticultural Society of India, Calcutta (110)--Transactions. v.1-8; 1838-41 <NUC> (210)--Calcutta (401)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Agriculture -- India (720)--S17.A3 (811)--SleIBC8338u (828)--ULS (852)--NUC (853)

AGRICULTURAL and Horticultural Society of Madras (110)--Proceedings of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of Madras (210)

search under
Agrí-Horticultural Society of Madras. Report and proceedings of the annual general meeting (740)

AGRICULTURAL banker. v.1- Jan./Mar.1978- (210)--New Delhi (401)--S.R. Suneja (402)--84/29 Safdarjung Enclave, New Delhi-110016 (480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--On agricultural finance and financial institutions in India (680)--1. Agricultural credit -- India -- Periodicals. 2. Rural development -- India -- Periodicals. 3. Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- India -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--HG2051.14A18 (811)--332.7'0954 (812)--78-914713 (821)--4568601 (826)--HGeIDN978q (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:v.1, Jan./Mar.1978- (910)
AGRICULTURAL College and Research Institute, Coimatore (110)--
Agricultural research journal of Kerala (210)

AGRICULTURAL economist; (210)—an independent publication in rural
service. v.1- Nov.1948- <ULS> (212)--Bombay (401)--5 Krishna
Buildings, Ghatkopar Mahul Road, Chembur, Bombay-400071 (480)--
10 North Street, Ganapati Nagar, Thanjavour-613001, TN <CIPE>
(485)--Rs.18.00 (490)--24cm. (501l)--v. in (more than one volume
bound in l) (506)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: S. Thirumalai
(61l)--l. Agriculture — Economic aspects — Periodicals. 2.
Agriculture — Economic aspects — India — Periodicals (720)—I.
Thirumalai, S., ed. (730)--HD101.A426 (811)--58-47973 (821)—
HDeIMtB948m (828)—NUC (852)—CIPE ULS (853)

AGRICULTURAL Finance Corporation (110)--Annual report,
Agricultural Finance Corporation, 1976— (210)—Bombay (401)—The
Corporation (402)—29cm. (501l)—a (521)—English (531)—l.
Agricultural Finance Corporation — Periodicals. 2. Agricultural
credit — India. 3. Agriculture — Economic aspects — India
(720)—HG2051.A469 (811)—332.7’1’06054 (812)—78-914708
(812)—5742746 (826)—HGeIMtB976a (828)—ALC79 (852)—OC (853)—
PL480:1976— (910)

AGRICULTURAL guidebook. v.1-19 — (210)—Issued by: Dept. of
Agriculture, Assam (302)—Shillong (401)—21cm. (501l)—a
(521)—English (531)—l. Agriculture — India — Assam —
Periodicals (720)—I. Assam. Dept. of Agriculture (730)—
S280.A5A26; HD2075.A8A7 <NAL> (811)—630.95162 (812)—7-918981
(812)—4657831 (826)—HDeIMtB976a (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC OC
(853)—PL480:1968/69-1971/72 (910)

AGRICULTURAL journal of India. v.1-25; Jan.1906-Nov.1930 (210)—
Calcutta (401)—Central Publication Branch for the Imperial
Council of Agricultural Research, Govt. of India (402)—25cm.
(501l)—illus. (5012)—b (521)—quarterly, 1906-1919 (525)—
Succeeded by: Agriculture and livestock in India wef. Jan.1931
and the Indian journal of agricultural sciences wef. Feb.1931
(602)—Edited by: Agricultural adviser to the Govt. of India
with the assistance of the staff of the Pusa Research Institute,
1906-Jan. 1917 (611)—Issues for 1916-1919 include a special
Indian sciences congress number consisting of papers read at the
annual congresses (640)—l. Agriculture — Periodicals. 2.
Agriculture — India (720)—I. Indian Council of Agricultural
Research. II. Indian Science Congress Association. III. India.
Dept. of Agriculture (730)—l. Agriculture and livestock in
India. 2. Indian journal of agricultural science (750)—S17.A47
(811)—07-17175 rev. (821)—0365-3641 (825)—1478547 (826)—
S1eIBC906b (828)—ULS (852)—OC (853)

AGRICULTURAL ledger. v.1-17(6); 1892-1912 (210)—Calcutta (401)—
Superintendent, Govt. Printing (403)—24cm. (501l)—illus.
(5012)—maps (5014)—u (521)—English (531)—Eds.: Reporter on
economic products to the government of India. v.1- 16; Economic botanist to the Botanical Survey of India. v.17- (611)--Contributions are classified and numbered under the following series: Vegetable products. Animal products. Mineral and metallic. Agricultural, Industrial, Entomological, Veterinary. Forest. Medical and chemical. Implement and machinery. Crop disease and pest, Misc. <OC> (620)—Indexes: v.1-6 in v.6; v.7-12 in v.12; v.13-17 in v.17 (651)—The issues for 1892 and 1896 are reprints with annotations, originally edited by E. Thurston (680)—I. Agriculture — India — Periodicals (720)—I. India. Reporter on economic products. II. India. Botanical Survey <OC> (730)—S17.A5 (811)—05-35011 (rev.'19) (821)—5246920 (826)—SleIBC894u (828)—ULS (852)—NUC (853)

AGRICULTURAL marketing. v.1- 1958- (210)—Issued by: Directorate of Marketing and Inspection, Ministry of Agriculture, Govt. of India (302)—Delhi (401)—Controller of Publications (402)—New Secretariat Building, Nagpur, Maharashtra (480)—Ministry of Agriculture, Krishi Bhavan, New Delhi (483)—Rs.20.00 (490)—25cm. (5011)—some issues combined (503)—q (521)—English (531)—Ed.: P.Y. Shirke <CIPE> (611)—Indexed in: Index India (654)—Devoted to the problems of agricultural marketing in India <OC> (680)—I. Farm produce — Marketing — Periodicals (720)—I. India. Directorate of Marketing and Inspection (730)—HD9016.I4A34 (811)—338.1 (812)—SA63-4786 (821)—0002-1555 (825)—3431630 (826)—HDeIDN958q (828)—AL (852)—CIPE NST NUC OC (853)—PL480:v.4(4)—Jan.1962-Oct.1973 (910)

AGRICULTURAL Marketing in India (210)
search under
India. Directorate of Marketing and Inspection. Marketing series (740)

AGRICULTURAL prices in India (210)
search under
India. Directorate of Economics and Statistics. Agricultural prices in India <ALC76> (740)

AGRICULTURAL Refinance Corporation (110)—Annual report. lst-1963/64- (210)—<Bombay> (401)—26cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—Report year ends June 30 (620)—I. Agricultural credit — India <OC> (720)—HG2051.I4A14 (811)—332.71 (812)—SA68-12706 (821)—7651011 (826)—HGeIMt964a (828)—ALC76 (852)—NST NUC OC UCSMP (853)—PL480:4th-12th; 1966/67-1974/75 (910)

AGRICULTURAL research (210)
search under
Indian journal of agricultural sciences (740)

AGRICULTURAL research journal of Kerala. v.1- 1963?— <NST> (210)—Kerala Agricultural University <OC> (305)—Formerly published by: Agricultural College and Research Institute, v.1-9(1) (355)—Trivandrum (401)—Agricultural Research Institute, Vellayani, Trivandrum, Kerala (480)—Rs.8.00 (490)—25cm. (5011)—illus.
AGRICULTURAL research newsletter. v.1- Aug.1973-- (210)--Agricultural Research Communication Centre (305)--Karnal (401)--25cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--english (531)--incorrectly reported suspended in 1976 accession list cumulation <ALC79> (540)--1. agriculture -- india -- periodicals (720)--s3.ai74 (<811>)--73-907847 (<821>)--3531809 (826)--s3einh973q (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 OC (853)--PL480: Aug.1973-- (910)

AGRICULTURAL situation in india. v.1- 1948- <CIPE> (210)--issued by: india. directorate of economics and statistics, ministry of agriculture and irrigation <CIPE>; ministry of food and agriculture <UMC> (302)--Delhi (401)--manager of publications <OC> (402)--a-2E-3 Kasturba Gandhi Marg Barracks, new Delhi-110058 (<480>)--rs.48.00 (<490>)--27cm. (5011)--ill. (<5012>)--some issues combined (<503>)--m (521)--english (<531>)--ed.: Chandr dhar sharma (611)--supplement accompanies v.2(I1) (611)--index <CIPE> (651)--indexed in: index india; indiac science abstracts; tropical abstracts <CIPE> (654)--presents a connected picture of the state of agriculture in india as a whole <CIPE> (680)--1. agriculture -- economic aspects -- india -- periodicals (720)--I. india. ministry of agriculture. directorate of economics and statistics (730)--HD2071.A75 (811)--338.1 (<812>)--52-42010 (<821>)--0002-1679 (<825>)--1478575 (826)--HdeIDN948m (<828>)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NUC OC (853)--PL480: v.17-30 (<8)1; Apr.1962-Nov.1975 (910)


AGRICULTURE and agro-industries journal. v.1- Feb.1968-- (210)--Bombay (401)--Srinivasa Thiruvengada Chary (402)--incorrectly reported as ceased in the accessions list, Dec.1975 (470)--Chary publications, 14 sikh prasad, ghatkopar mahul road, Chembur, Bombay-406088 (<480>)--rs.40.00 (<490>)--29cm. (5011)--ill. (<5012>)--ports. (5013)--some issues combined (503)--m (521)--english (531)--ed.: Srinivasa Thiruvengada Chary (611)--1. agriculture -- india -- periodicals. 2. agriculture -- economic


AGRICULTURE and animal husbandry in India, 1933/35--<NUC> (210)--Issued by: Indian Council of Agricultural Research (302)--Formerly issued by: Dept. of Agriculture of India, 1909-1935;
Imperial Council of Agricultural Research (352)--Delhi (401)--Manager of Publications (402)--u (521)--English (531)---Succeeds: India. Dept. of Agriculture. Review of agricultural operations in India, 1909-1932/33 (601)--I. Imperial Council of Agricultural Research. II. Indian Council of Agricultural Research (730)--India. Dept. of Agriculture. Review of agricultural operations in India (750)--38-33948 (821)--1478580 (826)--SleIDD935u (828)--NUC (852)--OC UCSD (853)

AGRICULTURE and livestock in India. v.1-9(6); Jan.1931-Nov.1939 (210)--Issued by: Indian Council of Agricultural Research (302)--Formerly issued by: Imperial Council of Agricultural Research (352)--Calcutta (401)--Ceased (470)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--b (521)--English (531)---Succeeds: Agricultural journal of India. v.1-20; 1906-Nov.1930 (601)--Succeeded by: Indian farming wef. v.1, Jan.1940 (602)--1. Agriculture -- Periodicals. 2. Stock and stock breeding -- Periodicals. 3. Agriculture -- India (720)--I. Indian Council of Agricultural Research. II. Imperial Council of Agricultural Research (730)--1. Agricultural journal of India. 2. Indian farming (750)--S17.A2 (811)--334.28? (812)--34-357 (821)--0365-401X (825)--1478581 (826)--SleIBC931b (828)--ULS (852)--NUC OC (853)

AGRICULTURE news letter (210)
search under
Badalta kisan (740)

AGRICULTURE production programme, West Bengal (210)
search under
West Bengal. Agriculture and Community Development Dept. Planning Cell. Agriculture production programme (740)
AGRICULTURE statistics & plan progress (210)
search under
Rajasthan. Directorate of Agriculture. Agriculture statistics & plan progress (740)


AGRO-INDUSTRIALIST. v.1- ; Oct.1970-74 (210)—Chandigarh (401)—M. Nath (402)—Ceased in 1974 <Ulrich's> (470)—32cm. (5011)—m (521)—English (531)—l. India - Economic conditions - 1947- — Periodicals (720)—HC431.A75 (811)—77-917730 (821)—0002-1792 (825)—1638967 (826)—HCEICC970m (828)—NUC (852)—OC UCPHH Ulrich's (853)

AGRONOMICS. v.1- Nov.1968- (210)—Bombay (401)—Agro-Indusco Publications (402)—Reported ceased (470)—11-B Noble Chambers, Ghotga Street, Bombay (480)—Rs.20.00 (490)—illus. (5012)—some issues combined (503)—m (521)—English (531)—Ed.: T.S. Subramanian <CIPE> (611)—l. Agriculture - India - Periodicals (720)—630 (812)—74-901785 (821)—0002-1938 (825)—1478598 (826)—S1eIMt968m (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE IPiP NST OC (853)—PL480:Nov.1968-Oct.1969 (910)

AHILYA smarika. v.1- 19 - (210)—Khasagi (Devi Ahilya Bai Ceritiza) Trasta (305)—Indaura (401)—Khasagi Trasta, Manik Baqh, Indore-452002, MP <OC> (480)—Rs.3.00 (490)—26cm. (5111)—illus. (5012)—a (521)—Hindi (532)—Indian history (660)—l. India - History - Periodicals (720)—DS401.A546 <OC> (811)—72-907765 (821)—2239388 (826)—DSHIM19uu (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480:1971— (910)

AHMEDABAD. Gujarat University (110)
search under
Gujarat University, Ahmedabad <ALC76> (740)

AHMEDABAD. Harold Laski Institute of Political Science (110)
search under
Harold Laski Institute of Political Science, Ahmedabad <ALC76> (740)

AHMEDABAD. Indian Institute of Management (110)
search under
Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad <ALC76> (740)

AHMEDABAD Millowners' Association (110)—Report, 1925/26?- (210)—Ahmedabad (401)—33cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—l. Cotton growing and manufacture - Societies. 2. Cotton growing and
AHMEDABAD Textile Industry's

manufacture - India. 3. Cotton trade - India (720)--HD9886.I4A55 (811)--42-21617 (821)--HDelGUa926a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480:1965-66 (910)

AHMEDABAD Textile Industry's Association (110)--Proceedings of ATIRA annual technological conference (210)--Ahmedabad (401)--9cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Textile industry and fabrics - Congresses (720)--ATIRA annual technological conference (740)--TS1300.Al3 (811)--SA68-5142 (821)--TSeIGuA9uu (828)--NUC (852)


AHMEDABAD Textile Industry's Research Association. (110)-- Report... & balance sheet and income and expenditure account (210)

search under


AICC economic review (210)

search under
Economic review (740)

AIGMF bulletin (210)

search under
All India Glass Manufacturers' Federation. AIGMF bulletin <ALC76> (740)

AIKYA; (210)--a national student paper <NST>. v.1- Aug.1955- (212)--Student Christian Movement of India<NST> (305)--Journal of the Movement <CIPE> (307)--Bangalore (401)--M.E. Prabhakar <P175> (402)--S.C.M. House, 2/E Mission Road, Unity Buildings, J.C. Road, Bangalore-569022, Karnataka (480)--Rs.4.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--None published
BOUQUET A

(611)--Religion and philosophy (680)--I. Students - Religious life - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Student Christian Movement of
India (730)--267 (812)--0002-211X (825)--3005606 (826)--
UUEIKB955m (828)--IPiP (852)--CIPE NST OC PI75 (853)

AIMA Indian management (210)
search under
Indian management (740)

AIMO journal (210)
search under
All India Manufacturers' Organisation. AIMO journal (740)

AIR (210)
search under
All India reporter (740)

AIR age (210)
search under
Air and space age (740)

AIR and space age.v.8(5)- May 1963- (210)--Formerly: Air age.
 v.1-8(4); 1958-Apr.1963 (250)--Bombay (401)--K.J.B. Maneekji
(402)--Mehta House, Apolo Street, Fort, Bombay-400001 (480)--
Silver Oaks Estate, 45 A Bhulabhai Desai Road, Bombay-400026
<CIPE> (483)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Smt. P.M. Maneekji
(611)--Transport and communication (680)--Air age (740)--629.13
(812)--SA62-242 rev. (821)--1585525 (826)--UUEIMTB963m (828)--
PI75 (852)--CIPE NST OC (853)

AIR India (110)--Report. 1st- 1954- (210)--Formerly issued by: Air
India International Corporation. 1953/54- 1960/61 (352)--Bombay
(401)--29cm. (5011)--lllus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--a (521)--
English (531)--Report year ends Mar.31 (620)--I. Air India
International Corporation (730)--HE9871.A94 (811)--0568-3564
(825)--1761679 (826)--HEeIMTB954a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NCT
UCSM (853)--PL480:9th-22nd; 1961/62-1974/75 (910)

AIR India International Corporation (110)
search under
Air India (740)

AIRGRAPH (210)--New Delhi (401)--<no.5> equals 1946 (461)--u
(521)--English (531)--UUEIDN94uu (828)--ULS (852)

AJA, v.1- 5 Sitambara 1920- <HPP> (210)--Somavara samskarana,
1944- <HPP> (270)--Varanasi (401)--Vidya Bhaskar <PI75> (402)--
K-63/140 Kabirchaura, Varanasi, UP (480)--Rs.120.00 (490)--21cm.
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Gupta (640)--News and current affairs (680)--AP95.HSA34 (811)--
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(740)--AP95.5A35 (811)--SA63-3388 rev. (821)--1657149 (826)--
APhIDD945m (828)--ALC76 (852)--AL74 HPP OC PiH UCR (853)--
PL480:v.18(2), June 1962- (910)

AJAMERA varshiki evam vyakti paricaya. v.1- 1976/77- (210)--Ajmer
(401)--Ajada Prakasana (402)--P.O. Box 88, Prithviraj Marg,
Ajmer-305001, Rajasthan (480)--Rs.35.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--
illus. (5012)--a (521)--Hindi (532)--Handbook to Ajmer includes
who's who (620)--l. Ajmer, India - Biography. 2. Ajmer, India -
Yearbook (720)--DS486.A46A56 (811)--78-914328 (821)--5464321
(826)--DS7IRA977a (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1976/77-
(910)

AJASRA. varsha l- Julai 1977- (210)--Akhil Bhartiya Sanskrit
Parishad (305)--Lucknow (401)--Mahatma Gandhi Marg, Hazaratganj,
Lucknow-226001, UP (480)--22-33cm. (5011)--q (521)--Sanskrit
(533)--On Indic philosophy and Sanskrit and Vedic studies
(680)--l. Philosophy, Indic - Periodicals <OC> (720)--Akhil
Bhartiya Sanskrit Parishad (730)--B130.A37 (811)--78-914604
(821)--6913188 (826)--B1sIUL977q (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)--
PL480:v.1, July 1977- (910)
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AJKAL (210)
search under
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AJMER-MERWARA. (110)--Report on the administration (210)--
Formerly: Report on the political administration of the
Rajputana states and Ajmer-Merwara, 1900/01-1903/04 (250)--
Calcutta (401)--34cm. (5011)--maps (5014)--India. Selections
from the records of the Govt. of India. nos. (510)--a (521)--
English (531)--Reports for -1899/1900, 1904/05-1908/09 issued as
selections from the records of the Govt. of India (680)--l.
Ajmera-Merwara - Politics and government (720)--Ajmera-Merwara.
Report on the political administration of the Rajputana states
and Ajmer-Merwara (740)--J507.R3 (811)--50-46425 (821)--J5eIRA901a (828)--NUC (852)

AJMER-MERWARA. (110)--Report on the political administration of the Rajputana states and Ajmer-Merwara (210) search under Ajmer-Merwara. Report on the administration (740)

AJMER-MERWARA law journal. v.1- Aug.1926- (210)--Ajmer (401)--Bar Association, 1928- (402)--Radhey Lal Jaiswal, etc., 1926-27 (452)--Ceased (470)--27cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1926-33 called v.1-6; 1936 as v.10; other volumes have dates only <NUC> (575)--Eds.: Radhey Lal Jaiswal with Mohan Lal Kapoor, 1926-33; Mohan Lal Kapoor, June-Dec.1933; Jyoti Swarup Gupta, 1934- (611)--1. Law - Periodicals - Ajmera-Merwara, India. 2. Law - Ajmer-Merwara, India. 3. Law reports, digests, etc. - Ajmer-Merwara, India <NUC> (720)--1. Ajmer-Merwara, India. Court of the Judicial Commissioner (730)--30-1181 (821)--UUeIRA926i (828)--ULS (852)--NUC UCUP (853)

AKADEMI: (210)--a monthly journal of art, science and literature. v.1-3; Sept.1921- Jan./Aug.1924 (212)--Organ of the Academy of Aryan Science <NUC> (307)--Madras (401)--The Academy (402)--Ceased (470)--26cm. (5011)--m (521)--English, Sanskrit, Tamil (534)--Ed. and publisher: T.D.S. Murti <NUC> (611)--1. Academy of Aryan Science (730)--UUeITM921m (828)--ULS (852)--NUC PiH (853)

AKASAVANI; (210)--English programme journal of All India Radio. v.1-1936- <IPiP> (212)--Formerly: Indian listener (250)--Publications Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India (305)--India. All India Radio (306)--New Delhi (401)--Akasa Vani Group of Journals, 10 Gurudwara Rakabganj Road, New Delhi-110005 (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--27-33cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--e (521)--Formerly weekly (525)--English (531)--Absorbs: India. All India Radio, Panaji. Programmes: Goa (6041)--Incorporates: The Indian radio times (6042)--1. Radio broadcasting - India - Periodicals (720)--I. India. All India Radio (730)--Indian listener (740)--India. All India Radio, Panaji. Programmes: Goa (750)--PN1991.A42 (811)--SA64-10 (821)--6638985 (826)--PNeIDN936e (828)--NUC (352)--AL OC Pi175 (853)--PL480:v.27(23), June 10, 1962-- (910)


AKHANDA jyoti. v.1- 1939- <HPP> (210)--Mathura (401)--Jagaran Press (403)--Agra, 1939-40 <HPP> (451)--Akhand Jyoti Samasthan, Ghia Mandi, Mathura, UP (480)--Rs.4.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Vol. 38(5), May 1975 reported as not
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AKHIL Bharat Sarva Seva Sangh (110)--Newsletter (210)
search under
People's action for social change <AL NST> (740)

AKHIL Bhartiya Ayurveda Mahasammelan (110)--Ayurveda Mahasammelan patrika. v.1- 1913- (210)--Nai Dilli (401)--The Mahasammelan (402)--22/66 Panjabi Bagh, New Delhi (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--some issues combined (503)--m (521)--Hindi, Sanskrit <HPP> (534)--Ayurvedic medicine (680)--1. Medicine, Hindu - Periodicals (720)--R97.7.H5A38 (811)--74-902270 (821)--5973723 (826)--R9hsIDN913m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE HPP IPiP NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.61, 1974- (910)

AKHIL Bhartiya Bhasha Sahitya Sammelan (110)--Smarika. 1st- 1968- (210)--Issue for 1969 has added title in English: Souvenir (2305)--Bhopal (401)--The Sammelan (402)--u (521)--English, Hindi (534)--X2-908252 (822)--UUhIMB968u (828)--ALC76 (852)--PL480:2nd, 1969- (910)

AKHIL Bhartiya Bhasha Sahitya Sammelan (110)--Souvenir (210)
search under
Akhil Bharatiya Bhasha Sahitya Sammelan. Smarika (740)

AKHILA Bharatiya Bhasha Sahitya Sammelana (110)
search under
Akhil Bharatiya Bhasha Sahitya Sammelan <AL> (740)

AKHILA Bhartiya Hindi Prakasaka Sangha (110)--Mukhapatra (210)
search under
Hindi prakasaka <ALC80> (740)

AKRITI (210)
search under
Akrti (740)

AKRITI. v.1- 1966- (210)--Rajasthan Lalit Kala Academy (305)--Jaipur (401)--D-260 Devi Marg, Banipark, Jaipur-302001, Rajasthan (480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--Formerly monthly (525)--Hindi (532)--Art, sculpture and folk art from Rajasthan (680)--1. Art, Indic - Rajasthan, India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--1. Rajasthan Lalit Kala Academy (730)--N7307.R3A38 (811)--78-914352 (821)--6411780 (326)--N7hrIR966q (828)--ALC78 (852)--IPiP NUC OC (853)

AKSHARA: (210)--the genesis of an idea. v.1- 19 -- (212)--Students' Council, School of Architecture (305)--Ahmedabad (401)--u (521)--English (531)--Articles on architectural education (680)--UUhIGuA9uuu (828)--ALC78 (852)
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ALAKANANDA. v.l- Agasta 1973- (210)--Nai Dilli (401)--Ramasarana Dhandhiyala (402)--G-375 Srinivasapur, New Delhi-110024 (480)-- 24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Literary (630)--1. Hindi literature - Periodicals (720)--PK2047.4A2 (811)--SA73-905847 (821)--PKhIDN973m (828)--AL (852)--OC (853)--PL480:Agasta 1973- (910)

ALERT. v.1- 1954- <NST> (210)--National Temperance Society of India (305)--Poona (401)--Temperance Dept. of Southern Asia, Division of Seventhday Adventist, Salisbury Park, Poona, Maharashtra (480)--Rs.3.00 (490)--q (521)--English (531)--I. National Temperance Society of India (730)--177 (812)--UUEIMPP954q (828)--IPiP (852)--NST UCD (853)

ALFURQAN'S English digest (210)
search under
al-Furqan's English digest (740)

ALIGARH. Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental College (110)
search under
Aligarh Muslim University <NUC> (740)

ALIGARH, India. Muslim University (110)
search under
Aligarh Muslim University <ALC76> (740)

ALIGARH herald. v.1- 19 - (210)--Aligarh (401)--u (521)--English, Hindustani (534)--UUehIUAh9uuu (828)--ULS (852)
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ALIGARH Historical Research Institute (110) -- Journal (210) search under
Aligarh Historical Research Institute. Aligarh journal (740)

ALIGARH Institute gazetteer (210) search under
Muslim University gazetteer <CIPE> (740)


ALIGARH law journal. v.1-1965-<CIPE>; 1964 <NST> (210) -- Aligarh Muslim University, Faculty of Law (305) -- Aligarh (401) -- Price varies (490) -- 25 cm. (5011) -- a (irregular) (521) -- English (531) -- Indexed in: Index to Indian legal periodicals <CIPE> (654) -- I. Law -- Periodicals -- India (720) -- I. Aligarh Muslim University. Faculty of Law (730) -- 79-916641 (821) -- 1479107 (826) -- KLeIUAh965a (828) -- AL (852) -- CIPE IPI NST UCD (853) -- PL480: v.4-5; 1969-73 (910)


ALIGARH magazine. v.1-1899- (210) -- Aligarh Muslim University (305) -- Aligarh (401) -- u (521) -- English (531) -- UUEIUAh899u (828) -- ULS (852) -- UCM (853)

ALIGARH monthly. v.1- 1901-1908 <UCD> (210) -- Cawnpore (Kanpur) (401) -- 22 cm. (5011) -- m (521) -- English, Urdu (534) -- UUeuIUK901m (828) -- Ph (852) -- BUCOP NLC UCD (853)

ALIGARH Muslim University (110) -- Annual report, 1932- (210) -- Aligarh (401) -- 25 cm. (5011) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- LG169.A451 (811) -- LGLeIUAh932a (828) -- NLC (852) -- NUC (853)
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ALIGARH Muslim University. (110)--Journal. v.1-4; July 1931-37
(210)--Aligarh (401)--Ceased (470)--Frequency varies (521)--
English (531)--UUEIUAh931u (828)--ULS (852)--BUCOP IPiP UCD
(853)--IPiP lists the same PP beginning with 1970 (991)

ALIGARH Muslim University. (110)--Muslim University gazette (210)
search under
Muslim University gazette (740)

ALIGARH Muslim University. Centre of West Asian Studies and
Institute of Islamic Studies (110)--Combined library handlist
series. v.1- (210)--Aligarh (401)--The Centre and the
Institute (402)--22cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--8084711
(826)--UUEIUAh970u (828)--OC (852)

ALIGARH Muslim University. Dept. of English (110)--The Aligarh
journal of English studies (210)
search under
The Aligarh journal of English studies <ALC78> (740)

ALIGARH Muslim University. Institute of Islamic Studies (110)--
Bulletin. v.1-8/9; 1957-<65> <NST> (210)--Aligarh (401)--Ceased
(470)--22cm. (5011)--some issues combined (503)--a (521)--
English (531)--l. Islamic countries - Periodicals. 2.
Civilization, Islamic - Periodicals (720)--Institute of Islamic
SA68-16252 (821)--1773610 (826)--DSSeIUAh957a (828)--ALC76
(852)--NST NUC OC UCD (853)--PL480:no.5-8/9; 1961-1964/65 (910)

ALL Asian Women's Conference (110)--Proceedings. 1st-- (210)--
Bombay (401)--The Times of India Press (403)--24cm. (5011)--
front., plates (5013)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIMtB9uuuu
(828)--NLC (852)

ALL Assam Library Association (110)
search under
Assam Library Association <ALC76> (740)

ALL Bengal landholders' journal (210)
search under
Landholder's journal <NLC> (740)

ALL Faiths Conference (110)--Proceedings. v.1- (210)--Bombay
(401)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIMtB933u (828)--ULS (852)

ALL India Anglo-Indian Association (110)--Review. v.1- (210)--Formerly: Anglo-Indian review <ULS> (250)--New Delhi
(401)--The Association (402)--Bombay <PiH> (451)--27cm. (5011)--
illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--some issues combined (503)--m
(521)--English (531)--l. Anglo-Indian - Periodicals (720)--
All-India Anglo-Indian Association. Anglo-Indian review (740)--
DS432.ASR4 (811)--954 (812)--50-57098 (821)--DSSeIMtB928m (828)--
ALC76 (852)--PiH UCD ULS (853)--PL480:v.53-55(11/12);
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ALL India architects directory with a standard catalogue section. 1st ed. - 1969 - (210) - Architects Publishing Corporation of India (305) - Bombay (401) - 97 Vivekananda Road, Bombay - 400064 (480) - Rs. 15.00 (490) - 29cm. (5011) - i (521) - English (531) - l.
Architects - India - Directories (720) - NA60.14A4 (811) - 720'.9212 (812) - 70-910371 (821) - 2239266 (826) - NAE1Mt969i (828) - ALC76 (852) - NST NUC OC (853) - PL480: 1st-2nd ed.; 1969-72 (910)

ALL India Association of Mental Retardation, New Delhi (110) - Indian journal of mental retardation (210)
search under
Indian journal of mental retardation <PiH> (740)

ALL India booksellers and publishers directory (210)
search under
AII India bukaselara enda publisarasa dayarektri (740)

ALL India Buddhist Conference (110) - General Secretary's report. 1st - 1929 - (210) - Calcutta (401) - D.A. Dharmacharya (402) - 24cm. (5011) - ports. (5013) - a (521) - English (531) - UUeIBC929a (828) - NLC (852)

ALL India Central Land Development Banks Cooperative Union (110) - Journal. v.1-4; 1963-Aug.1966? (210) - Formerly issued by the union under its earlier name: All India Central Land Mortgage Banks Cooperative Union (352) - Hyderabad (401) - P.V. Chalapathy <PiI75> (402) - ceased (470) - Barkatpura, Hyderabad, AP <TPiP> (480) - Garment House, 2nd Floor, Worli, Bombay <PiI75> (483) - 25cm. (5011) - ports. (5013) - q (521) - English (531) - Ed.: N. Shivasubramanian <PiI75> (611) - 1. Agricultural credit - India - Periodicals. 2. Agricultural cooperative credit associations - India - Periodicals. 3. Mortgage bonds - India - Periodicals (720) - I. All India Central Land Mortgage Banks Cooperative Union (730) - HG2051.I4A2 (811) - 334'.583 (812) - SA68-9974 (921) - 0569-0196 (825) - HGeIAH963q (828) - NUC (852) - TiIP NST PiI75 ULS (853)

ALL India Central Land Mortgage Banks. Cooperative Union (110) - Journal (210)
search under
All India Central Land Development Banks. Cooperative Union. Journal (740)

ALL India civil list; (210) - a complete directory of the Indian civil and administrative services and other higher services under the union and state governments, 1950 - <UCD> (212) - Formerly: 1. Combined civil list for India; <list of the civil services and higher European service under the Govt. of India>. no. 1-110; 1907-1934. 2. Combined civil list for India and Burma. no. 111-159; 1935-47. 3. Combined civil list for India, Pakistan and Burma. no.160-168; 1947-49 <UCD> (250) - Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt. of India (305) - New Delhi (401) - Bombay (431) - Vols. for 1907-1967 published under the authority of the
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Gcvt. of India by the Associated Advertisers and Printers (432)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--Formerly: semiannual (525)--English (531)--1. India -- Registers (720)--I. India. Ministry of Home Affairs (730)--1. Combined civil list for India. 2. Combined civil list for India and Burma. 3. Combined civil list for India, Pakistan and Burma (740)--JQ221.A63 (811)--55-25745 (821)--Qc1DN907a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: July 1961-July 1969 (910)

ALL India Competition of Seminar Readings (210)

search under

The Teacher speaks (740)

ALL India Conference for the Preservation of Wild Life, Lucknow (110)--Indian wild life (210)

search under

Indian wild life (740)


ALL India Conference of Chartered Accountants (110)--Proceedings, 1969?-- (210)--Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--New Delhi-110001 <OC> (480)--Rs. 10.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: All India Conference of Accountants. Proceedings. no. 1, 1967 <UCSW> (601)--1. Accountants - India - Congresses. 2. Accounting - History - India - Congresses <OC> (720)--I. Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (730)--All India Conference of Accountants. Proceedings (750)--HF5616.I4A54 (811)--657'.0954 (812)--73-900295 (821)--1790411 (826)--HFeIDN9691 (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSW (853)--PL480:1969 (910)

ALL India Conference of Dravidian Linguistics (110)--Proceedings of the All India Conference of Dravidian Linguistics. 1st- 1971- (210)--Dharwar (401)--Karnatak University (402)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Dravidian languages - Congresses (720)--PL4601.A67 (811)--494'.8 (812)--5632590 (826)--PLEIKD971u (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)--NUC lists proceedings of each conference separately (991)

ALL India Conference of Electric Licenses (110)--Proceedings (210)--At head of title: Federation of Electricity Undertakings of India (308)--Place of publication varies; Bombay for 1962 (401)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Electric utilities - India - Congresses (720)--HD9685.I42A65 (811)--363.6'2'0954 (812)--79-903199 (821)--HDeIMtB9uui (828)--NUC (852)--ALC76 (853)--
ALL India Conference of Linguistics <Linguists, OC> (110)--Proceedings, 1st- 1970- (210)--Sponsored by: Linguistic Society of India (306)--Poona (401)--The Society (402)--25cm. (501l)--a (521)--English (531)--I. Indic languages -- Congresses (720)--I. Linguistic Society of India (730)--PK150.L.A46 (811)--72-903297 (821)--5656864 (826)--PKelMtP970a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1st-2nd; 1970-72 (910)

ALL India Conference of Social Work (110)

search under
Indian Conference of Social Work, Delhi (740)

ALL India Conference of Sugarcane Research and Development Workers (110)--Proceedings and papers presented. v.1- 19 - (210)--Indian Central Sugarcane Committee (305)--New Delhi (401)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--g (521)--English (531)--I. Sugarcane -- India -- Congresses (720)--I. Indian Central Sugarcane Committee (730)--SB229.IA47 (811)--SA67-5187 (821)--1479114 (826)--SBeIDN95ug (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:3rd, pt.2-no.5; 1957-64 (910)

ALL India Conference of the Family Planning Association of India (110)--Report of the proceedings, All India Conference of the Family Planning Association of India, 1977/78- (210)--Family Planning Association of India (305)--Formerly issued by: All India Conference on Family Planning. lst- 7th; 1951-72 (352)--Bombay (401)--24cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--I. Birth control -- Congresses -- India <NUC> (720)--I. Family Planning Association of India (730)--All India Conference on Family Planning. Report of the proceedings (740)--HQ763.A4 (811)--301.426 (812)--73-900454 (821)--0569-0218 (825)--8318248 (826)--HQeIMtB95l1 (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC UCSD UCSMt (853)--PL480: 5th-7th; 1964-72 (910)

ALL India Conference on Family Planning (110)--Report of the proceedings (210)

search under
All India Conference of the Family Planning Association of India. Report of the proceedings (740)

ALL India Congress Committee (110)

search under
Indian National Congress. All India Congress Committee (740)

ALL India Congress Socialist Party (110)--Congress socialist (210)

search under
Congress socialist <ULS> (740)

ALL India Cooperative news service. v.1- 1955- (210)--New Delhi (401)--National Cooperative Union of India (402)--72 Jorbagh, New Delhi (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--e (521)--English (531)--UWeIDN955e (828)--IP1P (852)--NUC UCD (853)
ALL India Cooperative Union. Founded in May 1949 as Indian Cooperative Union by the merger of the All-India Cooperative Banks' Association and the All India Cooperative Institutes' Association (110)--All India cooperative review (210)

search under

All India cooperative review (740)

ALL India Coordinated Research Project on Tobacco (110)--Annual report, All India Coordinated Research Project on Tobacco, 197- (210)--Indian Council of Agricultural Research (305)--New Delhi (401)--30 cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Tobacco -- India -- Periodicals. 2. Tobacco -- Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Council of Agricultural Research (730)--SB278.I4A43 (811)--4604176 (826)--SBIDN97ua (828)--OC (852)


ALL India Council for Technical Education (110)--Proceedings of the meeting, no.1- 19- (210)--Ministry of Scientific and Cultural Affairs, Govt. of India <NUC> (305)--New Delhi (401)--no.5 equals 1950 A.D.<UCSR> (462)--25 cm. (5011)--1 (521)-- English (531)--1. Education, Industrial and technical -- Congresses -- India <NUC> (720)--I. India. Ministry of Scientific and Cultural Affairs (730)--56-46576 (821)--UUeIDN97ui (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC UCSK (853)--PL480:14th-22nd; 1961-74; some issues not available (910)
ALL India Council

ALL India Council of Mayors (110) -- Proceedings. 8th-1968- (210) --
Ministry of Health and Family Planning, Govt. of India (305) --
Formerly issued by the Council under its earlier name:
Conference of Municipal Corporations. 1st-7th; 1962-67 (352) --
New Delhi (401) -- 22-26cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- a (521) --
English (531) -- 1. Municipal government -- India -- Congresses <OC>
(720) -- 1. India. Ministry of Health and Family Planning (730) --
Conference of Municipal Corporations. Proceedings (740) --
JS7001.A64 (811) -- 352'.008'0954 (812) -- 73-904406 (821) -- 1790532
(826) -- JSeIDN962a (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- NLC NST NUC OC (853) --
PL480: 3rd, 1962- (910)

ALL India Crime Prevention Society (110) -- Bulletin. no.1-19 --
(210) -- Lucknow (401) -- The Society (402) -- no. 15 equals Mar. 1976
A.D. <CIPE> (462) -- u (521) -- English (531) -- News and views (680) --
76-913376 (821) -- UUEIUL9uuy (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE (853) --
PL480: no.15, Mar. 1976 (910)

ALL India Crime Prevention Society (110) -- Report. v.1-1964/65--
(210) -- Formerly: Report for the year and report of the training of
non- official workers in the field of social defence (250) --
Lucknow (401) -- The Society (402) -- ceased (470) -- 25cm. (5011) --
illus. (5012) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- Report year ends Mar. 31.
Vols. for its report of the training of non-official workers in the field of
social defence (620) -- 1. India -- Social conditions -- 1947-. . 2. Crime prevention -- India (720) --
All India Crime Prevention Society. Report for the year and report of
the training of non-official workers in the field of social defence (210)
search under
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ALL India directory and handbook of small industries (210)
search under
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All India directory and handbook of small industries <AL NST>
(740)
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1970-75 (910)

ALL India Educational and Vocational Association (110) -- Journal
(210)
search under
Journal of vocational and educational guidance (740)
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BOUQUET A

ALL India Educational Conference (110)--Report. 1st- 1925- (210)--
Baroda (401)--a (521)--English (531)--72-913344 (821)--
UEUeGU925a (828)--ALC76 (852)--UCSM (853)--PL480:383t, 1963
(910)--NUC lists every report individually (991)

ALL India educational survey (210)
search under
National Council of Educational Research and Training.
Educational Survey Unit. All India educational survey (740)

ALL India Farmers' Association (110)
search under
All India Risan Sabha (740)

ALL India Federation of Educational Associations (110)--Indian education (210)
search under
Indian education (Kanpur) (740)

ALL India Federation of Master Printers (110)--Bulletin. v.1-
Aug.1955- (210)--Bombay (401)--N.G. Ardeshier <Pi75> (402)--
Calcutta <NST> (431)--274 Tardeo Road, Bombay (480)--Rs.24.00
(490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.:N.G. Ardeshier (611)--
Technology (680)--655 (812)--UEUEIMtB955m (828)--IPiP (852)--NST
PI75 UCD (853)--DLC not retained <NST> (991)

ALL India Federation of the Deaf (110)--Publication (210)
search under
Mook-dhwani <ALC80> (740)

ALL India Fine Arts and Crafts Society, New Delhi (110)--Art news
(210)
search under
Art news; a bi-monthly art bulletin <IOL> (740)

ALL India Fine Arts and Crafts Society, New Delhi (110)--Roop lekha (210)
search under
Roopa lekha <ULS> (740)

ALL India Friends of the Soviet Union (210)
search under
Indo-Soviet journal <ULS> (740)

ALL India Glass Manufacturers' Federation (110)--AIGMF bulletin.
v.1-17; 1954-Sept./Dec. 1971 (210)--New Delhi (401)--H Block,
Ccnnaught Circus, New Delhi (480)--24cm. (5011)--q (521)--
English (531)--Succeeded by:Glass udyog <AL> in Mar. 1972
(602)--1. Glass trade - India - Periodicals. 2. Glass
manufacture - India - Periodicals (720)--AIGMF bulletin (740)--
Glass udyog (750)--HD9623.I4A6 (811)--338.4'7'6610'954 (812)--
SA68-6061 (821)--HD61DN954q (828)--NUC (852)--AL BUCOP IPiP NST
UCD (853)--PL480:Jan./Mar. 1964-Sept./Dec. 1971 (910)
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ALL India Glass Manufacturers' Federation (110)--Bulletin (210)  
search under
All India Glass Manufacturers' Federation. AIGMF bulletin (740)

ALL India Handicrafts Board (110)  
search under
India. All India Handicrafts Board <ALC76 NST> (740)

ALL India Handloom Board (110)--Report (210)  
search under
India. All India Handloom Board. Report (740)

ALL India homeopathic directory. no.1- ; 1965-70 (210)--Organ of 
Indian Homeopathic Gazette <NST> (307)--Chowghat (401)--ceased 
(470)--25cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--l. Physicians - 
India - Directories. 2. Physicians, Homeopathic - Directories 
(720)--I. Indian Homeopathic Gazette (730)--RX46.A5 (811)--615 
(812)--SA66-5779 (821)--RxeIKEC966i (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC78 
NST NUC (853)--PL480:1965-70 (910)

ALL India hotel and restaurant guide. v.1- 1966- (210)--Cover 
title: Hotel guide, India (2304)--Published by: Federation of 
Hotel and Restaurant Associations of India (305)--Official 
publication of the Federation (307)--New Delhi (401)--20cm. 
(5011)--illus. (5012)--a (irregular) (521)--English (531)-- Continued by: India hotel and restaurant guide wef. 1979 (602)-- 
l. Hotels, taverns, etc. - India - Directory. 2. Restaurant, 
lunch rooms, etc. - India - Directory (720)--I. Federation of 
Hotel and Restaurant Associations of India (730)--India hotel 
and restaurant (750)--TX1910.ISA6 (811)--647.9402554 (812)-- 
SA68-10201 (821)--1773612 (826)--TxeIDN966i (828)--NUC (852)-- 
ALC76 NST OC (853)--PL480:1966- (910)

ALL India Institute of Homeopathy (110)--Journal of dynamic 
medicine (210)  
search under
Journal of dynamic medicine (740)

ALL India Institute of Hygiene and Public Health (110)--Annual 
report, 1934- (210)--Calcutta (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. 
(5012)--ports. (5013)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Hygiene, 
Public - Associations and organizations - India (720)-- 
UUEiBC934a (828)--ULS (852)--NUC (853)

ALL India Institute of Local Self government (110)--Bharatiya 
sthani svarajya (210)  
search under
Bharatiya sthanika svarajya <ALC76> (740)

ALL India Institute of Local Self government (110)--Journal (210)  
search under
All India Institute of Local Self government. Quarterly journal 
(740)
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ALL India Institute of Local Self Government (110)--Local self
government review. v.1- July 1930- (210)--Indian Union of Local
Authorities (306)--Delhi (401)--ceased? <UCD> (470)--u (521)--
English (531)--UUeIDN930u (828)--ULS (852)--UCD (853)

ALL India Institute of Local Self Government (110)--Quarterly
journal. v.1- July 1930- (210)--Issued in cooperation with the
Local Self Government Institute, Bombay <OC> (302)--Bombay
(401)--Local Self Government Institute, 11 Horniman Circle,
Fort, Bombay- 400001 (480)--Rs.16.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus.
(5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English
(531)--Ed.: N.D. Rajadhyaksha (611)--Indices (651)--Indexed
in:GIPL; Index India; PAIS (654)--Studies all aspects of local
self government with special emphasis on Indian scene (680)--l.
Local government - Periodicals. 2. Local government - India
(720)--I. Local Self Government Institute, Bombay (730)--
J37011.6 (811)--SF90-281 (821)--0024-5623 (825)--2329316
(826)--JSemM930q (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 NST OC ULS (853)--
PL480:v.34(3), Feb.1964-- ; some issues not available (910)

ALL India Institute of Mental Health, Bangalore (110)--Annual
report. v.1- 19- (210)--Formerly:Report, 1956/57 (250)--
Bangalore (401)--Bangalore Press (403)--25cm. (5011)--illus.
(5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar.31;
Includes summary of reports for 1954/55 and 1955/56 in the issue
of 1956/57 (620)--RA790.7.I5A6 (811)--131.3 (812)--SA66-3988
(821)--RAeIKB955a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST (853)--PL480:1963/64
(910)

ALL India Institute of Mental Health, Bangalore (110)--Journal.
v.1- Jan.1958- (210)--Bangalore (401)--u (521)--English (531)--
RAeIKB958u (828)--NST (852)--BUCOP UCD (853)

ALL India Institute of Mental Health, Bangalore (110)--Research
bulletin. no.1-4; 1958-59 <OC> (210)--Bangalore (401)--ceased
(470)--u (521)--English (531)--RA790.7.I5A6 (811)--131.3 (812)--
0569-034X (825)--5055562 (826)--RAeIKB958u (828)--NST (852)--
CNLC OC (853)

ALL India Institute of Mental Health, Bangalore (110)--
Transactions. 1st- 1960- (210)--Bangalore (401)--ceased (470)--
Post Box no. 2779, Bangalore, Karnataka (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--a
(521)--English (531)--Ed.: N.C. Surya (611)--Indexed in: Indian
sc. abst.; Psychological abst. (654)--l. Neuropsychiatry -
Collected works <OC> (720)--RC326.A335 (811)--131.3 (812)--
SA66-6371 (821)--RCeIKB960a (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 NST OC UCD
(853)--PL480:4th-11th; July 1964-71 (910)

ALL India Institute of Speech and Hearing, Mysore (110)--AIISH
journal (210)
search under
All India Institute of Speech and Hearing, Mysore. The Journal
of the All India Institute of Speech and Hearing (740)
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ALL India Institute of Speech and Hearing, Mysore (110)--The Journal of the All India Institute of Speech and Hearing. v.1-1970- (210)--Running title: Journal of AIISH (2307)--Mysore (401)--The Institute (402)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--vols.5-6, 1974-75 issued combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Communicative disorders -- Periodicals. 2. Speech -- Periodicals. 3. Hearing -- Periodicals. 4.Psycholinguistics -- Periodicals (720)--All India Institute of Speech and Hearing, Mysore. AIISH journal (740)--RC423.AIA49 (811)--616.3'55'00954 (812)--75-645589 (821)--0377-0524 (825)--3908382 (825)--RCeIKM970a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSK (853)--PL480:v.3, Jan.1972- (910)

ALL India Instruments Manufacturers and Dealers Association (110)--Bulletin (210)
search under
Instruments India (740)

ALL India Kashi Raj Trust, Varanasi (110)--Purana (210)
search under
Puranam <PiiH> (740)

ALL India Kasiraja Trust. Purana Dept. (110)--Purana (210)
search under
Puranam <TOL> (740)

ALL India Kisan Sabha (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Peasant and labour <ALC76> (740)

ALL India Kisan Sabha (110)--Organizational reportage. no.1-- Apr.1944- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Printed by Sree Bharatee Press for the Sabha (403)--18cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--l. Socialist in India -- Periodicals (720)--HX8.I5240732 (811)--7949061 (826)--HXeIBC944i (828)--OC (852)

ALL India Kisan Sabha (110)--Report to the session <OC>. v.1- 19- (210)--New Delhi (401)--i (521)--English (531)--Report of the All India Farmers' Association for 1973 includes All India Kisan Sabha Resolutions (620)--57-20151 (821)--2256006 (825)--HXeIDN9uui (828)--AL (852)--OC (853)--PL480:20th-21st session; 1970-Sept. 1973 (910)

ALL India Law Teachers' Association (110)--Journal. v.1- 1963-
<IPiP> (210)--New Delhi (401)--Price varies (490)--25cm.
(5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Some volumes reported as not
published (540)--1. Law -- Study and teaching -- India --
Yearbooks. 2. Law -- India -- Yearbooks <NUC> (720)--340'.0954
(812)--72-904320 (821)--1479116 (826)--KleIDN963a (828)--ALC76
(852)--IPiP NUC (853)--PL480:v.5-13; 1968-73 (910)

ALL India leather directory, 1960/61--(210)--Indian Leather
Technologists' Association (305)--Calcutta (401)--25cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Leather
industry and trade -- India -- Directory (720)--I. Indian Leather
Technologists' Association (730)--TS945.A5 (811)--SA63-1977
(821)--TS945C9651u (828)--NUC (852)

ALL India Library Conference (110)--Proceedings. 1st-15th; 1933-65
(210)--Indian Library Association (306)--Delhi (401)--Calcutta
(431)--25cm. (5011)--ports. (5013)--a (521)--English (531)--
(6041)--Constitution for the Indian Library Association:1st
conference, 1933, pp.3-7 <NUC>. Proceedings for 16th included
conferences. 2. Libraries -- India (720)--I. Indian Library
Association (730)--Indian Library Association, Calcutta. All
India Library Conference. Proceedings <IOL OC> (740)--Indian
(812)--34-16026 (821)--1606883 (826)--26eIDD933a (828)--ALC76
(852)--BUCCP IOL NUC OC UCSMt ULS (853)--PL480:14th-15th;
1964-65 (910)

ALL India Library Conference (110)--Souvenir. 1st- 19 -- (210)--
Calcutta (401)--16th session equals 1966 A.D. (462)--i (521)--
English (531)--UUeIBC9uui (828)--ALC76 (852)--PL480:16th-17th;
1966-68 (910)

THE ALL India local and municipal self-government gazette. v.12-15
(6); 1926-31 (210)--Formerly: Local self-government gazette.
v.1-11; 1915-25 (250)--Madras (401)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--
English (531)--Eds.: K.C. Desikachariar and P.D. Aiyangar
(611)--l. Municipal government -- Per. and soc. -- Publications
(720)--Local self government gazette (740)--UUeITM915m (828)--
ICL (852)--NUC ULS (853)--The volumes and years specified above
are holdings of IOL. So it is not certain that v.15(6) was the
end (991)

ALL India Management Association (110)--Management abstracts (210)
search under
Management abstracts (740)

ALL India Management Association (110)--Management checklist. July
1970--(210)--New Delhi (401)--The Association (402)--u (521)--
English (531)--UUeIDN970u (828)--UCD (852)--UCU (853)
(811)--SA68-4345 (821)--HaeIMtB967i (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC UCST (853)--PL480:1st ed., 1967 (910)

ALL India Manufacturers' Organization (110)--Industrial India annual (210)
search under
Industrial India annual <ALC76> (740)

ALL India Manufacturers' Organization (110)--Mysore industries (210)
search under
Mysore industries <NUC> (740)

ALL India Manufacturers' organization (110)--Proceedings of the All India Manufacturers' Conference (210)
search under
All India Manufacturers' Conference. Proceedings <AL> (740)

ALL India market report (210)
search under
Calcutta market (740)

ALL India Missionaries to Muslims League (110)--News and notes (210)
search under

ALL India motorist. v.1- 1928- (210)--Official organ of Automobile Association of Upper India (Northern India) <ULS> (307)--New Delhi (401)--S. Singh for Industrial and Trade Publications <NUC> (402)--Lahore (451)--N-43 Connaught Circus, New Delhi (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended: Sept.1966-Dec.1969; Apr.1970-. Some issues reported as not published (540)--supplements accompany some issues (631)--I. Automobiles - Periodicals (720)--I. Automobile Association of Upper India. II. Automobile Association of India <NUC> (730)--T1L.A28 (811)--SA62-438 (821)--TLeIDN928m (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP NUC ULS (853)--PL480:v.34(11), Jan.1962- (910)

ALL India Muslim League (110)--Proceedings. v.1- 1911- (210)--Allahabad (401)--20cm. (5011)--a? (521)--English (531)--UUEiUA1911a (828)--NLC (852)

ALL India Nutrition Board (110)--Pamphlet no.1- 1944- (210)--Delhi (401)--u (521)--English (531)--I. Nutrition - Societies, etc. <NUC> (720)--UUEiDD944u (828)--ULS (852)--NUC (853)

ALL India Organisation of Employers (110)--A.I.O.E. labour news. v.1- 1966- (210)--All India Organisation of Employers labour news <OC> (230)--New Delhi (401)--The Organisation (402)--Federation House, New Delhi-110001 (480)--25cm. (5011)--e
ALL India Organisation

(521)--English (531)--Ed.: R.C. Pande <CIPE> (611)--Aims to serve industrial and commercial establishments <CIPE> (680)--1. Labor and laboring classes -- India -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--HD8682.A38A4 (811)--331'.0954 (812)--75-908002 (821)--2297863 (826)--HD6ID966e (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE CNLC IPiP OC UCD (853)--PL480:v.19, July 1975- (910)

ALL India Organisation of Employers (110)--Labour news (210) search under
All India Organisation of Employers. A.I.O.E. Labour news <ALC> (740)

ALL India Organisation of Employers (110)--Report of the proceedings of the Committee. no.1--1934- (210)--Formerly issued by the organisation under its earlier name: All India Organisation of Industrial Employers (352)--New Delhi (401)--Published by P. Chentsal Rao for the All India Organisation of Industrial Employers (402)--26cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--All India Organisation of Industrial Employers. Report (740)--HD8681.A1A74 (811)--74-906493 (821)--0572-483X (825)--5320353 (826)--HD6ID934a (828)--NST (852)--AL OC (853)--PL480:1963-69 (910)

ALL India Organisation of Industrial Employers (110) search under
All India Organisation of Employers <ALC76> (740)


ALL India Panchayat Parishad (110)--Journal (210) search under
Panchayat aur insan <ALC79> (740)

ALL India Panchayat Parishad (110)--Monthly journal (210) search under
Panchayat aur insan <ALC79> (740)

ALL India Panchayat Parishad (110)--Report of the national conference. v.1--19- (210)--Vol.4 for 1964 has also distinctive title: Panchayati raj: perspective and programme (2302)--New Delhi (401)--4th equals 1964 A.D. (462)--ceased (470)--24cm. (5011)--g (521)--English (531)--5th report reported as not
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ALL India paper and stationery samachar. v.1- Jan.1959--(210)--Delhi (401)--T.N. Tuli (402)--A-1/14 Krishna Nagar, Delhi-110031 (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--24-28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--m (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Ed.: Trilok Nath Tuli <CIPE> (611)--1. Paper making and trade - India - Periodicals <NUC> (720)--HD9836.I4A7 (811)--SA63-41 (821)--HDehIDD959m (828)--IPiP (852)--CIPE NST NUC UCT (853)

ALL India Plastics Manufacturers' Association (110)--Report. lst-1946?--(210)--Bombay (401)--24cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Plastic industry and trade - India (720)--HD9661.I42 (811)--338.4'7'6684 (812)--75-643205 <OC> (821)--2241044 (826)--HDeiMtB946a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:22nd-29th; 1967-74; 23rd report not available (910)

ALL India Plastics Manufacturers' Conference (110)--Proceedings of the All India Plastics Manufacturers' Conference (210)--Bombay (401)--The Association (402)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Plastics industry and trade - India - Congresses (720)--HD9661.I4A44 (811)--338.4'7'66840954 (812)--76-644282 (821)--2477358 (826)--HDeiMtB9uua (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

ALL India prevention of food adulteration cases. v.1- 1972- <CIPE> (210)--Running title: Prevention of food adulteration cases (2307)--Delhi (401)--International Law Book Company (402)--1562 Church Road, Kashmere Gate, Delhi-110006 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Eds.: Rajinder Nijhawan and Mrs. Swarn Bhatia Nijhawan <CIPE> (611)--1. Food adulteration and inspection - India - Cases (720)--Law <OC> (811)--344'.54'042 (812)--72-901174 (821)--1784083 (826)--KleIDD972m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCJK (853)--PL480:1972, pt.1--(910)

ALL India Public Library Association (110)

search under
Indian library journal <ULS> (740)

ALL India Radio (110)--AIR selections. v.1-4; 1953-58 (210)--Publication Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India (305)--Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--q (irregular) (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. AIR miscellany wef.1959 (602)--India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. AIR selections (740)--India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. AIR miscellany (750)--954 (812)--0514-9614 (825)--UUEIDD953q (828)--UCD (852)--NST NUC (853)
ALL India Radio Search under
India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Akasavani
vividha (740)

ALL India Radio miscellany (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. AIR miscellany
<IOL NST> (740)

ALL India reporter. v.1- 1914- (210)--Spine title: A.I.R. (2308)--
Nagpur (401)--D.V. Chitaley for All India Reporter Ltd. (402)--
Bombay (431)--White Hall, Congress Nagar, Nagpur-440012,
Maharashtra (480)--Rs.240.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--ports.
(5013)--Issued in separate parts, called sections, e.g. Journal
section, Privy Council section, etc. v.1-36; 1914-49 (502)--m,
Jan.1950- (521)--annual. 1914-49 <NUC> (525)--English (531)--
Issues For 1943- also called v.30- (575)--Ed.:S. Appu Rao <CIPE>
(611)--Includes also text of acts, articles, book reviews, etc.
(620)--Issues supplements <CIPE> (631)--Indexes (651)--Indexed
in:Index to Indian legal periodicals (654)--Law and public
administration <CIPE> (680)--l. Law reports, digests, etc. -
India (720)--Law (811)--62-37038 (821)--0002-5593 (825)--1479119
(826)--KleIMtB914m (828)--UMC (852)--ALC76 CIPE NLC NUC OC
(853)--PL480:v.49(no.577), Jan.1962- (910)--BUCOP says: AIR
manual. v.38- as later title (991)

ALL India School for Faculty Development in Management (110)--
Proceedings of the All India School of Faculty Development in
Management. 1st- 1966- (210)--Motilal Nehru Institute of
Research and Business (305)--Allahabad (401)--illus. (5012)--
tables (5015)--u (521)--English (531)--l. Management -
Conferences. 2. Management - Study and teaching (720)--l. Motilal
Nehru Institute of Research and Business Administration (730)--
HD29.A6 (811)--8069489 (826)--HDeIUA1966u (828)--OC (852)

ALL India services law journal. v.1- Jan.1973- (210)--Services law
journal (230)--Delhi (401)--Bahri Brothers (402)--89 Hakikat
Nagar, Mall Road, Delhi-110009 (480)--Rs.50.00 (490)--25cm.
(5011)--some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--
Ed.:Smt. Shubha Malhotra <CIPE> (611)--A monthly journal
reporting all the cases decided by the Supreme Court, High Court
and Service Tribunals on services and labor laws <OC> (680)--l.
Civil service - India - Cases. 2. Labor laws and legislation -
India - Cases (720)--l. India. Supreme Court (730)--73-906376
(821)--4327055 (826)--UUEiDD973m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NLC OC
UCSM (853)--PL480:v.1, Jan.1973- (910)

ALL India services manual. v.1- 1967- (210)--Issued by: Dept. of
Personnel and Administrative Reforms, Govt. of India, 1975--
(302)--Formerly issued by: Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt. of
India, 1967- 69 (352)--Delhi (401)--Controller of Publications,
etc. (402)--24-30cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--l. Civil
service - India (720)--l. India. Ministry of Home Affairs. II.
Indi. Dept. of Personnel and Administrative Reforms (730) -
77-912273 (821) - 4688451 (826) - K1eID967u (828) - UMC (852) - OC (853)

ALL India Social Service Conference (110) - Report, proceedings and
papers submitted to the Conference. 1st-4th; 1917-24 (210)
Bombay (401) - Servants of India Society (402) - ceased (470) -
24cm. (5011) - g (521) - English (531) - l. Social service - India
(720) - HV393.A4 (811) - HVe1MtB917g (828) - ULS (852) - NUC (853)

ALL India Sports Congress (110) - Proceedings. 1st-2nd; 1962-64
(210) - Ministry of Education, Govt. of India (305) - Faridabad
(401) - New Delhi (431) - ceased (470) - 24cm. (5011) - i (521)
- English (531) - l. Sports - India - Congresses (720) - I. India
Ministry of Education (730) - GV653.A67 (811) - 796 (812) -
SA68-11979 (821) - GV6IDN962i (828) - ALC76 (852) - NST NUC (853)
- PL480:1st-2nd; 1962-64 (910)

ALL India States Peoples Conference (110)
search under
States people <ULS> (740)

ALL India Students' Federation (110)
search under
Student <ULS> (740)

ALL India tea directory (210)
search under
Tea directory <AL> (740)

ALL India telegraphic address directory. 1st ed. - 1969- (210)
- Indian export trade journal (305) - Baroda (401) - 25cm. (5011) - i
(521) - English (531) - l. Telegraph - India - Directories (720)
- I. Indian export trade journal (730) - HEB373.A75 (811) -
384.1'025'54 (812) - 76-911880 (821) - 1773615 (826) - HEEIGuB969i
(828) - ALC76 (852) - NST NUC OC (853) - PL480:1969 (910)

ALL India telephone directory. 1st- 1953- <NST> (210) - Posts and
Telegraphs Dept., Govt. of India (305) - Baroda (401) - illus.
(5012) - issued in parts (502) - g (521) - English (531) - l. India
- Directories. 2. India - Executive departments - Directories
(720) - I. India. Posts and Telegraphs Dept. (730) - DS405.A44
(811) - 954 (812) - DSeIGuB953g (828) - ALC76 (852) - NST UMC

ALL India Telugu Writers' Conference (110) - Souvenir. no.1- 19 -
(210) - Hyderabad (401) - Souvenir Committee (402) - 19-24cm.
(5011) - illus. (5012) - ports. (5013) - i (521) - English, Telugu
(534) - l. Telugu philology - Congresses (720) - PL4771.A25
(811) - SA64-5460 (821) - PLe1AH9uu1 (828) - ALC76 (852) - NUC
(853) - PL480:no.2-6; 1963-74; 3rd souvenir not available (910)

ALL India Textile Conference (110) - Souvenir. 1st- 19 - (210)
Ahmedabad (401) - 23rd equals 1966 A.D.d 150 (462) - 25cm.
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ALL India textiles

Il.: (5012) -- Ports. (5013) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- l. Textile industry and fabrics -- Congresses (720) -- TS1300.4137 (811) -- SA68-1546 (821) -- TSeIGsAUuA9ua (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- NUC (853) -- PL480:23rd, 1966 (910)

ALL India textiles mfrs. and merchants directory. lst- 1969- (210) -- Bangalore (401) -- C. Somasundaram and Sons (402) -- 115 Rangaswamy Temple Street, Bangalore, Karnataka (480) -- 25cm. (5011) -- Ports. (5013) -- i (521) -- English (531) -- l. Textile industry and fabrics -- India -- Directories <NUC> (720) -- HD9866.16A7 (811) -- 382.45'677 (812) -- 77-902894 (821) -- HDeIKB969i (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- NST NUC (853) -- PL480:1969 (910)

ALL India Trade Union bulletin. v.1-6; July 1924-Nov.1929 (210) -- All India Trade Union Congress (306) -- Official organ of the All India Trade Union Congress <NUC> (307) -- Bombay (401) -- ceased (470) -- m (irregular) (521) -- English (531) -- Eds.: N.M. Joshi and R.R. Bakhale, July 1924-Mar.1925; R.R. Bakhale, Apr.1925- <NUC> (611) -- l. Trade unions -- India -- Periodicals and social publications <NYPL> (720) -- I. All India Trade Union Congress (730) -- UUEIMtB929m (828) -- ULS (852) -- NUC (853)

ALL India Trade Union Congress (110) -- All India trade union bulletin (210)

search under

All India trade union bulletin <ULS> (740)

ALL India Village Industries Association (110)

search under

Gram udyog patrika <ULS> (740)

ALL India weekly. v.1- 1934- <NUC> (210) -- Title varies slightly (250) -- Bombay (401) -- All India Weekly (402) -- 28cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- w; e <NUC> (521) -- English (531) -- volume numbering irregular; v.19 omitted <NUC> (571) -- issues for Apr.15, 1951 called no. 600 (575) -- AP8.A47 (811) -- 58-28918 (821) -- APEIMtB934w (828) -- ULS (852) -- NLC NUC (853)

ALL India Women's Conference on Educational Reform (110) -- Proceedings. v.1-4; 1927-30? (210) -- Mangalore (401) -- ceased? (470) -- plates (5012) -- a? (521) -- English (531) -- l. Education -- Congresses -- India. 2. Woman -- Congresses -- India (720) -- UUEIKM927a (828) -- ULS (852) -- NST NUC UCSMt (853) -- All India Women's Conference. Proceedings has been made a separate entity by UCSMt but they both seem to be identical (991)

ALL India Writers' Conference (110) -- Proceedings of the All-India P.E.N. Writers' Conference. no.1- 1945- <UCST> (210) -- Each volume has also a distinctive title: 1st: Indian writers in Council; 2nd: Writers in free India; 3rd: Indian writers at Chidambaran; 4th: Drama in modern India and the writers' responsibility in a rapidly changing world; 5th: The novel in modern India; 7th: Writers in India (2302) -- Bombay (401) -- P.E.N. All India Centre (402) -- 23cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- some

-44-
volumes sent as monographs (512)--i (521)--English (531)--l.
Authors - Societies, etc. 2. Indic literature - Addresses,
theses, lectures (720)--I. P.E.N. All India Centre (730)--
PK1501.A48 (811)--491.106354 (812)--SA66-6582 (821)--5339698
(826)--PKemB9451 (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UCSD (853)--
PL480:v.7-8; 1964-66 (910)

ALLAHABAD. Ganganatha Jha Research Institute (110)
search under
Ganganatha Jha Research Institute, Allahabad <AL74 ULS> (740)

ALLAHABAD. University (110)
search under
University of Allahabad <ALC76> (740)

ALLAHABAD Agricultural Institute (110)--Allahabad agricultural
news (210)
search under
Allahabad Agricultural Institute. Allahabad news (740)

ALLAHABAD Agricultural Institute (110)--Allahabad news; Allahabad
agricultural news <NUC>, 1947- (210)--Formerly: Your Allahabad
news <ULS> (250)--nsv.1- 1960- (290)--Allahabad (401)--The
Institute, Allahabad, UP (480)--Price varies (490)--b (521)--
English (531)--Allahabad Agricultural Institute. 1. Allahabad
agricultural news. 2. Your Allahabad news (740)--UUE1U1947b
(828)--IPiP (852)--NUC ULS (853)--It is assumed that 'Your
Allahabad news' is the former title and new series starts in
1960 (991)

ALLAHABAD Agricultural Institute (110)--Your Allahabad news (210)
search under
Allahabad Agricultural Institute. Allahabad news (740)

ALLAHABAD farmer. v.1- 1925- (210)--Allahabad Agricultural
Institute (305)--Allahabad (401)--The Institute, Allahabad, UP
(480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some issues
combined (503)--b; q <OC> (521)--English (531)--Ed.: P.R.H.
Acharjee <CIPE> (611)--Issues special numbers <CIPE> (640)--
Cumulative index:v.1-20; 1925-46 in v.21(1) <OC> (651)--Indexed
in: Indian sc. abst.; Biological abst.; Bibliog. of agriculture
<CIPE> (654)--Devoted to research, teaching and extension work
beneficial to farmers <CIPE> (680)--1. Agriculture -
Periodicals. 2. Agriculture - India - Periodicals <NUC> (720)--
I. University of Allahabad. Agricultural Institute (730)--
SA63-2189 (821)--0365-3854 (825)--1479128 (826)--UUE1U1925b
(828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.35-45(3);

ALLAHABAD law journal. v.1- Mar.1904- (210)--Allahabad law journal
and reports <BU COP> (230)--Allahabad (401)--J.K. Sharma (402)--5
Prayag Street, Allahabad-212002, UP (480)--Rs.45.00 (490)--25cm.
(5011)--ports. (5013)--some issues combined (503)--w (521)--
English (531)--Reported suspended (540)--Ed.:B.C. Dey <CIPE>
ALLAHABAD law journal (611)--Includes reports of cases decided by High Court of
Judicature at Allahabad, Privy Council (1904-1908); Federal
Court (1941, 1944) and Supreme Court (1951--) (620)--Issues
supplements (631)--Indexes (651)--Indexed in: Index to Indian legal periodicals <CIPE> (654)--Supplements bound with volumes
including Revenue supplement for some years <OC> (661)--1. Law --
India -- Periodicals. 2. Law reports, digests, etc. -- India
India Courts (730)--Allahabad law journal and reports (740)--
56-31383 (821)--1479129 (826)--KleIUA1904w (828)--NUC (852)--
AL75 BUCOP CIPE NST OC PiI75 UCD ULS (853)--
PL480:v.60-75(19/20); Jan.5, 1962-May 1977 (910)

ALLAHABAD law journal and reports (210)
search under
Allahabad law journal (740)

ALLAHABAD law reports, 1934- (210)--Lahore (401)--H.L. Suri
(402)--25cm. (501l)--u (521)--English (531)--Eds.: N.C. Ganguli,
Jan.-June 1934; Shri Rame, 1934- (611)--Contains the rulings
given by the High Court of Judicature, Allahabad; cases decided
by their lordships of the Privy Council & Imperial acts, local
acts, rules and notifications of the Allahabad High Court...
(620)--UUEIPL934u (828)--NUC (852)

ALLAHABAD law review. v.1-6/7; 1969-1974/75 <OC> (210)--Allahabad
(401)--Allahabad Law Agency (402)--T.N. Nirula <PiI75> (432)--
ceased (470)--9 University Road, Allahabad, UP <PiI75> (480)--
Rs.10.00 (490)--25cm. (501l)--some issues combined (503)--a
(521)--English (531)--Ed.: J.K. Mittal <PiI75> (611)--1. Law --
Periodicals -- India (720)--LAW (81l)--77-921155 (821)--1479130
(826)--KleIUA1969a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NLC OC PiI75 UCD (853)--
PL480:v.2/3-6/7; 1970/71-1974/75 (910)

ALLAHABAD law times. v.1- 1923- <UCD>; v.1-17(5); 1923-May 1939
<ULS> (210)--Chandigarh (401)--R. Suri (402)--Lahore <ULS>
(451)--House no.20, Sector 9-A, Chandigarh-160009 (480)--
Rs.20.00 (490)--25cm. (501l)--m (521)--English, Hindi (534)--
1935-39 lack volume numbering <ULS> (571)--Eds.: Vinod Kumar Suri
<CIPE> (611)--1. Law -- Periodicals -- India (720)--LAW (81l)--
SA65-9482 (821)--1479131 (826)--KleIPBC923m (828)--ALC76 (852)--
CIPE NUC OC UCD ULS (853)--PL480:Jan.1965- (910)

ALLAHABAD law weekly; (210)--a weekly law journal, being full
reports of cases decided by the Allahabad High Court, the Oudh
Chief Court, the Privy Council and the Federal Court, Jan.2,
1941- (212)--Subtitle varies slightly (232)--Allahabad (401)--
Law Publishing House (402)--25cm. (501l)--w (irregular) (521)--
English (531)--Eds.: S.S. Sastry, 1941- with M.L. Kharbanda,
1943- (611)--KleIUA1941w (828)--NUC (852)

THE ALLAHABAD review; (210)--a monthly journal...in English and
Urdu. v.1-6; Mar.1890-95 <BUCOP> (212)--Allahabad (401)--Indian
Press (402)--23cm. (501l)--m (521)--English, Urdu (534)--
(740)--P87.A35 (811)--384 (812)--SA68-16333 (821)--0065-6542 (325)--1604683 (826)--P8ehHMytB963a (828)--AL (852)--IPiP NST NUC OC (853)--PL480: v.5, 1967--(910)

ALPHA monthly. v.1- 1964--<CIPE>(210)--Cover title: Bhavan's Alpha monthly. Apr.1973- (2304)--Bhavan's Rajendra Prasad Institute of Mass Communication Studies; Rajendra Prasad College of Mass Communication and Media <Pii75> (305)--Bombay (401)--U. Radhakrishna Rao <Pii75> (402)--Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Chowpathy, Bombay--400007 (480)--Rs. 20.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--m (521)--English (531)--some issues reported as not published (540)--Eds.: Radhakrishna Rao and Joseph John <Pii75> (611)--College magazine (680)--1. Mass media - Periodicals (720)--I. Rajendra Prasad College of Mass Communication & Media (730)--Bhavan's Alpha monthly (740)--P87.A4 (811)--SA68-5402 (821)--1773616 (826)--P8ehHMytB964a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NST OC Pii75 UCD (853)--PL480: v.6, July 1967--(910)

ALTECH. v.1- July 1950- (210)--Journal of the Alagappa Chettiar College of Technology (307)--Madras (401)--A.C. College of Technology (402)--University of Madras, Gundy, Madras-600005 (480)--Free (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some issues issued combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: G.S. Laddha <CIPE> (611)--1. Technology - Periodicals (720)--I. Alagappa Chettiar College of Technology, Madras (730)--T1.A3 (811)--56-39578 (821)--0065-6623 (825)--1479206 (826)--TieITM950a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: v.13-22, 1964-73 (910)

ALTERNATIVES; (210)--a journal of world policy. v.1-2; 1975-76 (212)--Institute for World Order and the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, July 1978- <OC> (305)--Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, 1975-Apr 1978 (355)--New Delhi (401)--Allied Publishers (402)--13/14 Asaf Ali Road, Delhi-110001 (480)--Institute for World Order, 1140 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY-10036 (483)--Rs.40.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--No longer published in India (550)--Mg.Ed.: M.P. Singh (611)--Promotes wide ranging discussion and debate on the future of the world <CIPE> (680)--1. Underdeveloped areas - Periodicals. 2. States, New - Politics and government - Periodicals (720)--I. Institute for World Order. II. Centre for the Study of Developing Societies (730)--HC597.A776 (811)--330.9 (812)--76-913317 (821)--0304-3754 (825)--2579435 (826)--HCeUN975q (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE NUC OC (853)--PL480: v.2, Jan.-Dec. 1976 (910)--v.3--published in New York<> (991)

ALUMINIUM Industries Limited (110)--Report and accounts. v.1- 1957/58--<NST> (210)--Kundara, Kerala (401)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar.31 (620)--673 (812)--SA64-2314 (821)--UWEIKe958a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST UCSke (853)--PL480:26th, 1972 (910)
BOUQUET A

ALUMNUS (210)
search under
Educational trends <AL> (740)

AMERICAN Academy of Benares (110)--Bulletin. v.1- Nov. 1967-(210)--Varanasi (401)--ceased (470)--B-2/3 Rewa Ghat, Varanasi, UP (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--29cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Historical (680)--1. Art - India - Periodicals. 2. Art - India - Societies <NUC> (720)--NLI.A2715 (811)--709.54 (812)--72-900514 (821)--0569-2059 (825)--1479256 (826)--NleUV967a (828)--AL (852)--NST NUC OC UCT (853)--PL480:1967- (910)

AMERICAN business concerns, educational and philanthropic
Institutions in India. v.1- 19 -- (210)--U.S. Embassy, India (302)--Published in cooperation with the U.S. Agency for International Development, New Delhi (305)--22cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Corporations, American - India - Directories (720)--I. U.S. Embassy, India (730)--HG5731.A65 (811)--75-917979 (821)--1586925 (826)--HGeIDN9uui (828)--AL (852)--NUC (853)--PL480:1970-- (910)

AMERICAN Institute of Indian Studies (110)--AIIS quarterly newsletter. no.1- 1974- (210)--American Institute of Indian Studies quarterly newsletter (230)--New Delhi (401)--The Institute (402)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--American Institute of Indian Studies quarterly newsletter (740)--DS401.A59 (811)--954'.007 (812)--75-901355 (821)--2133853 (826)--DSIDN974q (828)--OC (852)--ALC76 (853)--PL480:1974-- (910)

AMERICAN Institute of Indian Studies quarterly newsletter (210)
search under
American Institute of Indian Studies. AIIS quarterly newsletter (740)

AMERICAN labour. v.20(2)-23; 1967-70 (210)--Formerly: American labour review. v.1-20(1); 1948-67 <UCD> (250)--New Delhi (401)--Labour Attache, American Embassy; U.S. Information Service <OC> (402)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Trade-unions - United States - Periodicals. 2. Labor and laboring classes - United States - Periodicals (720)--I. United States. Information Service, Delhi (730)--American labour review (740)--HD6500.A643 (811)--331'.0973 (812)--77-648183 (821)--3528246 (826)--HDeIDN948m (828)--NLC (852)--OC UCD (853)

AMERICAN labour news. v.1- 1974- (210)--New Delhi (401)--American Embassy (402)--Shantipath, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi-110021 (480)--u (521)--English (531)--Ed.:Stephen M. Block (611)--UUEIDN974u (828)--NL (852)

AMERICAN labour review (210)
search under
American labour (740)
AMERICAN Libraries Book Procurement Center, New Delhi (110)--1. Accession list, Bangladesh. 2. Accession list, Ceylon. 3. Accession list, India. 4. Accession list, Nepal. 5. Accession list, Sri Lanka (210)
search under


AMERICAN review. v.1- 1956- (210)--U.S. Information Service <PiH> (305)--New Delhi (401)--24 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi-110001 (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--18cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q;m <PiH> (521)--English (531)--Ed. : Nathan Glick (611)--Indexes (651)--Indexed in:Index India (654)--Contains reprints of outstanding articles on new currents in United States on subjects of intellectual and allied interests (680)--UUEIDN956q (828)--CIPE (852)--NLC PiH PII UCD (853)

AMERICAN Studies Research Centre, Hyderabad (110)--Membership directory. 1st- 19- (210)--Hyderabad (401)--23cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--E172.A75 (811)--917.3’03’06054 (812)--76-251640 (821)--EleIAH9uhua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC (853)--PL480:1970/71-1972/73 (910)


supplement (631) -- Indexed in: Index India <CIPE> (654) -- Devoted to Indo-Soviet relations; also on Soviet writings on Indian history, art, literature and culture <CIPE> (680) -- 1. India -- Relations with Russia. 2. Russia -- Relations with India. 3. Russia -- Relations with India -- Periodicals (720) -- 1. Indo-Soviet Cultural Society (730) -- Amity (740) -- Indo-Soviet Cultural Society. ISCUS bulletin (750) -- DS450.R8I152 (811) -- 947 (812) -- 73-904194 (821) -- 0569-9452 (825) -- 1773618 (826) -- DSeIDN972q (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE IPiP NST OC UCD (853)

AMITY (210)

Search under
Amity. <new series> (740)


AMRTALATA. v. 1-4; 1964-68 (210) -- Swadhyaya Mandal (305) -- Pardi (401) -- ceased (470) -- 22cm. (5011) -- ports. (5013) -- q. (521) -- Sanskrit (533) -- I. Swadhyaya Mandal, Pardi (730) -- AP95.S3A6 (811) -- APr1GTP964q (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- NUC (853) -- PL480:v. 1-4; 1964-68 (910)

ANAHUTA. no. 1- 19 -- (210) -- Anahuta Phorama (305) -- Nai Dilli (401) -- 100 Satya Niketan, New Delhi-110021 (480) -- no. 8: Rs. 5.00 (490) -- 22cm. (5011) -- i. (521) -- Hindi literature (680) -- 1. Hindi literature -- Periodicals (720) -- PK2030.A5 (811) -- 78-914292 (821) -- 6467019 (826) -- PKh:DN9uui (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC (853)

ANALYSIS of ancillary data on crop estimation surveys in Rajasthan (210) search under Rajasthan. Directorate of Economics and Statistics. Analysis of ancillary data on crop estimation surveys in Rajasthan (740)

ANANDA duta. v. 1 1956- <Pi> (210) -- Ananda Marga ka mukha patra, utkrshta adhyatmika traimasika (307) -- Kalakatta (401) -- Ananda Marga Pracaraka Sangha, Tarni Prasad Sinha (402) -- Patna <Pi> (451) -- Tarni Prasad Sinha, Ananda Duta Karyalaya, Lal Darwaza,
ANANDA loka (Patana)  

Calcutta <PII72> (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Reported suspended during Feb.-Nov.1974; June 1975-Apr.1977 (540)--Ed.:Ram Yanuk <PII72> (611)--Conduct of life (680)--70-922406 (821)--UUHiBC956q (828)--ALC78 (852)--ALC76 PII72 (853)--PL480:v.12, Apr.1971- (910)

search under  
Anandaloka <AL> (740)

ANANDA Marga Pracaraka Sangha (110)--Ananda duta (210)  

search under  
Ananda duta <ALC76> (740)

ANANDA Marga Pracaraka Sangha (110)--Mukha-patra (210)  

search under  
Ananda duta <ALC78> (740)

ANANDA Marga Pracaraka Sangha (110)--Patra (210)  

search under  
Ananda duta (740)

ANANDA sandesa. v.1- 1953- <NST> (210)--Sri Anandapura (401)--Sri Anandapura Trasta (402)--P.O. Anandapur, Tehsil Ashok Nagar-473331, Gun District, MP (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.:Mahatma Bootanand (611)--Hindu religion and philosophy (680)--I. Hinduism - Periodicals (720)--I. Shri Anandapur Trust <OC> (730)--BL1100.A5 (811)--72-903138 (821)--2239373 (826)--BLHiMA953m (828)--ALC67 (852)--CC PiI75 (853)--PL480:v.20, May 1972- (910)

ANANDA varta. v.1- 1952- <IPiP> (210)--Shree Shree Anandamayee Charitable Society (305)--Varanasi (401)--B2/94 Bhadaini, Varanasi-221001, UP (480)--Rs.7.00 (490)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.:Brahmachari Nirmalananda <PII75> (611)--Special numbers (640)--Indexes (651)--"A quarterly presenting the divine life and teaching of Sri Ananda mayi Ma and various aspects of universal dharma" (680)--78-914002 (821)--UUHiUV952q (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE IPiP PiI75 (853)--PL480:v.24(4), Oct.1977- (910)


ANCIENT India; (210)--bulletin of the Archaeological Survey of India. no.1- Jan.1946- (212)--India. Archaeological Survey

-52-

THE ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR INFORMATION. V.1-19 - (210) -- DI ANDAMANA ENDA NIKOBARA INPHARMESANA (2301) -- Port Blair (401) -- Andaman and Nicobar Administration (402) -- 25cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- u (521) -- English (531) -- l. Andaman and Nicobar Islands - Collected works (720) -- DI Andamana enda Nikobara inpharmesana (740) -- 78-914103 (821) -- 6136162 (826) -- UUEIANP9uuu (828) -- ALC78 (852) -- OC (853) -- PL480:1976- (910)

ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDS. (110) -- The Andaman and Nicobar gazette (210) search under Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The Andaman and Nicobar gazette <ALC76> (740)

ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDS. (110) -- Andaman tatha Nikobara rajapatra. v.1-1876- (210) -- Formerly: Andaman and Nicobar gazette (250) -- Port Blair (401) -- 34cm. (5011) -- Available on microfilm from the LC Photoduplication Service (5041) -- m (521) -- English, Hindi (534) -- Includes extraordinary issues (631) -- Andaman and Nicobar Islands. Andaman and Nicobar gazette (740) -- UUEIANP876m (828) -- AL (852) -- NUC (853) -- PL480:Feb.1967- (910)


DI ANDAMANA ENDA NIKOBARA INPHARMESANA (210) search under The Andaman and Nicobar information (740)
ANDHRA. Economic Advisor (110)--Handbook of Andhra statistics
<NST> (210)
search under

ANDHRA agricultural journal. v.1- Jan.1954- <IPiP> (210)--Organ of the Andhra Agricultural Union <CIPE> (307)--Bapatla, Guntur (401)--The Union (402)--Agricultural College, Bapatla-522101, Guntur, AP (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--45cm. (5011)--some issues issued combined (503)--b (521)--English (531)--Ed.:D.J. Chandra Singh <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Chem. abst.; Weeds abstracts; Biological abstracts; Indian sc. abst. <CIPE> (654)--1.
Agriculture - India. 2. Agriculture - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Andhra Agricultural Union (730)--630 (812)--SA66-3972 (821)--0003-2956 (825)--1481118 (826)--S2eIAH954b (828)--AL (852)--CIPE IPiP NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.12-21(1/2); 1965-Jan./Apr.1974 (910)

ANDHRA Historical Research society, Hyderabad (110)--Annual report (210)
search under
Andhra Historical Research Society. Journal of the Andhra Historical Research Society (740)


ANDHRA Historical Research Society, Hyderabad (110)--Quarterly journal of the Andhra Historical Research Society (210)
search under
Andhra Historical Research Society. Journal of the Andhra Historical Research Society (740)

ANDHRA law times. Supplement; (210)--ALT acts, rules, cent. and AF. v.1- 19- (212)--Hyderabad (401)--Andhra Law Times (402)--
16-1-418.3 Balaji Sadan, Dilsukhnagar, Hyderabad-500036, AP (480) -- 25cm. (501) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- I. Andhra Law Times (730) -- 79-915574 (821) -- 9168036 (826) -- UUEIAH9uua (828) -- ALC80 (852) -- NUC OC (853)

ANDRA law times. v.1- 1954- <UCD> (210) -- Hyderabad (401) -- M.L. Tilak (402) -- Chanderghat, Hyderabad-500024, AP (480) -- Rs.16.00 (490) -- 26cm. (501) -- illus. (5012) -- ports. (5013) -- some issues combined (503) -- w (521) -- English (531) -- Andhra law times. supplement (631) -- L. Law - Periodicals - Andhra Pradesh. 2. Law reports, digests, etc. - Andhra Pradesh <NUC> (720) -- Andhra law times. Supplement (750) -- 346 (812) -- SA66-1808 (821) -- 0570-0310 (825) -- 1481119 (826) -- KLeIAH954w (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE NST NJC UCA UCD (853) -- PL480:v.15, Dec.31, 1954- (910)

ANDRA Pradesh (110) -- Andhra Pradesh rajapatramu. The Andhra Pradesh gazette. v.1- 1953- <MI> (210) -- Hyderabad (401) -- 35cm. (501) -- Available on microfilm from the LC Photoduplication Service (5041) -- w (521) -- English, Telugu (534) -- Includes supplements and extraordinary issues (631) -- The Andhra Pradesh gazette (740) -- SA63-786 (821) -- 1481120 (826) -- UUEIAH953w (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- MI NUC OC UCSD (853) -- PL480:Jan.1962- (910)


ANDRA Pradesh (110) -- Andhra Pradesh gazette (210)
search under
Andhra Pradesh. Andhra Pradesh rajapatramu (740)

ANDRA Pradesh (110) -- Andhra Pradesh government report on epigraphy (210)
search under
Andhra Pradesh. Dept. of Archaeology and Museums. Annual report on epigraphy (740)

ANDHRA Pradesh. (110)--Badjetu ancanalu (210)
search under
Andhra Pradesh. Budget estimates (740)

ANDHRA Pradesh. (110)--Detailed public works budget. v.1-19 --
(210)--Hyderabad (401)--Printed at the Govt. Central Press
(403)--34cm. (501li)--a (521)--English (531)--Vol. for 1973/74
reported as not published (540)--1. Andhra Pradesh -- Public
works (720)--HD4295.A5A3 (811)--SA66-4657 (821)--8249593 (826)--
HDeIAH9uuu (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1963/64--
(910)

ANDHRA Pradesh. (110)--1. Review of economic trends. 2. Review of
economic trends and state plan (210)
search under
Andhra Pradesh. Review of the state plan and economic trends
(740)

ANDHRA Pradesh. (110)--Review of the state plan and economic
trends. v.1-19 -- (210)--Alternative title:Review of economic
trends and state plan (2303)--Formerly: Review of economic
trends. (250)--Hyderabad (401)--Govt. of Andhra Pradesh (402)--
25-33cm. (501li)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Andhra Pradesh --
Economic conditions. 2. Andhra Pradesh -- Economic policy (720)--
Andhra Pradesh. 1. Review of economic trends. 2. Review of
economic trends and state plan (740)--HC437.A73 (811)--SA66-2396
(821)--6099961 (826)--HCeIAH9uuu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--
PL480:1963-1974/75 (910)

ANDHRA Pradesh. Bureau of Economics and Statistics (110)--
Comparative statistics of Andhra Pradesh and other states in
India. v.1-1963-<NST> (210)--Hyderabad (401)--25cm. (501li)--i
(521)--English (531)--For official use only (680)--1. Andhra
Pradesh -- Statistics. 2. India -- Statistics (720)--HA1728.A5A26
(811)--315.4 (812)--SA68-12063 (821)--0570-037X (825)--
HAeIAH961i (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC UCSMt (853)--

ANDHRA Pradesh. Bureau of Economics and Statistics (110)--Economic
and statistical bulletin. v.1-1957- (210)--Director, Bureau of
Economics and Statistics (305)--Hyderabad (401)--Govt. of Andhra
Pradesh, Hyderabad-500004, AP (480)--Rs.3.00 (490)--25-28cm.
(501li)--m (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Hyderabad. Bureau of
Economics and Statistics. Hyderabad government bulletin on
economic affairs. v.6-9(9); 1953-56 <UCSM> (601)--1. Andhra
Pradesh -- Economic conditions -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--Economic
and statistical bulletin (740)--Hyderabad. Bureau of Economics and
Statistics. Hyderabad government bulletin on economic
affairs (750)--HC437.A73 (811)--330 (812)--SA64-3557 (821)--
0570-0388 (825)--16444309 (826)--HDeIAH9957m (828)--ALC76 (852)--
CIPF IPip NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.6-19(4);
Jan./Mar.1962-Nov.1975 (910)
ANDHRA Pradesh. Dept. of Fisheries (110)--Performance budget, Dept. of Fisheries, 19 - (210)--Hyderabad (401)--The Department (402)--31cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Andhra Pradesh. Dept. of Fisheries - Appropriations and expenditures - Periodicals. 2. Fishery management - India - Andhra Pradesh - Finance - Periodicals (720)--SH300.A5A52 (811)--354.954'840072'23682362 (812)--79-915265 (821)--7492590 (826)--ShEIAH9uua (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)

ANDHRA Pradesh. Dept. of Fisheries (110)--Yearbook of Fisheries Dept. v.1-19 - (210)--Hyderabad (401)--Director of Fisheries, Andhra Pradesh (402)--Hyderabad-500022, AP (480)--some volumes issued combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--ShEIAH9uua (828)--ALC78 (852)--PL480:1963/64-1967/68 (comb. issue)-- (910)

ANDHRA Pradesh. Directorate of Employment and Training (110)--Annual employment review. v.1--1976/77- (210)--Other title: Annual state employment market report in respect of Andhra Pradesh (2303)--Hyderabad (401)--Director of Employment and Training, Andhra Pradesh (402)--36cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Labor supply - India - Andhra Pradesh - Periodicals (720)--Andhra Pradesh. Directorate of Employment and Training. Annual state employment market report in respect of Andhra Pradesh (740)--HD5820.A5A52 (811)--331.1'0954'84 (812)--77-912180 (821)--5120848 (826)--HDeIAH9uua (828)--ALC78 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1974/75-- (910)

ANDHRA Pradesh. Directorate of Employment and Training (110)--Annual state employment market report in respect of Andhra Pradesh (210)

search under
Andhra Pradesh. Directorate of Employment and Training. Annual employment review (740)


ANDHRA Pradesh. Education Dept. (110)--Agency administration report of East Godavari District. v.1-19 - (210)--Title varies slightly <UCSMT> (250)--Hyderabad (401)--u (521)--English (531)--370 (812)--0402-3803 (825)--L5eIAH9uuu (828)--NST (852)--UCSD UCSMT (853)

ANDHRA Pradesh. Education Dept. (110)--Report on public instruction in Andhra Pradesh, 1953/54- (210)--Formerly issued by: Office of the Director of Public Instruction (352)--Hyderabad (401)--Director of Public Instruction (402)--25cm. (5011)--vol. for 1958/59 issued in 2 parts (502)--a (521)--
ANDHRA Pradesh. --TULIP


ANDHRA Pradesh. General Administration Dept. (110)--Annual list of gazetted officers in the Andhra Pradesh. v.1- 19 (210)--Hyderabad (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--some volumes reported as not published (540)--Annual list corrected upto April 1 (680)--1. Andhra Pradesh -- Officials and employees - Yearbooks. 2. Andhra Pradesh -- Registers <NUC> (720)--JQ620.A7A2 (811)--SA66-2467 (821)--0570-0485 (825)--6494155 (826)--JQeIAH9yuua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1961-71 (910)
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ANDHRA Pradesh. Health, Housing and Municipal Administration Dept. (110) -- Review (210)

search under

Andhra Pradesh. Health, Housing and Municipal Administration Dept. Administration report (740)


ANDHRA Pradesh. Legislative Assembly. Committee on Petitions (110) -- Report, Committee on Petitions. no.1- 1962- (210) -- Andhra Pradesh Legislature, Assembly Secretariat (305) -- Hyderabad (401) -- Public Gardens, Hyderabad-500004, AP (480) -- i (521) -- English (531) -- I. Andhra Pradesh - Politics and government -
ANDhra Pradesh.

Periodicals (720)--J601.A4J74 (811)--328.54'84'0765 (812)--79-915005 (821)--J6eIAH962i (828)--ALC79 (852)--NUC UCSM (853)


ANDhra Pradesh. Legislative Assembly. Estimates Committee. v.1--1956-<UCD> (210)--Director of information and Public Relations, Andhra Pradesh (305)--Hyderabad (401)--B.N. Raman (402)--Incorrectly reported as ceased in the Accessions list, India, 1970 (470)--Rs.3.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some issues issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--some issues reported as not published (540)--Ed.:B.N. Raman (611)--Report year runs from Nov. to Oct. <OC> (620)--Indexed in: GLPI; Index India (654)--News and current affairs (680)--I. Andhra Pradesh. Dept. of Information and Public Relations (730)--DPS485.A55A48 (811)--954 (812)--SA63-2288 (821)--0570-0655 (825)--7766712 (826)--DSeIAH956m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIFE OC Pi72 UCD (853)--PI480:v.6(9), July 1962- . some issues not available (910)


ANDhra Pradesh. Legislative Council. v.1--19 --(210)--Hyderabad (401)--25cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Andhra Pradesh -
Politics and government <OC> (720)--J601.A4J32 (811)--328.54'81
(812)--72-905275 (821)--1784191 (826)--J6eIAH9uui (828)--ALC76
(852)--OC (853)--PL480:19th session, 1st meeting - 23rd session,
1st/2nd meeting; 1971-75 (910)

ANDHRA Pradesh. Legislative Council (110)--Review v.1- 19 -
(210)--Hyderabad (401)--Andhra Pradesh Legislature (402)--25cm.
(5011)--1 (521)--English (531)--1. Andhra Pradesh -- Politics and
government <OC> (720)--J601.A4J85 (811)--328.54'84 (812)--
72-905274 (821)--1784190 (826)--J6eIAH9uui (828)--ALC76 (852)--
OC (853)--PL480:18th-21st session; 1970/71-1974 (910)

ANDERA Pradesh. Office of the Director of Industries (110)--Andhra
Pradesh Industries bulletin (210)
search under
Andhra Pradesh industries bulletin <ALC76> (740)

ANDERA Pradesh. Office of the Director of Public Instruction
(110)--Report on public instruction (210)
search under
Andhra Pradesh. Education Dept. Report on public instruction
(740)

ANDHRA Pradesh. Panchayati Raj Dept. (110)--Community development
programme, Andhra Pradesh; report (210)
search under
Andhra Pradesh. Panchayati Raj Dept. Community development and
panchayati raj, Andhra Pradesh (740)

ANDHRA Pradesh. Panchayati Raj Dept. (110)--Community development
and panchayati raj, Andhra Pradesh, 1964/65-- (210)--
Formerly: Community development programme, Andhra Pradesh,
report v.1- ; 1956/57-1962/63 (250)--Hyderabad (401)--Director
of Printing, Govt. of Andhra Pradesh (403)--26cm. (5011)--a
(521)--English (531)--1. Community development -- Andhra Pradesh
- India <NUC> (720)--Andhra Pradesh. Panchayati Raj Dept.
Community development programme, Andhra Pradesh; report (740)--
HN690.A6A2 (811)--309.1 (812)--SA66-3857 (821)--0570-0558
(825)--1645420 (826)--HNeIAH957a (828)--NUC (852)--NST OC UCSD
(853)

ANDHRA Pradesh. Planning and Cooperation Dept. (110)--Annual plan,
Planning and Cooperation Dept. v.1- 1956/57- <UCSA> (210)--
Hyderabad (401)--Director of Printing and Stationery (403)--
25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Andhra
Pradesh. Finance and Planning (Planning Wing) Dept. Annual plan
(602)--1. Program budgeting -- Andhra Pradesh <OC> (720)--Andhra
Pradesh. Finance and Planning (Planning Wing) Dept. Annual plan
(750)--HJ2154.A5A29 (811)--338.954'84 (812)--73-907852 (821)--
0376-5539 (825)--1790598 (826)--HJeIAH957a (828)--ALC76 (852)--
OC (853)--PL480:1972/73 (910)

ANDHRA Pradesh. Planning and Cooperation Dept. Evaluation Wing
(110)--Evaluation study (210)
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ANDHRA Pradesh.

search under
Andhra Pradesh. Finance and Planning Dept. Evaluation Wing. Evaluation study <ALC78> (740)

ANDHRA Pradesh. Planning and Local Administration Dept. (110)

search under
Andhra Pradesh. Planning and Cooperation Dept. <UCSD> (740)

ANDHRA Pradesh. Planning and Panchayati Raj Dept. (110)

search under
Andhra Pradesh. Planning and Cooperation Dept. (740)

ANDHRA Pradesh. Police Dept. (110)--Report on the administration of the police of Andhra Pradesh. v.1- 1957- (210)--Hyderabad (401)--Printed by the Director, Govt. Press (403)--vols. for issued in parts (502)--a (521)--English (531)--SA68-677 (811)--UUEIAH957a (828)--ALC76 (852)--UCSK (853)--PL480:1957-70 (910)

ANDHRA Pradesh. State Archives (110)--Journal (210)

search under
Ithias <ALC76> (740)


ANDHRA Pradesh. State Employment Market Information Unit (110)--Andhra Pradesh state employment market report. lst- 1960- (210)--Hyderabad (401)--price varies (490)--q (521)--English (531)--331.11 (812)--70-902923 (821)--0570-0620 (825)--UUEIAH960q (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP NST (853)--PL480:June-Dec.1968 (910)

ANDHRA Pradesh. State Employment Market Information Unit (110)--Employment review. v.1- 19- (210)--Hyderabad (401)--Price varies (490)--35cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Jan.-Mar.1976 was not published (540)--1. Labor supply - India - Andhra Pradesh. 2. Man-power - India - Andhra Pradesh <OC> (720)--74-909767 (821)--0587-3169 (825)--6550033 (826)--UUEIAH9ufq (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP OC (853)--
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ANDhra Pradesh. State Employment Market Information Unit (110) --
Report on the occupational pattern of employees in the private
sector, 19- (210) -- State Employment Market Information.
Directorate of Employment and Training (305) -- Hyderabad (401) --
36 cm. (5011) -- g (521) -- English (531) -- Report year ends Sept. 30
(620) -- 1. Andhra Pradesh - India - Occupations (720) --
HB2730. A5A25 (811) -- SA68-12005 (821) -- 6481816 (826) -- HB1IAH9ug
(828) -- ALC76 (852) -- NUC OC (853) -- PL480:2nd- ; 1963-71 (910)

ANDhra Pradesh. State Employment Market Information Unit (110) --
Report of the occupational pattern of employees in the public
sector in Andhra Pradesh. 1st- 19- (210) -- At head of
title: Govt. of Andhra Pradesh, Home (Labour) Dept. (308) --
Hyderabad (401) -- 34 cm. (5011) -- g (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Andhra
Pradesh - Officials and employees. 2. Andhra Pradesh -
NUC (852)

ANDhra Pradesh. State Evaluation Committee (110) -- Evaluation
studies (SA68-15437) (210)
search under
Evaluation study (740) -- ALC76 (852) -- NUC OC UCSD (853) --
PL480: 4th assembly, 17th report - 5th assembly, 4th report;
1970/71- 1972/74 (910)

ANDhra Pradesh. v.1- 1956- <UCD> (210) -- Director of information
and Public Relations, Andhra Pradesh (305) -- Hyderabad (401) --
B.N. Raman (402) -- Incorrectly reported as ceased in the
Accessions list, India, 1970 (470) -- Rs. 3.00 (490) -- 27 cm.
(5011) -- illus. (5012) -- some issues issued combined (503) -- m
(521) -- English (531) -- some issues reported as not published
(540) -- Ed. B.N. Raman (611) -- Report year runs from Nov. to Oct.
<CC> (620) -- Indexed in: GIPL; Index India (654) -- News and
current affairs (680) -- I. Andhra Pradesh. Dept. of Information
and Public Relations (730) -- DS485. A55A48 (811) -- 954 (812) --
SA63-2288 (821) -- 0570-0655 (825) -- 7766712 (826) -- DSelIAH956m
(828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE OC PII72 UCD (853) -- PL480: v.5(9), July
1962- . Some issues not available (910)

ANDhra Pradesh almanac. 1st ed.- 1968- (210) -- Andhra Pradesh
almanac directory and handbook <UCSM> (250) -- Madras (401) --
Educational Products of India (402) -- 48 Edward Ellits Road,
Madras (480) -- 19 cm. (5011) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- DS485. A55A68
(811) -- 915.484 (812) -- SA68-14645 (821) -- 0570-0663 (825) --
1681028 (826) -- DSeIT968a (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- NIST OC UCSM
(853) -- PL480: 1st ed., 1968 (910)

ANDhra Pradesh Dairy Development Corporation (110) -- Annual report.
1st- 1974/75- (210) -- Hyderabad (401) -- The Corporation (402) --
29 cm. (5011) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- Report year ends Mar. 31
ANDHRA Pradesh Forest

(620)--1. Andhra Pradesh Dairy Developmpt Corporation - Periodicals. 2. Dairying - India - Andhra Pradesh - Periodicals (720)--SP233.IA452 (811)--338.7'095484 (812)--79-915136 (821)--6656392 '(826)--SFeIAH975a (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1975- (910)

ANDHRA Pradesh Forest Officers' Association (110)--Bulletin (210) search under Van vikas (740)

ANDHRA Pradesh Housing Board (110)--Annual report. v.1- 19 - (210)--Hyderabad (401)--ceased (470)--35cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Housing - Andhra Pradesh (720)--HD7361.A55A75 (811)--71-928630 (821)--6536597 (826)--HDeIAH9ua (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1963/64-1974/75; some volumes not available (910)

ANDHRA Pradesh Industrial Development Corporation (110)--Annual report and accounts, 1961- (210)--Hyderabad (401)--B-1 Patel Maidan Road, Hyderabad-500004, AP (480)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar.31 (620)--HC437.A73A62 (811)--338.7'61'3380 (812)--74-900176 (821)--1797677 (826)--HGeIAH961a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:12th, 1973- (910)

ANDHRA Pradesh Industrial Infrastructure Corporation (110)--Annual report. v.1- 19 - (210)--Hyderabad (401)--The Corporation (402)--6-2-12/1 Saifabad, Hyderabad-500004, AP (480)--unpriced (490)--29cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar.31 (620)--1. Andhra Pradesh Industrial Infrastructure Corporaton - Yearbooks (720)--HG3729.IA4575 (811)--354'.54'840082 (812)--78-914709 (821)--5526303 (826)--HGeIAH9ua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:4th, 1976/77- (910)

ANDHRA Pradesh industries bulletin. v.1-2(7); Oct.1965-June 1967 (210)--Director of Industries and Commerce, Govt. of Andhra Pradesh (302)--Hyderabad (401)--Printed by the Director of Printing and Stationery, Andhra Pradesh (403)--ceased (470)--Technical Cell, Industries Department, Govt. of Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad, AP (480)--Price varies (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Andhra Pradesh - Industries - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Andhra Pradesh. Dept. of Industries and Commerce (730)--HC437.A73A34 (811)--338.095484 (812)--SA66-6033 (821)--0570-0671 (825)--6453021 (826)--HGeIAH965q (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP OC (853)

THE ANDHRA Pradesh journal of archaeology. v.1- 1979- (210)--Director of Archaeology and Museums, Govt. of Andhra Pradesh (302)--Hyderabad (401)--Hyderabad-500001, AP (480)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Andhra Pradesh - Antiquities - Collected works. 2. Andhra Pradesh - Antiquities - Periodicals (720)--I. Andhra Pradesh. Director of Archaeology and Museums (730)--DS485.A55A684 (811)--934 (812)--80-91O306 (821)--6670216 (826)--DSeIAH979a (828)--ALC80 (852)--OC (853)
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ANDHRA Pradesh Productivity Council (110)--Journal. v.1-5; 1963-67 (210)--nsv.1- 1968- <UCAP> (290)--Hyderabad (401)--ceased <OC> (470)--Post Box 21, A.C. Guards, Hyderabad-500004, AP <IPiP> (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--25cm. (501l)--some issues issued combined (503)--f (521)--English, Telugu (534)--l. Labor productivity -- Periodicals (720)--HD57.A564 (811)--658.005 (812)--77-904438 (821)--0003-2964 (825)--HDetIAH963f (828)--AL (852)--CIPE IPiP NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.1(2)-6(1/2); Dec.1968-74 (910)

ANDHRA Pradesh Sangeet Natak Academy, Hyderabad (110)--Natya kala (210)
search under
Natya kala <PiH> (740)


ANDHRA Pradesh State Agro Industries Corporation (110)--Annual report & accounts for the period ended June 30, Andhra Pradesh State Agro Industries Corporation. 1st- 19- (210)--Hyderabad (401)--The Corporation (402)--7th equals 1975 A.D. (462)--27cm. (501l)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Andhra Pradesh State Agro Industries Corporation -- Yearbooks (720)--HD9016.I44A522 (811)--354.54'8400823'06 (812)--78-914578 (821)--7231098 (826)--HDeIAH9uu (828)--OC (852)

ANDHRA Pradesh State Financial Corporation (110)--Report (210)
search under
Andhra Pradesh State Financial Corporation. Reports and accounts (740)

ANDHRA Pradesh State Trading Corporation, Ltd. (110)--Annual report. 1st-19-(210)--Hyderabad (401)--The Trading Corporation (402)--5-10-174 Patchmaiden, Hyderabad-500004, AP (480)--27cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar.31 (620)--HD4295.A5A55 (811)--380.1'06'55484 (812)--74-901619 (821)--0376-5512 (825)--1797747 (826)--HDeIAllH9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--NOC OC (853)--PL480:1972/73- (910)


ANDHRA Valley Power Supply Company, Ltd. (110)--Report (210)--Bombay (401)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends June 30 (620)--HD9685.I44A553 (811)--51-23780 (821)--HDeIMtB9uu (828)--NOC (852)--AL (853)

ANDHRA weekly reporter. v.1-1955-(210)--Madras (401)--N. Ramarathnam <PiI75> (402)--4 Warren Road, Mysore, Madras-600007 (480)--Rs.36.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--some issues (503)--w (521)--English (531)--Ed.::C.V. Narasimha Rao <PiI75> (611)--Includes reports of cases tried before the Andhra High Court and the Supreme Court of India (620)--1. Law reports, digests, etc. - Andhra Pradesh. 2. Law reports, digests, etc. - India (720)--I. Andhra Pradesh. High Court of Judicature. II. India. Supreme Court (730)--SA63-609 (821)--1481125 (826)--KleITM955w (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NST NUC PiI75 UCST (853)--PL480:v.13(2/3), Jan.19, 1962- (910)

BOUQUET A

ANGANA; (210)--journal of art and culture. v.1- 1963- ; 1970
<IPiP> (212)--Ahmedabad (401)--Angana Publications (402)--Amrit Building, Relief Road, Ahmedabad <NL> (480)--Rs.31.00 (490)--33cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--f; a <NL> (521)--English, Gujarati, Hindi (534)--General (680)--1. Art - Periodicals. 2. Art - India - Periodicals (720)--NL.A1A5 (811)--709 (812)--SA64-6536 (821)--0570-0795 (825)--NlgehIGuA963f (828)--NST (852)--IPiP NL NUC (853)


ANGLO-GUJARATI quarterly journal (210)
search under
Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay. Journal (740)

THE ANGLO-INDIAN; (210)--a weekly newspaper and review. v.1- Aug.28, 1880- (212)--Calcutta (401)--Calcutta Central Press Co. (402)--33cm. (5011)--w (521)--English (531)--Continues: The Anglo-Indian guardian; weekly newspaper and review. Aug.3, 1878-Aug.28, 1880 (601)--The Anglo-Indian guardian; weekly newspaper and review (740)--UUEIBC880w (828)--NLC (852)

THE ANGLO-INDIAN guardian; weekly newspaper and review (210)
search under
The Anglo-Indian; a weekly newspaper and review (740)

ANGLO-INDIAN magazine; (210)--a soldier's friend and home companion. v.1-3; May 1858-Apr.1861 (212)--Bishop's College (305)--Calcutta (401)--ceased (470)--20cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--"We write not only for soldiers, but for all classes of our Christian community... to ensure for it a welcome reception in the drawing room and the barrack..." introductory address (680)--UUEIBC858m (828)--NLC (852)--ULS (853)

ANGLO-INDIAN review <ULS> (210)
search under
All India Anglo-Indian Association. Review <AL> (740)

ANIMA. v.1- 1965- <PI75> (210)--Jayapura (401)--ceased (470)--Show room 5, Near Police Memorial, Jaipur-302004, Rajasthan (480)--22cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.:Sharad Deora <PI75> (611)--1. Short stories, Hindi - Periodicals <QC> (720)--X2-901335 (822)--UUhIRJ65m (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP PI75 QC (853)--PL480:Jan.1972-Aug.1973; Oct. 1973 (910)

ANIRVANA (210)--Howrah (401)--Rama Krishna Mission (402)--v.4 equals 1957 A.D. (462)--u (521)--English? (531)--UUEIBH9uuu
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(828)--PiH (852)

ANNALS of agricultural research (210)
search under
Nagpur Agricultural College magazine (740)

ANNALS of arid zone. v.1- Dec.1962- (210)--Arid Zone Research Association of India (305)--Jodhpur (401)--24cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--semiannual: 1962/63-1969 (525)--English (531)--1. Agriculture -- India -- Periodicals. 2. Arid regions -- Periodicals (720)--I. Arid Zone Research Association of India (730)--SB110.A6 (811)--630'.9154 (812)--SA68-4659 (821)--0570-1791 (825)--148136q (826)--SBeIRJo962q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)

ANNALS of Indian administration... from the records issued by the various Indian governments...v.1-19; 1856-75 (210)--Serampore (401)--21cm. (5011)--tables (part fold) (5015)--Available on microfiche from International Documentation Centre, Tumba, Sweden (5043)--a (521)--English (531)--Eds.: Meredith White Townsend, v.3-11; George Smith, v.12-18; George Easton, v.19- (611)--Boxed with v.1-4: Meredith White Townsend: The Indian official thesaurus, being an introduction to Annals of Indian administration <OC> (664)--7081543 (826)--UUE1BS856a (828)--NLC (852)--BU COP IOL OC UCD (853)

ANNALS of library science (210)
search under
Annals of library science and documentation (740)


ANNALS of oriental research. v.2- 1937- (210)--Formerly: Journal of oriental research. v.1, 1936 (250)--University of Madras (305)--Madras (401)--University of Madras, Madras-600001 (480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--E; frequency varies <UMC> (521)--Arabic, English, Malayalam, Sanskrit, Tamil, Telugu, Urdu,

ANNALS of the Indian Library Association (210)
search under
Annals of library science and documentation (740)

ANNAMALAI University. (110)--Annamalai University philosophy series. no.l 19 -- (210)--Annamalainagar (401)--25cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Philosophy, Hindu -- Periodicals (720)--B130.A55 (811)--181.4 (812)--51-26082 (821)--7081549 (826)--B1stIAA9uui (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:no.4-8; 1962-- (910)


ANNAMALAI University. Dept. of Linguistics (110)--Linguistics
Dept. publication (210)
search under
Annamalai University. Dept. of Linguistics. Publications <AL>
cat. sep. (740)

ANNAMALAI University. Dept. of Linguistics (110)--Publications in linguistics (210)
search under
Annamalai University. Dept. of Linguistics. Publications <AL NST> (740)

ANNAMALAI University. Linguistics Dept. (110)
search under
Annamalai University. Dept. of Linguistics <AL NST> (740)
ANNUAL bibliography of Indian history and indology. v. 2-5, 1939-42 (210)--Formerly: Bibliography of Indian history and oriental research. v. 1, 1938 (250)--Published by: Bombay Historical Society (305)--Bombay (401)--ceased with v. 5, 1942 <IOL> (470)--23cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Comp.: B.A. Fernandes (613)--v.1, 1938, Bibliography of Indian history and oriental research, pub. as supplement to the Society's Journal, v. 5(2) (633)--1. India - Bibliography. 2. Indo-Aryan philology - Bibliography (720)--I. Fernandes, Braz A., Comp. (730)--Bibliography of Indian history and oriental research (740)--Z3206.A5 (811)--016.954 (812)--48-37655 (821)--7095680 (826)--23eIMtb938a (828)--NLC (852)--IOL NUC OC ULS (853)

ANNUAL bibliography of indology. v.1-1969- (210)--Ganganath Jha Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeeth (305)--Allahabad (401)--Motilal Nehru Park, Allahabad, UP (480)--Rs. 30.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Issued as appendix to Ganganatha Jha Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha. Journal <ALC80> (637)--1. India - Bibliography - Periodicals. 2. India - Civilization - Bibliography - Periodicals. 3. India - Study and teaching - Bibliography - Periodicals <QC> (720)--I. Ganganath Jha Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha (730)--Bibliography of Indology (740)--Z3206.A5 (811)--016.954'005 (812)--78-914656 (821)--5291681 (826)--23eUAL969a (828)--NUC (852)--ALC79 ALC80 OC (853)--PL480:1969-- (910)

ANNUAL employment review, Govt. of Karnataka, 1973/74- (210)--Karnataka state annual employment review (2303)--Annual employment review, Karnataka state (2308)--Formerly: Employment review, Mysore state, 19 -1972/73 (250)--Published by: State Employment Market Information Unit of the Directorate of Employment and Training (305)--Formerly issued by the Dept. of the state under its earlier name: Mysore, 19 -1972/73 (352)--Bangalore (401)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--Formerly quarterly (525)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--1. Labor supply - India - Karnataka - Yearbooks (720)--I. Karnataka. Directorate of Employment and Training (730)--1. Employment review, Karnataka state. 2. Employment review, Mysore state. 3.
Karnataka state annual employment review (740)—HD5820.K37A55
(811)—331.12'095'87 (812)—76-913003 (821)—7676984 (826)—
HDeIKB974a (828)—NUC (852)—ALC76 OC (853)—
PL480: Mar. 1968-1973/74 (910)

ANNUAL employment review, Karnataka state (210)
search under
Annual employment review, Govt. of Karnataka (740)

ANNUAL index to Indian periodicals in English, Gujarati, Hindi and
Marathi. v.1— 1966- <NUC> (210)—Librarians' Study Circle <NST>
(305)—Surat (401)—Darawala Building, Athawa Lines, Surat,
Gujarat (480)—Price varies (490)—34 cm. (5011)—a (irregular)
(521)—English (531)—Comp.: Librarians' Study Circle (613)—1.
Indic periodicals—Index to Indian periodicals in English (740)—AI3.A45 (811)—015 (812)—SA68-16184 (821)—
0570-250X (825)—AREIGSu970a (828)—AL (852)—1P1P NST NUC OC
(853)—PL480: 1968— (910)

ANNUAL of architecture, structure and town planning. v.1— 1960—
<NUC> (210)—Calcutta (401)—Publishing Corporation of India
(402)—ceased (470)—26 cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—diagrams.
(5017)—a (521)—English (531)—Ed.: Association of Architects,
Engineers and Town-planners, India <NUC> (611)—1. Architecture
—Yearbooks. 2. Building — Yearbooks. 3. Cities and towns —
Planning — Yearbooks (720)—I. Association of Architects,
Engineers and Town-planners, India (730)—NA9.A3 (811)—720
(812)—SA64-2218 (821)—1481480 (826)—NAeIBC960a (828)—ALC79
(852)—NST NUC OC (853)—PL480:1962-1964/65 (910)

ANNUAL of Indian photography. v.1— 1978— (210)—Madras (401)—
Sooriya Publishing House (402)—52 Thayappa Mudali St., V.O.C.
Nagar (G.T.), Madras-600001 (480)—Rs.12.00 (490)—22 cm.
(5011)—illus. (5012)—a (521)—English (531)—1. Photography
—Periodicals. 2. Photography — India — Periodicals <OC> (720)—
TRI.A586 (811)—770'5 (812)—80-646765 (821)—6428175 (826)—
TRITM978a (828)—ALC79 (852)—OC (853)—PL480:1978— (910)

THE ANNUAL register of Indian political parties. v.1— 1972/73—
(210)—New Delhi (401)—Orientalia (402)—H.S. 30 Kailash Colony
Market, New Delhi-110048 (480)—Rs.140.00 (490)—23 cm. (5011)—a
(521)—English (531)—1. Political parties — India — Registers
<OC> (720)—JQ298.A1A78 (811)—329.9'54 (812)—73-907769 (821)—
1790593 (826)—JQeIDN973a (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC UCSK (853)—
PL480:1972/73-1973/74 (910)

ANNUAL review of production and consumption of fertilisers (210)
search under
Fertiliser Association of India. Production and consumption of
fertilisers; annual review (740)

ANNUAL survey of Indian law. v.1— 1965— (210)—Indian Law
Institute (305)—Journal of the Indian Law Institute <OC>
(307)—New Delhi (401)—Bhagwan Das Road, New Delhi-110001

-73-
ANTARALA.

(480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--some volumes issued combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: S.N. Jair (611)--Covers all fields of Law (680)--1. Law - India - Yearbooks <OC> (720)--I. Indian Law Institute (730)--K.AN782 <OC> (611)--349 (812)--SA68-10568 (821)--1481523 (826)--KleIDN965a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NST OC UCD (853)--PL480:v.1-10; 1965-74 (910)

ANTARALA. v.1- 19 - (210)--Lakshmanagar (401)--Sikara Jila, Rajasthan (480)--23cm. (5011)--i (521)--Hindi (532)--Contemporary Hindi literature (680)--70-913099 (821)--7841741 (826)--PKhRS9uui (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:no.2, Mar.1975 (910)


ANTHROPOLOGICAL Society of India (110)--Bulletin (210)

search under
India. Anthropological Survey. Bulletin (740)

THE ANTHROPOLOGIST. v.1- Aug.1954- (210)--University of Delhi. Dept. of Anthropology <NST> (305)--Delhi (401)--ceased <OC> (470)--Delhi-110001 (480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--ills. (5012)--some issues combined (503)--f (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Indera P. Singh (611)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India (654)--Publishes original and informative articles on anthropology, archaeology and linguistics (680)--1. Anthropology - Periodicals (720)--1. University of Delhi. Dept. of Anthropology (730)--GII.A695 (811)--572 (812)--SA64-2438 (821)--0003-5556 (825)--1481570 (826)--GNeIDD954f (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 IPiP NST OC UCD (853)--PL480:v.7(1/2)-19; Mar./Aug.1960-Mar./Sept.1972 (910)

ANTIQUE review; (210)--a quarterly journal of the history of the prehistoric times. v.1-5; Jan.1931-Oct.1935 (212)--Rajashahi, Bengal (401)--q (521)--English (531)--UUeiBR931q (828)--ULS (852)--NUC PiH UCD (853)

ANUGRAH Narayan Sinha Institute of Social Studies and Community Development, Patna (110)--Bulletin. v.1- Feb.1960- (210)--Patna (401)--Price varies (490)--25cm. (5011)--l (521)--English (531)--1. Social sciences - Societies, etc. (720)--H19.A75 (611)--301 (812)--SA63-1224 (821)--0570-4448 (825)--1781491 (826)--H1eIBP960i (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC IPiP NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:no.1-2 (910)
ANVIKSHA

University, Calcutta. Dept. of Sanskrit (730)--PK401.A5 (811)--74-907048 (821)--0587-1646 (825)--1645248 (826)--PKbestIC966f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.1-6;

ANVIKSHA (210)
search under
Anviksa (740)

ANVIKSIKI. v.1- 1968- <IPiP> (210)--Research bulletin of Centre of Advanced Study in Philosophy, Banaras Hindu University (307)--Varanasi (401)--Prof. N.K. Devaraja <PI175> (402)--Reported ceased (470)--Varanasi-221005, UP (480)--Rs.24.00 (490)--25cm. (501'l)--some issues combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.:N.K. Devaraja (611)--Hindu philosophy (680)--1. Philosophy, Indic - Periodicals. 2. Philosophy - Periodicals (720)--I.
Banaras Hindu University. Centre of Advanced Study in Philosophy (730)--B130.A58 (811)--73-901669 (821)--1790443 (826)--B115UV968q (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC PI175 (853)--PL480:v.4(1/2)-6(3/4); Jan./Apr.1971-July/Oct.1973 (910)

APA ka svasthya (210)
search under
Apaka svasthya (740)

APAKA svasthya. v.1- Aktubara 1953- <UCD> (210)--Indian Medical Association (305)--Varanasi (401)--C-7/31 Chetganj, Varanasi, UP <IPiP> (480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Health magazine of the Indian Medical Association <NUC> (680)--1. Health - Periodicals. 2. Medicine - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Medical Association (730)--614 (812)--0003-6498 (825)--RAhIUV953m (828)--NST (852)--IPiP NUC UCD (853)

APPLIED economic papers. v.1- Mar.1961- <NST> (210)--Osmania University. Dept. of Commerce (306)--Hyderabad (401)--52.50 (490)--23cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--f (521)--English (531)--1. India - Economic conditions - 1945- - Periodicals. 2. Economic history - 1945- - Periodicals (720)--I. Osmania University, Hyderabad. Dept. of Commerce (730)--HC431.A85 (811)--330 (812)--SA63-1328 (821)--0570-4839 (825)--1780059 (826)--HCeIAH961f (828)--AL (852)--CNLC IPiP NST OC UCD (853)--PL480:v.2, Mar.1962- (910)

APPROPRIATE technology documentation bulletin. no.1- 1974- (210)--Small Industry Extension Training Institute (305)--Hyderabad (401)--Yusafguda, Hyderabad-500045, AP (480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: S. Dutta <CIPE> (611)--1. Technology - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Small industry Extension Training Institute (730)--T27.IA76 (811)--338.4'7'0954 (812)--75-908000 (821)--2380223 (826)--T2eIAH974q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480:no.1, 1974- (910)

-76-
BOUQUET A

APTI India journal (210)
search under
Association of Principals of Technical Institutions. Journal (740)

AL ARAB. v.1- Oct.1, 1961- (210)--League of Arab States (305)--New Delhi (401)--League of Arab States Mission, 27 Sardar Patel Road, New Delhi (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--m (521)--semimonthly: Oct.1, 1961-Aug.1, 1964 (525)--English (531)--DS37.7.A7 (811)--953 (812)--SA62-275 (821)--DS6eIDN961m (828)--AL (852)--IPIP NST NUC PIB UCD (853)


ARANYA vikasa (210)
search under
Van vikas <AL> (740)

ARBITRATION quarterly. v.1- 1966- <UCD> (210)--Indian Council of Arbitration (306)--New Delhi (401)--Federation House, New Delhi (480)--a (521)--English (531)--Indexed in: Index to Indian legal periodicals (654)--I. Indian Council of Arbitration (730)--UUEeIDN966q (828)--CIPE (852)--UCD (853)

ARCANA. v.1- 1947- (210)--Pondicherry (401)--Sri Aurobindo Ashram (402)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Archana (740)--UUuIP947q (828)--P1H (852)--Source says: Archana (991)

ARCHAEOLOGICAL Society (110)--Annual. v.1- 1937- (210)--Junagadh (401)--The Society (402)--24.5cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--UUEIGUJ937a (828)--NLC (852)

ARCHAEOLOGICAL Society of Agra (110)--Transactions. v.1- 1874-Dec.1875 (210)--Agra (401)--ceased (470)--f (521)--English (531)--Suspended: Jan./June 1875; Jan./June 1874-Jan./June 1876 <IOL> (540)--UUEIUA874f (828)--ULS (852)--IOL (853)

ARCHAEOLOGICAL Society of South India (110)--Transactions. v.1- 1955- <NST> (210)--Madras (401)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--i (521)--English (531)--l. India - Antiquities - Periodicals (720)--DS416.A7 (811)--571 (812)--SA67-2546 (821)--0570-6122 (825)--1481823 (826)--DSeITM9551 (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC UCSD UMC (853)--PL480:1960/62-1962/65 (910)

-77-
ARCHAEOLOGICAL studies. v.1- 1976- (210)--Dept. of Post-Graduate Studies and Research in Ancient History and Archaeology, University of Mysore (305)--Mysore (401)--Manasagangotri, Mysore-570006, Karnataka (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--plates (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Eds.: Dr. A.V. Narasimha Murthy; Dr. K.K. Subbaya and M.S. Krishna Murthy (611)--Research articles in archaeology including pre and protohistory, excavations and explorations, epigraphy, numismatics, architecture, sculpture, painting and other arts (680)--1. India - Antiquities - Collected works <OC> (720)--I. University of Mysore. Dept. of Post-Graduate Studies and Research in Ancient History and Archaeology (730)--DS417.A73 (811)--934'.005 (812)--80-648711 (821)--6827520 (826)--DSeIRM976a (828)--The original document:v.3, 1978 (851)--ALC80 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.1, 1976- (910)

ARCHAEOLOGICAL Survey of India (110)
search under
India. Archaeological Survey <ALC76 UCSMP> (740)

ARCHAEOLOGICAL Survey of Mysore (110)--Annual report (210)
search under
Karnataka. Dept. of Archaeology. Annual report (740)

ARCHANA (210)
search under
Arcana (740)


ARCHITECTS trade journal. v.1- Jan.1971- (210)--Architects Publishing Corporation of India (305)--Bombay (401)--51 Sujata Rani Shanti Marg, Malad-E, Bombay-400064 (480)--97 S.V. Road, Malad-E, Bombay-400064 <OC> (483)--Rs.30.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--some numbers issued combined (503)--b <Ulrich's> (521)--Formerly monthly (525)--English (531)--Succeeds: Architects annual, 1969-70 (501)--Ed.: Santosh Kumar (611)--1. Architecture - Periodicals. 2. Building - Periodicals (720)--Architects annual (750)--NA9.A35 (811)--720.5 (812)--73-903870 (821)--0304-8594 (825)--1790521 (826)--NAeIMtB971b (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC Ulrich's (853)--PL480:v.3-9; Jan.1973-79 (910)

ARCHIVES of child health. v.1- June 1959- <NST> (210)--Calcutta (401)--Flat no.4, 144 Ashutosh Mukerjee Road, Calcutta-700025 (480)--illus. (5012)--b (521)--quarterly, June 1959-Dec.1972 (525)--English (531)--Ed.:M.G. Mojumdar (611)--Supplements
AROUNC the child.

(631)—Indexes (651)—Indexed in: Indian science absts.; Indian journal of nutrition and dietetics; Index to Indian medical periodicals; Excerpta medica (654)—Deals with clinical, psychological, social, preventive, legal and other aspects of pediatrics (680)—73-909058 (821)—8855895 (826)—RJelBC959b (828)—CIPE (852)—ALC76 NST OC (853)—PL480:v.11, Mar./May 1969—(910)

ARECANUT and spices (210)
search under
Areecanut and spices bulletin (740)

ARECANUT and spices bulletin. v.1—8; 1969—Apr./June 1977 (210)—Areecanut and spices (230)—Issued by: Directorate of Areecanut and Spices Development, Govt. of India (302)—Calicut (401)—Directorate of Cocoa, Areecanut and Spices Development, 1/1500 Cannomore Road, Calicut-673005, Kerala (480)—Rs. 12.00 (490)—21cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—q (521)—English, Kannada, Malayalam (534)—Succeeds: Areecanut journal. v.7—16; 1957—65 <UCW> (601)—Succeeded by: Indian areecanut, spices and cocoa journal wef. July/ Sept. 1977 <ALC79> (602)—Ed.: M. Sivasankaran <CIPE> (611)—Special numbers <CIPE> (640)—Contains popular articles on scientific cultivation of areecanut (680)—1. Betelnut—India—Periodicals. 2. Spices—Periodicals (720)—I. India. Directorate of Areecanut & Spices Development (730)—1. Areecanut and spices (740)—1. Areecanut journal. 2. Indian areecanut, spices and cocoa journal (750)—SB295.B5A67 (811)—633’.83’05 (812)—74—918267 (821)—0044—7976 (825)—3566099 (826)—SBekmIKc969q (828)—ALC76 (852)—ALC79 CIPE NST NUC UCW (853)—PL480:v.2—8(4); July/Sept. 1970—Apr./June 1977 (910)

AR ECANUT bulletin (210)
search under
Areecanut journal (740)


AROUND the child. v.1—1956—<NST> (210)—Association of Montessorians, Calcutta (305)—Calcutta (401)—D.P. Mitra, 63 Beadon St., Suren Tagore Road, Calcutta (480)—Rs. 2.50 (490)—25cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—a (521)—Bengali, English, Hindi (534)—1. Montessori method of education—Yearbooks (720)—I.
ART and artist

search under

Art and the artist


ART and poetry today. no.2/4- July 1977/Jan.1978- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Samkaleen Prakashan (402)--276 Rajguru Marg, New Delhi-110055 (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some issues combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Continues: Criteria; art and poetry today, no.1/2; Jan./June 1977 (601) --1. Arts, Modern - 20th century - Periodicals. 2. Poetry, Modern - 20th century - History and criticism - Periodicals. 4. Art - Periodicals. 5. Indic poetry (English) - Periodicals <OC> (720)--Criteria; art and poetry today (740)--NX456.A68 (811)--700.9'04 (812)--78-9144394 (821)--5817473 (826)--NXeIDN977q (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:v.1(1/2), Jan./Apr.1977- (910)

ART and the artist. no.1- July 1962- (210)--Art and artist (230)--Academy of Fine Arts (305)--Calcutta (401)--14.2 Old China Bazar St., Calcutta-700001 (480)--27cm. (5011)--English (531)--no.2- issued without vol. numbering and without date (573)--1. Art - Periodicals (720)--I. Academy of Fine Arts, Calcutta (730)--Art and artist (740)--N1.A386 (811)--705 (812)--79-920476 (821)--1514263 (825)--N1eIBC962q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:no.1-16; July 1962-Jan.30, 1976 (910)

ART in industry. v.1-8; 1946-68 <UCD> (210)--Indian Institute of Art in Industry (305)--Calcutta (401)--Park Hotel, 2nd Floor, 17 Park Street, Calcutta (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (irregular) (521)--English (531)--Suspended (540)--Index <PiH> (651)--1. Art industries and trade - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Institute of Art in Industry (730)--NK1.A75 (811)--SA63-1338 (821)--1696896 (826)--NKeIBC946q (828)--ALC76 (852)--TPF NUC OC PiH UCD ULS (853)--PL480:v.7-8(4); 1960-68 (910)

ART news; (210)--a bimonthly art bulletin <IOL>, v.1- 1955- (2:2)--All India Fine Arts and Crafts Society (305)--New Delhi (401)--Rafi Marg, New Delhi (480)--Price varies (490)--m; b

-80-
<IOL> (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: B.K. Bhowmick (611) -- 1. Art -- Periodicals (720) -- I. All India Fine Arts and Crafts Society (730) -- NL A6 (811) -- 705 (812) -- NL eIDN955m (828) -- CIPE (852) -- IOL IPiP NUC (853)

ARTHA vijnana. v.1- Mar.1959- <OC> (210) -- Title also in Hindi (2301) -- Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics, Poona (305) -- Journal of the Institute (307) -- Poona (401) -- V.M. Dandekar (402) -- Poona-411004, Maharashtra (480) -- Rs.30.00 (490) -- 24 cm. (5011) -- some issues combined (503) -- q (521) -- English, Hindi (534) -- Ed.: V.M. Dandekar (611) -- Special numbers (640) -- Indexes (651) -- Indexed in: GIPL; Index India (654) -- Articles on finance and economics in Indian languages with English and Hindi summaries <CIPE> (680) -- 1. India -- Economic conditions -- Periodicals. 2. India -- Social conditions -- Periodicals. 3. Politics -- India -- Periodicals. 4. Economics -- India -- Periodicals <OC> (720) -- I. Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics, Poona (730) -- HC431.A87 (811) -- 330 (812) -- SA62-489 (821) -- 0004-3559 (825) -- 1587766 (826) -- HCegIMtP959q (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE IPiP NST OC PiI75 UCD (853) -- PL480:v.4, 1962- (910)


-81-
ARThASASTRI. v.1- 1963-(210)--Nai Dilli (401)--15-A/52 W.E.A.
Karol Bagh, New Delhi-110005 (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--25cm.
(5011)--some issues issued combined (503)--m (521)--Hindi
(532)--Issues for 1963-Jan.1968 called v.1-5(6); Nov.1974-
called no. 63--(575)--"Arthika tatha samajika vishayom ka
uccastariya masika"; Social- economic conditions in India
(680)--1. India- Economic conditions - Periodicals (720)--
HC131.A86 (811)--SA65-333 (821)--0571-1959 (825)--5669105
(826)--HChIDN963m (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPI NST NUC OC UCM
(853)--PL480:July 1964-Jan.1968; no.63, Nov.1974-(910)--It
seems the publication was suspended during Feb.1968-Oct.1974
and resumed in Nov.1974 with continuing number 63 (991)

ARThAT. v.1- 19--(210)--Kalakatta (401)--Khadi Bhavan, Mahatma
Gandhi Road, Calcutta-700007 (480)--l (521)--Hindi (532)--Poems
and creative articles on Hindi poetry (680)--UUhIBC9uu (828)--
ALC78 (852)

ARThIKA cetana. v.1- 1968--<IPI> (210)--Nai Dilli (401)--Reported
ceased (470)--X/45 Green Park, New Delhi-110016 (480)--Rs.10.00
(490)--26cm. (5011)--ports. (5013)--some issues combined (503)--
m (521)--Hindi (532)--Indian economy (680)--1. India- Economic
conditions - Periodicals (720)--HC431.A887 (811)--70-922196
(821)--1783509 (826)--HChIDN968m (828)--ALC78 (852)--IPI NST NUC OC
UCM (853)--PL480:v.4-8; Mar./Apr.1971-July/Aug.1975 (910)

ARThIKA samiksha. v.1- 1957-<UCD> (210)--Akhila Bharatiya
Kangresa Kameti ke Arthika Rajanaitika Anusandhana Vibhaga ka
pakshika patra (307)--Nayi Dilli (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus.
(5012)--e (521)--Hindi (532)--1. India- Economic conditions -
Periodicals (720)--1. Indian National Congress. All India
Congress Committee. Economic and Political Research Dept.
(730)--HC431.A89 (811)--73-208284 (821)--HChIDN957e (828)--NUC
(852)--UCD (853)

ARThIKA samiksha (210)
search under
Uttara Pradesa ki arthika samiksha (740)

ARThIKI. v.1- 1964--<UCD> (210)--Arthasastra Vibhaga, Kasi
Vicyapitha (305)--Varanasi (401)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--Hindi
(532)--Economic conditions in India (680)--1. India- Economic
conditions - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Kashi Vidyapith.
Arthasastra Vibhaga (730)--72-908250 (821)--5669088 (826)--
HCh.IUV964q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCM (853)--PL480:v.6(15),
Mar.1972- (910)

ARTILLERY journal. v.1- 1967--(210)--Artillery Association, School
of Artillery (305)--Nasik Road Camp (401)--K.N. Bali <Pi75>
(402)--Artillery Association, School of Artillery, Declali,
Nasik Road Camp-422102, Maharashtra (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--
illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Major Rajendra Kumar

-82-
(611) -- Defence journal covering mostly gunnery subjects (680) -- UUEITMNa (828) -- CIPE (852) -- IPiP PiI75 (853)


ARTS vision. v.l- 1966- (210) -- Bombay (401) -- 305 Survey Building, Bhimani Street, Bombay-400019 (480) -- Rs.4.00 (490) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Eds.: Smt. Geetha Dasarathan (611) -- Motion pictures <NLC> (680) -- UUEITM966m (828) -- CIPE (852) -- IPiP NLC (853)

ARUNA. v.l- 1933- <IPiP> (210) -- Muradabada (401) -- Arun Group of Publications, Civil Lines, Post Box 27, Moradabad, UP <IPiP> (480) -- Rs.15.00 (490) -- 25cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- m (521) -- Hindi (532) -- some issues reported as not published (540) -- Eds.: Prithvi Raj Misra and others <PII75> (611) -- Short stories (680) -- AP95.H5 (811) -- 72-902878 (821) -- 0304-8659 (825) -- 1784134 (826) -- APhITM933m (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- IPiP NUC OC PiI75 (853) -- PL480: May 1972- (910)
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(750)--HJ66.A5C15 (811)--YO-910313 (822)--HJeIasG975a (828)--
ALC80 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1974/75--(910)

ASSAM. Appointment Dept. Organisation and Methods Division (110)--
Administrative directory of the Government of Assam (210)
search under
Administrative directory of the Government of Assam (740)

ASSAM. Board of Secondary Education (110)--Annual report on the
working of the Board of Secondary Education, Assam, 1962/63--
(210)--Formerly: Report (250)--Gauhati (401)--The Board (402)--
22cm. (5011)--Reports for 1962/63-1966/67 issued together
(503)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar.31 (620)--1.
Education, Secondary -- Assam -- Periodicals (720)--LAl154.A85A86
(811)--373.54'16 (812)--75-900075 (821)--0304-808X (825)--
2246222 (826)--LAeIasG963a (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)
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ASSAM. Dept. of Agriculture (110)—Agricultural guidebook (210)
search under
Agricultural guidebook (740)

ASSAM. Dept. of Agriculture (110)—Journal (210)
search under
Assam agriculture <ALC76> (740)

ASSAM. Dept. of Animal Husbandry and Veterinary (110)—Price of livestock, poultry and their products (210)
search under
Assam. Dept. of Animal Husbandry and Veterinary. Quarterly price of livestock, poultry and their products (740)


ASSAM. Dept. of Economics and Statistics (110)
search under
Assam. Economics and Statistics Dept. <ALC76> (750)

ASSAM. Dept. of Economics and Statistics (110)—Report on a survey of cottage industries in Assam. v.1—1957—(210)—Shillong (401)—a (521)—English (531)—1. Household labor—Assam. 2. Industrial surveys—Assam (720)—UUEIAs957a (828)—NUC (852)—MI (853)

ASSAM. Dept. of Historical and Antiquarian Studies (110)—Bulletin. no.1—1932—(210)—Gauhati (401)—22 cm. (5011)—ports.
ASSAM. Directorate of Public Instruction (110) -- General report on public instruction in Assam. 18-1904/05; 1912/13 -- (210) -- Formerly: Report on the progress of education. Reports for 1905/06-1907/12 are found in General report on public instruction in Eastern Bengal and Assam (250) -- Shillong (401) -- 33 cm. (5011) -- maps (5014) -- tables (5015) -- diagrams (5017) -- Report for 1881/82 issued combined (503) -- z (quinquennial) (521) -- English (531) -- Report year ends Mar. 31 (620) -- With 1902/03-1904/05 is bound: Eastern Bengal and Assam. Dept. of Public Instruction. General report on public instruction in Eastern Bengal and Assam, 1905/06 (661) -- 1. Education - Assam - Yearbooks. (720) -- Eastern Bengal and Assam. Dept. of Public Instruction. General report on public instruction in Eastern Bengal and Assam (750) -- L578.B5A2 (811) -- 370.6154 (812) -- 46-32348 (821) -- L5eIAsS8uuq (828) -- UCSD (852) -- NUC (853)


ASSAM. Dept. of Sericulture and Weaving (110) -- Report on the Dept. of Sericulture and Weaving (210)

search under

Assam. Dept. of Sericulture and Weaving. Annual administration report of the Sericulture and Weaving Dept., Assam (740)


ASSAM. Directorate of Employment and Craftsmen Training (110)--Employment review, Assam state. no.l-1963--IPiP> (210)--Shillong (401)--The Directorate (402)--Price varies (490)--31cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--l. Labor supply - Assam <NUC> (720)--HD5820.A8A25 (811)--75-911293 (821)--HDeIasS963q (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP NST NUC (853)--PL480:no.23, Jan./Mar.1969- (910)

ASSAM. Directorate of Employment and Craftsmen Training. Research and Statistical Cell (110)--Occupational educational pattern of employees in the public sector in Assam (210) search under
Occupational educational pattern of employees in the public sector in Assam (740)

ASSAM. Directorate of Employment and Craftsmen Training. Research and Statistical Cell (110)--Occupational pattern of employees in the private sector in Assam. (210) search under
Occupational pattern of employees in the private sector in Assam (740)

ASSAM. Directorate of Public Instruction (110)--Quarterly bulletin of education. v.l-Sept. 1976-- (210)--Directorate of Public Instruction, Assam (305)--Gauhati (401)--kahlipura, Gauhati-781019 (480)--q (521)--English (531)--UDeIasG976q (828)--ALC76 (852)--PL480:v.l, Sept. 1976-- (910)

ASSAM. Directorate of Sericulture and Weaving (110)--Silk and handloom weaving (210) search under
Silk and handloom weaving <AL75> (740)
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ASSAM. Economics and Statistics Dept. (110)--Assam budget in brief (210)
search under
Assam. Directorate of Economics and Statistics. Assam budget in brief (740)


ASSAM. Economics and Statistics Dept. (110)--Bulletin of statistics (210)
search under
Assam. Economics and Statistics Dept. Quarterly bulletin of statistics <AL> (740)

ASSAM. Economics and Statistics Dept. (110)--Census of Assam Government employees. v.1-<1962/63> (210)--Shillong (401)--The Department, Govt. of Assam (402)--26cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar.31 (620)--l. Assam - Officials and employees - Statistics <NUC> (720)--JQ332.A334 (811)--SA68-11231 (821)--0571-4516 (825)--5658490 (826)--JQeIAs963a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC UCSD OC (853)--PL480:1965-67 (910)

ASSAM. Economics and Statistics Dept. (110)--Economic survey. v.1-1965<NST>; 1963 <UCSD> (210)--Shillong (401)--28cm. (5011)--some issues issued combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Assam - Economic conditions - Periodicals <OC> (720)--HC437.A8 (811)--330 (812)--SA68-4342 (821)--0571-4532 (825)--1716523 (826)--HCeIAs963a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC NST OC UCSK (853)--PL480:1965-1974/75; vol. for 1968 not available (910)

ASSAM. Economics and Statistics Dept. (110)--Quarterly bulletin of statistics. v.1-1954/55<UCSD> (210)--Shillong (401)--The Department, Govt. of Assam (402)--ceased (470)--price varies (490)--28-34cm. (5011)--tables (5015)--some issues combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--l. Assam - Statistics <OC> (720)--HA1728.A6A25 (811)--SA68-10215 (821)--6167623 (826)--HAeIAs955g (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP NLC NUC UCSD (853)--PL480:v.7-19; Sept./Dec.1963-Mar./June 1972; some issues not available (910)

ASSAM. Economics and Statistics Dept. (110)--Report on the crop estimation survey on principal food and non-food crops in Assam (210)
search under
ASSAM. Economics and Statistics Dept. (110)—State budget in brief (210)
search under
Assam. Directorate of Economics and Statistics. Assam budget in brief (740)

ASSAM. Economics and Statistics Dept. (110)—Statistical abstract of Assam (210)
search under
Statistical abstract of Assam (740)


ASSAM. Economics and Statistics Dept. Industrial Statistics Division (110)—Annual survey of industries (210)
search under


ASSAM. Excise Dept. (110)—Report on the administration of Excise Dept. in the State of Assam. v.1- 1874/75—<UCSD holdings> (210)—Shillong (401)—33.5cm. (5011)—maps (5014)—tables (5015)—a (521)—English (531)—Reports for 1905/06-1910/11 are found in: Report on the administration of the Excise Dept. in the province of Eastern Bengal and Assam <NUC> (620)—1. Liquor traffic - Assam. 2. Internal revenue - Assam (720)—HJ66.A5A3 (811)—74-907336; 13-25541 <NUC> (821)—HJeIasS875a (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC UCSD (853)—PL480:1958/59-1959/60 (910)

ASSAM. Finance Dept. (110)—Budget. v.1- 19 - (210)—Shillong (401)—Assam Govt. Press (403)—Vols. for issued in 2 parts (502)—u (521)—English (531)—Contains 2 parts. Pt.1: Detailed estimates of revenue and receipts. Pt.2: Detailed estimates and demands for grants (620)—"Confidential" (680)—1. Budget - Assam <NUC> (720)—HJ66.A5B2 (811)—SA67-4024 (821)—1773637 (826)—HJeIasS9uu (828)—NUC (852)—OC (853)
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ASSAM. Finance Dept. (110) -- Memorandum on the budget estimates, Govt. of Assam (210) search under Assam. Finance Dept. Explanatory memorandum on the budget estimates of the Govt. of Assam (740)


ASSAM. Health and Family Planning Dept. (110) -- Performance budget on medical (210) search under Assam. Health and Family Welfare Dept. Performance budget on medical <ALC80> (740)

ASSAM. Health and Family Welfare Dept. (110) -- Performance budget on medical. v.1- 19 - (210) -- Formerly issued by the dept. under
its earlier name: Health and Family Planning Dept. (352)--Gauhati (401)--The Department, Govt. of Assam (402)--a (521)--English (531)--I. Assam. Health and Family Planning Dept. (730)--X9-915541 (822)--UUeIASG9uua (828)--ALC80 (852)--PL480:1977/78-- (910)


ASSAM. High Court of Judicature (110)--Report on the administration of civil justice in the State of Assam (210)

search under
Assam. High Court of Judicature. Report on the administration of civil justice in Assam, Nagaland and North-East Frontier Agency (740)


ASSAM. High Court of Judicature (110)--Report on the administration of criminal justice in the state of Assam (210)

search under
Assam. High Court of Judicature. Report on the administration of criminal justice in Assam, Nagaland and North-East Frontier Agency (740)

ASSAM. Land Revenue Dept. (110)--Land revenue administration report (210)

search under
Assam. Land Revenue Dept. Report on the land revenue administration (740)

ASSAM. Land Revenue Dept. (110)--Report on the land revenue administration. v.1- <1879/80> -- <UCSD> (210)--Shillong (401)--The Department, Govt. of Assam (402)--34cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Land - Assam (720)--HD879.A8 (811)--3733370
ASSAM. Laws, statutes, etc. (110)—Collecting of the acts of the Assam legislature. v.1—19—(210)—Shillong (401)—Assam Govt. Press (403)—25cm. (501l)—English (531)—Sa66-5198 (321)—UUEIAsS9uua (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC (853)—PL480:1960-72; some issues not available (910)

ASSAM. Legislative Assembly (110)—Debates; official report. v.1—19217—(210)—Shillong (401)—25cm. (5011)—tables (5015)—some numbers issued combined (503)—i (521)—English, Hindi (534)—1. Assam—Politics and government (720)—J528.K2 (81:)—45-50380 (821)—5658309 (826)—J5ehIAsS92i (828)—ALC76 (852)—CNLC NUC. OC UCSD (853)—PL480:Mar.31, 1958—Mar.23, 1973 (910)

ASSAM. Legislative Assembly (110)—Who's Who, Assam Legislative Assembly. v.1—1963—<GC> (210)—Research and Reference Branch, Assembly Secretariat (305)—Dispur (401)—25cm. (5011)—i (521)—English (531)—JQ333.A83 (811)—328.54'162 (812)—75-9000193 (821)—0304-8691 (825)—2387250 (826)—JQeIAsD9631 (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC OC (853)—PL480:4th-5th Assembly; 1971—73 (910)

ASSAM. Medical Dept. (110)—1. Annual sanitary report. 2. Dispensary returns of the Province of Assam. 3. Report on the civil hospitals and dispensaries of the Province of Assam (210) search under Assam. Medical Dept. Report on the working of civil hospitals and dispensaries in the State of Assam (740)


ASSAM. Office of the Chief Secretary (110)—Civil list (210) search under Assam. Civil list (740)
ASSAM. Office of the Director of Public Instruction (110)
search under
Assam. Dept. of Public Instruction (740)

ASSAM. Organization and Methods Division (110)—Administrative
directory of the Govt. of Assam. v.1- 1961- <NST> (210)—
Shillong (401)—Assam Govt. Press (403)—25cm. (5011)—a (521)—
English (531)—l. Assam — Registers (720)—JQ327.A33 (811)—
354.54 (812)—SA66-4213 (821)—0571-4680 (825)—5658364 (826)—
JQeIAss9611 (828)—ALC76 (852)—NST OC (853)—PL480:1961-70;
some volumes not available (910)

ASSAM. Police Dept. (110)—The Report on the police administration
in the state of Assam, 1852?— <UCSD holdings> (210)—Title
varies slightly (250)—Formerly compiled by: Inspector-General
of Police, Assam (351)—Shillong (401)—25cm. (5011)—a (521)—
English (531)—Chiefly tables (680)—l. Police administration —
Assam. 2. Crime and criminals — Assam (720)—I. Assam.
Inspector-General of Police (730)—HV7809.A5A3 (811)—08-17872
(821)—5669094 (826)—HVeIAss852a (828)—NUC (852)—OC UCSD
(853)

ASSAM. Public Service Commission (110)—Annual report on the
working of the Assam Public Service Commission. v.1- 19 —
(210)—Shillong (401)—Assam Govt. Press (403)—Rs.1.00 (490)—
25cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—l. Civil service — Assam
(720)—JQ332.A34 (811)—354'.54 (812)—73-906089 (821)—1790563
(826)—JQeIAss99uu (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC UCSD (853)—

ASSAM. Public Works Dept. (110)—1. Administration report. 2.
Detailed estimates of revenue and expenditure. 3. Report on the
administration (210)
search under
Assam. Roads and Building Wing. 1. Detailed estimates of revenue
and expenditure. 2. Report on the administration (740)

ASSAM. Registrar of Trade Unions (110)—Annual report on the
working of the Indian trade unions act 1926 in the state of
Assam. v.1- 19 — (210)—Indian trade unions act, 1926 (230)—
Shillong (401)—Assam Govt. Press (403)—35cm. (5011)—a (521)—
English (531)—Report year ends Mar.31 (620)—l. Trade-unions —
Assam (720)—Assam. Registrar of Trade Unions. Indian trade
unions act, 1926 (740)—HD6815.A8 (811)—331.880954 (812)—
53-33873 (821)—0519-0027 (825)—5669100 (826)—HDeIAss99ua
(828)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480:1959-63 (910)

ASSAM. Registrar of Trade Unions (110)—Indian trade unions act,
1926 (210)
search under
Assam. Registrar of Trade Unions. Annual report on the working
of the Indian trade unions act, 1926 in the state of Assam (740)


ASSAM economic journal. v.1-1975-(210)--Dept. of Economics, Dibrugarh University (305)--Dibrugarh (401)--Dibrugarh-786001, Assam (480) --Rs.10.00 (490) --26cm. (5011) --a (521) --English (531) --Vols. for 1977-78 also called no.1 <OC> (573) --Ed.:Bhuban Baruah <CIPE> (611) --Emphasis on economic and social policies and problems, of special interest to the North-Eastern states and union territories <CIPE> (680) --l. Assam - Economic
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ASSAM Khadi & Village Industries Board (110)—Annual progress report (210)

search under

Assam Khadi & Village Industries Board. Annual report (740)


THE ASSAM law reports. v.1- 1969—<CIPE> (210)—Gauhati (401)—Published by: Lawyers' Education Trust (402)—Assam Law Reports Office, Aditya Press Building, M.S. Road, Gauhati- 781001, Assam (480)—Rs.4.00 (490)—25cm. (5011)—some issues combined (503)—m (521)—English (531)—Ed.: Shankar Lal Sharma <CIPE> (611)—Monthly journal of the decisions of the Gauhati High Court and related judgments of the Supreme Court <OC> (680)—1. Law reports, digests, etc. — India. 2. Law reports, digests, etc. — Assam (720)—I. Gauhati, Assam. High Court. II. India. Supreme Court. III. Lawyers' Education Trust (730)—75-900068 (821)—2255588 (826)—UUeIAsG969m (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE CNLC OC (853)—PL480:v.6, pts.1/3, Jan./Mar.—Aug./Sept.1974 (910)
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ASSAM quarterly. v.1-3; Jan.1961-Oct.1963 (210)--Assam Academy for Cultural Relations <NST> (305)--Cultural Relations <NST> (305)--Cultural Relations <NST> (305)--Cultural Relations <NST> (305)--Gauhati (401)--Bhaben Barua (402)--Chandmari, Gauhati-781003, Assam (480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--q (521)--English (531)--Suspended from 1964-66 (540)--Ed.:Bhaben Barua (611)--Literary and cultural (680)--I. Assam Academy for Cultural Relations (730)--AS471.A8 (811)--954 (812)--SA63-4787 (821)--ASeIAsG961q (828)--PII (852)--NST NUC PiH UCD (853)


ASSAM review and tea news. v.1- 1926--(210)--Calcutta (401)--Eastend Printers; Assam Review Publishing Co. (402)--20 Waterloo St., Calcutta (480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.:J.N. Banerjee (611)--Indexed in: Chem. abst. (654)--Articles and merket intelligence about tea industry (680)--UUEIAsC926m (828)--CIPE (852)--NLC NUC UCD (853)

ASSAM State Museum (110)--Bulletin of the Assam State Museum. no.1- 1975--(210)--Issued by: Dept. of Archaeology and State Museum (302)--Gauhati (401)--The Museum (402)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Assam - Antiquities - Periodicals. 2. India, Northeastern - Antiquities - Periodicals. 3. Museums - India, Northeastern - Periodicals (720)--I. Assam. Dept. of Archaeology (730)--Bulletin of the Assam State Museum (740)--DS485.A85A84 (811)--954'.1'005 (812)--78-914288 (821)--4770179 (826)--DS8IAsG975a (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:no.1, 1975--(910)

ASSAM Tribune. v.1- 1938--(210)--Gauhati (401)--Kunjalal Thapa <PII72> (402)--Tribune Building, P.O., Gauhati, Assam (480)--Rs.84.00 (490)--55.5cm. (5011)--Available on microfilm from LC Photoduplication Service (5041)--d (521)--weekly, 1938-46 (525)--English (531)--Ed.: Satish Chand Kakati <PII72> (611)--News and current affairs (680)--1714281 (826)--UUEIAsG938d (828)--ALC76 (852)--BU COP OC PiH PII72 (853)--PL480:v.24, Jan.1, 1962--(910)

ASSEMBLY bulletin (210)
search under
Himachal Pradesh. Legislative Assembly. Statistical bulletin, Himachal Pradesh Legislative Assembly (740)
ASSOCIATED Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India (110)--Proceedings of the annual general meeting. 1st-19-(210)--Formerly issued by: Associated Chambers of Commerce of India (352)--Calcutta (401)--47th equals 1965 A.D. (462)--34cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. India - Commerce - Societies. 2. India - Economic policy (720)--I. Associated Chamber of Commerce of India (730)--HF331.A78 (811)--49-31060 rev. (821)--HFeIBC99ua (828)--ALC76 (852)--IOL NUC (853)--PL480:47th-48th; 1965-66 (910)

ASSOCIATED Personnel Service (110)--APS labour digest. v.1-1973-(210)--Bombay (401)--Popular Press Building, 35-C Tardeo Road, Bombay-400034 (480)--Rs.24.00 (490)--24.5cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Rishor Govind Aras (611)--Gives, in brief, wage-scales, allowances; leaves, etc. awarded by Tribunals besides legal decisions and important notifications on labour (680)--UUEIMtB973m (828)--CIPE (852)--NLC (853)

ASSOCIATION for Philosophical Research, Bombay (110)--Indian journal of philosophy (210)
search under
Indian journal of philosophy <PiH> (740)

ASSOCIATION for the Study of African and Assam Affairs (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Journal of African and Asian studies <ALC76> (740)

ASSOCIATION men. v.1-20; 1949-68 (210)--Organ of the Council of YMCA's of India and Pakistan (307)--Calcutta (401)--25cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Young men of India, Burma and Ceylon (601)--Succeeded by: Yuvak Wef.1969? (602)--Young men of India, Burma and Ceylon (750)--0403-662X (825)--1711684 (826)--UUEIBC949m (828)--OC (852)

ASSOCIATION of Architects, Engineers and Town Planners, India (110)
search under
Annual of architecture, structure and town planning (740)
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ASSOCIATION of Indian Geographers (110)--Bulletin. no.1-2; 1956-57; 1957 <UCH> (210)--New Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Geography - Periodicals (720)--G35.A88 (811)--915 (812)--0571-6314 (825)--6875010 (826)--G3eIDN956u (828)--NST (852)--OC (853)--Not published in chronological order (991)

ASSOCIATION of Indian Geographers (110)--The Indian geographer
(210)
search under
The Indian geographer (740)

ASSOCIATION of Indian Universities (110)--Proceedings (of the annual meeting), Association of Indian Universities. 50th-1975- (210)--Formerly issued by the body under its earlier names: I. Inter-University Board of India, 1925-62. II. Inter-University Board of India and Ceylon, 1963-74 <OC> (352)--New Delhi (401)--The Association (402)--Rouse Avenue, New Delhi-110001 (480)--Rs.18.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Association of Indian Universities - Periodicals. 2. Universities and colleges - India. 3. Universities and colleges - Ceylon- Periodicals (720)--I. Inter-University Board of India. II. Inter-University Board of India and Ceylon (730)--L61.I5 (811)--378.006'254 (812)--76-913214 (821)--2981570 (826)--L6eIDN925a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480;1963- (910)

ASSOCIATION of Japanese Studies in India (110)--Bulletin of the Association of Japanese Studies in India. v.1-1995- (210)--New Delhi (401)--The Association (402)--ceased (470)--C/O Centre for East Asian Studies, School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi-110057 (480)--some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--X9-915568 (822)--UUeIDN9uuq (828)--ALC80 (852)--Acquired for LC only (910)

ASSOCIATION of Management Consultants (110)--Bulletin. v.1-1970- (210)--Poona (401)--The Association (402)--1892 Sadashiv Peth, Natubag, Poona-411030, Maharashtra (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Eds.:S.M. Jawadekar and K.S. Kulkarni (611)--UUeIMtP970m (828)--CIPE (852)

ASSOCIATION of Montessorians, Calcutta (110)--Around the child
(210)
search under
Around the child <NST> (740)

ASSOCIATION of Principals of Technical Institutions (110)-- Journal. v.1- May 1948- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Kingsway Press, 2 Vijay Nagar, New Delhi (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Technical education - India - Periodicals (720)--T153.A83 (811)--607 (812)--58-22129 (821)--TleIDN948q (828)--ULS (852)--IPIC NUC (853)
ASSOCIATION of Scientific Workers of India (110)--Bulletin. v.1-1971- (210)--New Delhi (401)--10 Rajendra Park, New Delhi-110060 (480)--free (490)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--m (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Vijñana pragati, 1968-70 (601)--Ed.: Ram Prasad (611)--accompanies supplements (631)--Index (651)--Contains articles dealing with science policy, application of science and technology for human development (680)--Vijñana pragati (750)--UUEIDN971m (828)--CIPE (852)


ASTROLOGICAL magazine. v.1- 1895- <OC> (210)--nsv.l- 1936- (290)--Bangalore (401)--Raman Publications (402)--Madras <ULS> (452)--Sri Rajeswari, 115/1 Seshadri puram, Bangalore-560020, Karnataka (480)--Rs.24.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English, Kannada, Sanskrit (534)--vols. for called also "old series" <NUC> (575)--Ed.: B.V. Raman (611)--Indexes (651)--Undertakes an exposition of different aspects of Indian culture with special emphasis on astrology and yoga (680)--1. Astrology - Periodicals (720)--BF1651.A67 (811)--133.505 (812)--SA66-5936 (821)--0004-6140 (825)--6723465 (826)--BFeksIK895m (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 IOL NUC OC PiH ULS (853)--PL480:v.29, Jan.1965- (910)

ASTROLOGY and adhrishta. v.1- 1963- (210)--Madras (401)--12 Brahman Street, Saidapet, Madras-600015 (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K. Subramaniam (611)--70-918921 (821)--1773640 (826)--UUEITM963m (828)--CIPE (852)--OC (853)

ASTRONOMICAL ephemeresis of geocentric places of planets; (210)--Drashy graha sthiti. v.1- 1942- (212)--Ujjain (401)--Shree Jiwa Observatory (402)--Government Jiwa Observatory, Ujjain, MP (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--19cm. (5011)--a (521)--English, Hindi, Sanskrit (534)--Ed.: Kamalakant Joshi (611)--Daily apparent position of the planets and near places of principal stars on 1st January of the year (680)--1. Planets - Tables (720)--1. Shree Jiwa Observatory, Ujjain (730)--QB604.A8 (811)--55-41358 (821)--QBwsmU942a (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 NUC (853)--PL480: 1965- (910)

ASTRONOMICAL Society of India (110)--Bharatiya Jyotir Vigjan Parishad <OC> (1303)--Bulletin. v.1- June 1973- (210)--Hyderabad (401)--The Society (402)--Dept. of Astronomy, Osmania University, Hyderabad-400007, AP (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--g (521)--English (531)--Ed.: M.S. Vardya (611)--Indexed in: Astronomy and astrophysics absts. (654)--Contains research communications, review articles, observatory reports, etc. <CIPE> (680)--1. Astronomy - Periodicals (720)--Bharatiya Jyotir Vigjan Parishad (740)--QB1.B45 (811)--520.5 (812)--74-902472 (821)--0304-9523 (825)--2245932 (826)--QBewIAH973q (828)--ALC76
ASUTOSH Museum of Indian Art and Archaeology, Calcutta (110)--Memoirs, 1948- (210)--Calcutta (401)--University of Calcutta (402)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC948u (828)--ULS (852)


ASYLUM press almanac and directory (210)
search under
The Asylum press almanac and commercial directory (740)


THE ATHEIST. v.1- 1969- <Pi72> (210)--Vijayawada (401)--Atheistic Centre <NUC> (402)--Patamata, Vijayawada-520006, AP (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.:Gora (611)--Literary and cultural (680)--1. Atheism - Periodicals (720)--I. Atteistic Centre (730)--BLz474.3.A825 (811)--211.8'05 (812)--BLeyAV969m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC Pi72 UCUP (853)--PL480:v.5/2, Jan./Feb.1973- (910)

ATIMARSHA. v.1- 1973- <Pi75> (210)--other title:Atimarsa (2303)--Nai Dilli (401)--Yugantar Press (403)--ceased (470)--S-362 Greater Kailash-I, New Delhi-110048 (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.:Dr. Narendra Kohli (611)--Essays, poems, short stories, etc. (680)--1. Hindi literature - Periodicals <OC> (720)--Atimarsa (740)--PK2047.A85 (811)--75-900083 (821)--2245564 (826)--PKhIDN973q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC Pi75 (853)--PL480:1963-May/July 1974 (910)

ATIMARSHA (210)
search under
Atimarsa (740)

ATIRA (110)
search under
Ahmedabad Textile Industry's Research Association <ALC76> (740)
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AUARA. v.1-1969- (210)--Annalalainagar (401)--Annalalainagar University (402)--Annalalainagar-608101, TN (480)--Price varies (490)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some issues combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--Agricultural research (680)--1. Agriculture - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Annalalainagar University (730)--Annalalainagar University agriculture research annual (740)--817. A 88 (811)--630 (812)--79-910569 (821)--0587-5692 (825)--3638000 (826)--SleITA969a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.4-5; 1972-73 (910)

AUDIO visual education. v.1-8; 1957-65 (210)--Published by: National Institute of Audio Visual Education <NUC> (305)--Sponsored by National Council of Educational Research and Training (306)--Delhi (401)--Manager of Publications (402)--Rs.6.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Absorbed by: National Institute of Education. N.I.E. journal <UCD> (6041)--1. Audio-visual education - Periodicals (720)--I. National Institute of Audio-Visual Education. II. National Council of Educational Research and Training (730)--LB1043.2.I5A9 (811)--371.3 (812)--SA65-6068 (821)--0571-8740 (825)--LBe1DD957q (828)--NST (852)--NUC UCD (853)

AUROBINDO (110)

search under
Sri Aurobindo <AL> (740)

AUTOMOBILE buyers' guide. v.1-1968- (210)--All India Automobile and Ancillary Industries Association (305)--Bombay (401)--80 Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Bombay-400018 (480)--25cm. (5011)--g (521)--English (531)--l. Automobile industry and trade - India - Directories (720)--I. All India Automobile and Ancillary Industries Association (730)--TLL2.A63 (811)--338.4'7'629202554 <OC>; 629.2 <NST> (812)--SA68-17402 (821)--5142949 (826)--TLe1Mtb968g (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480:1968-72 (910)

AUTOMOBILE India. v.1-1952- (210)--Calcutta Motor Dealer's Association <NST> (306)--Delhi (401)--Garg Publishing Co. (402)--3495 Nicholson Road, Delhi (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--charts (5016)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: B. Das Garg (611)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--l. Automobile industry and trade - India - Periodicals (720)--HD9710.1A85 (811)--338 (812)--SA67-1815 (821)--HDe1DD952m (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 IPiP NST NUC (853)--PL480:v.13, Jan.1964-; v.13(6), June 1964 not available (910)

AUTOMOTIVE and ancillary industry (210)--Published by: All India Automobile & Ancillary Industries Association (305)--Bombay (401)--27cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--l. Automobile industry and trade - India - Periodicals (720)--I. All India Automobile & Ancillary Industries Association (730)--6991071 (826)--UUE1MtB9uuu (828)--OC (852)
AUTOMOTIVE engineer and trader. v.1- 1964- (210)--All India Automobile & Ancillary Industries Association (305)--Bombay (401)--56/6 Mulund Colony, Bombay-400082 (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: T.W. Balachandani (611)--Supplements (631)--Deals with auto research, technology, economics, statistics and trade (680)--UUEIMtB964m (828)--CIPE (852)--IPiP (853)

AUXILIARY Missionary (110)
search under
The Missionary herald <ULS> (740)

THE AVADH geographer. v.1- 1975- (210)--The journal of Avadh Geographical Society, Lucknow (307)--Lucknow (401)--ceased (470)--12 Ashok Nagar, Lucknow-226001, UP (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Geography of eastern Uttar Pradesh (680)--l. Oudh - Description and travel - Periodicals (720)--I. Avadh Geographical Society (730)--The Journal of the Avadh Geographical Society (740)--DS485.09A9 (811)--951.2 1 (812)--77-912035 (821)--3736112 (826)--DS485.09A9 (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480:v.1, 1975- (910)

AVADH Geographical Society (110)--Journal (210)
search under
The Avadh geographer <ALC78> (740)

AVAGAHANA (210)--a bilingual half-yearly research journal <CIPE>.
v.1- Apr.1977- (212)--Sardar Shahr (401)--Registrar, Gandhi Vidya Mandir, Sardar Shahr-331401, Rajasthan (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--f (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Ed.: H.H.A. Bourai <CIPE> (611)--Deals with education, health, moral development and culture <CIPE> (680)--79-915629 (821)--UUEhIR977F (828)--ALC80 (852)--CIPE (853)--PL480:1977- (910)--AVAJA. v.1- 1947- <Pi75> (210)--Dhanabada (401)--Awaz Press (402)--some issues combined (503)--w (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: Brahmadeo Singh Sharma (611)--Political (680)--71-924710 (821)--1737641 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC Pi77 (853)--PL480:v.25-28; Aug.15, 1971-May 15, 1975; vol.26(46), July 1973 is not available. Subscription discontinued (910)

AVAKASA. v.1- 1972- <Pi75> (210)--Ilahabada (401)--Ringo Prakashana (402)--i (521)--Hindi (532)--Suspended <ALC79> (540)--Eds.: Suresh Dwivedi and Ashok Kumar Kalra <Pi75> (611)--Essays, poems, short stories, etc. "Jagaruka lekhana ke liye pratibuddha" (630)--l. Hindi literature - Periodicals (720)--Awkash (740)--PK2030.A88 (811)--77-912084 (821)--6337655 (826)--PHIL мая 1972 (828)--ALC78 (852)--ALC79 OC Pi77 (853)--no.5 (910)

AVAKASA. varsha 1- April 1979- (210)--Varanasi (402)--Jnanamandala (404)--Avakash, Gyanmandal, AAJ Bhawan, Sant Kabir Road, Varanasi-221001, UP (480)--Rs.24.00 (490)--e (521)--Hindi (532)--General (680)--X9-915255 (822)--UUEIMtB979e (828)--ALC79 (852)--PL480:1979- (910)
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AVARD news letter (210)

search under
Voluntary action <ALC76> (740)

AVEGA. v.1-19-(210)—Ratalama (401)—64 Biharilal Marg,
Ratlam-475001, MP (480)—Rs.5.00 (490)—23cm. (5011)—u (521)—
Hindi (532)—Contemporary Hindi poetry (680)—l. Hindi poetry —
Periodicals <OC> (720)—PK2057.A83 (811)—73-903712 (821)—
0376-5296 (825)—1790517 (826)—PKhmR9uu (828)—ALC76 (852)—
NUC OC (853)—PL480:v.5(9), Aug.1972—(910)

AVESA. v.1-1968—(210)—Nai Dilli (401)—62/3 Rajendra Nagar, New
Delhi-110060 (480)—22cm. (5011)—a (521)—semiannual, no.1-3
(525)—Hindi; alternately issued in English (534)—some issues
reported as not published (540)—Hindi literature (680)—l.
Hindi literature — Periodicals (720)—PK2030.A9 (811)—
SA68-20829 (821)—1641049 (828)—PKehDN968a (828)—ALC76
(852)—IPiP OC (853)—PL480:1968-72 (910)

AVIATION directory of Asia. no.1—1950—<NST>; 1956 <NUC> (210)—
Issued by: Indian Skwayes (302)—Bombay (401)—Aeronautical
Publications of India <OC> (402)—Gandhigram Road, Juhu, Bombay
<IPiP> (480)—Rs.12.50 (490)—22cm. (5011)—a (521)—English
(531)—l. Aeronautics — India — Directories (720)—l. Indian
Skayes (730)—TL512.A846 (811)—57-20446 (821)—0067-2645
(825)—1518941 (826)—TleIDN975a (828)—ALC76 (852)—IPiP NST
NUC OC (853)—PL480:no.7-11; 1962-66/67; no.9, 1964 not
available (910)

AVION (210)—a monthly on aviation. v.1—May 1971—(212)—Nai
Dilli (401)—Reported ceased <ALC80> (470)—16 Park Area, New
Delhi-110005 <CIPE> (480)—Rs.32.00 (490)—m (521)—English
(531)—v.2(9) reported as not published (540)—76-923794 (821)—
1681317 (826)—TleIDN971m (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE OC (853)—
PL480:v.1-3; May 1971-Jan.1973 (910)

AVISHKARA. varsha 1—Mai 1971—(210)—Nai Dilli (401)—Avishkara
Samvardhana Mandala (Invention Promotion Board) (402)—22cm.
(5011)—illus. (5012)—some issues combined (503)—m (521)—
Hindi (532)—Inventions (680)—l. Inventions — India —
Periodicals. 2. Inventions — Periodicals (720)—l. Invention
Promotion Board (730)—T27.I4A8 (811)—78-923676 (821)—
T2hIDN971m (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC (853)

AWAKENED India (210)

search under
Prabuddha Bharata <AL> (740)

THE AWAKENING. v.1—19—(210)—Monthly journal of the Lok Sevak
Sangh (307)—New Delhi (401)—Lok Sevak Sangh (402)—Lajpat
bhavan, Lajpat Nagar, New Delhi-110024 (480)—Rs.10.00: $15.00
(490)—m (521)—English (531)—General (680)—X9-915505 (822)—
UUE1DN9uum (828)—ALC80 (852)
AWARDS digest. v.1- 1975- (210) -- National Labour Institute (305)--New Delhi (401)--AB-6 Safdarjang Enclave, New Delhi-110016 (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--28cm. (501l)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K. Sharan (611)--Indexes (651)--Indexed in: Labour law journal; Factory and labour reports; Labour and industrial cases; Supreme Court cases; Government gazettes (654)--Lists of important awards in the Central sphere and decisions of high courts and Supreme Court on labour and personnel matters (680)--I. Arbitration, Industrial - India - Digests <QC> (720)--I.
National Labour Institute (730)--PAR (811)--344.54'018914 (821)--77-912294 (821) --K1eIDN975m (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC78 NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.1, 1975- (910)

AWAI (210)
search under
Avaja (740)

AWAI-E-KHALIK (Awaza-i-khalk) <NST>. v.1- 1902- (210) -- Varanasi (401)--C-37/49 Godowaba, Varanasi, UP (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--e (521)--English, Hindi (534)--UUehIUV902e (828)--IPiP (852)--NST ULS (853)

AWRASH (210)
search under
Avakasa (740)


AYURVEDA vibhyan patrika. v.1- 1960- (210)--Calcutta (401)--39A Swiss Park, Calcutta-700033 (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--m (521)--Bengali, English (534)--Ed.: Kaviraj Krishalay Kanti Ray (611)--Supplements (631)--Annual number (640)--Notes and news on ayurvedic medicine (680)--R6beIBC960m (828)--CIPE (852)

AYURVEDA anusandhana patrika (210)
search under
Journal of research in Indian medicine, yoga and homeopathy <ALC79> (740)

AYURVEDA bharati. v.1- 1961- (210) -- Organ of the Ayurveda Bignan Parishad (307)-- Calcutta (401)--52 Mahatma Gandhi Road,
AYURVEDA College, Trivandrum

Calcutta-700009 (480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--q (521)--Bengali, English, Sanskrit, Hindi (534)--Ed.: Bagala Kumar Majumdar (611)--Special numbers (640)--Indexes (651)--R6behsIBC961q (828)--CIPE (852)--IPiP (853)

AYURVEDA College, Trivandrum (110)--Administration report. v.1-19 - (210)--Ernakulam (401)--Govt. Press (403)--a (521)--English, Malayalam (534)--SA66-5414 (821)--1607258 (826)--UUemIKeE9uua (€28)--ALC76 (852)--NOC OC (853)--PL480:1962/63-1971/72 (910)

AYURVEDA Mahasammelana patrika (210)

search under
Akhil Bhartiya Ayurved Mahasammelan. Ayurveda Mahasammelana patrika <ALC76> (740)

AYURVEDA vijnana patrika (210)

search under
Ayurved vijnana patrika (740)

AYURVEDA-VIKASA. v.1-1962- (210)--Nai Dilli (401)--Shambhunath Ballase 'Mukul' <PiI72> (402)--20/5 Mathura Road, Faridabad, Delhi (480)--Western Publicity Service, Ayurved Vikas Dept., 171-H Rash Behari Ave., calcutta-700019 (485)--Rs.5.00 (490)--some issues combined (503)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Irregular numbering (571)--Ed.:Shambhunath Ballase 'Mukul' (611)--Journal of the Ayurvedic system of Indian medicine and health (680)--X6-913386 (822)--R6hIDN962m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE PiI72 (853)--PL480:v.13(2)-15(12); Mar.1974-Dec.1975 (910)

AYURVEDALOKA (210)

search under
Ayu <ALC76> (740)
BOUQUET B

B.A. Agricultural College magazine (210)
  search under
  Bansilal Amrital College of Agriculture. B.A. College of Agriculture magazine (740)

B.A. College of Agriculture (110) -- Magazine (210)
  search under
  Bansilal Amrital College of Agriculture. B.A. College of Agriculture magazine (740)

B.T.R.A. (110)
  search under
  Bombay Textile Research Association <AL> (740)

BACKGROUND to the news. v.1- 1955- (210) -- Research and Reference Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India (305) -- New Delhi (401) -- mimeograph (505) -- i (521) -- English (531) -- Newspaper-magazine (680) -- I. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Research and Reference Division (730) -- UUEIDN955i (828) -- PiH (852)

BACKWARD classes review. v.1- Dec.1968- (210) -- Published by: All India Backward Classes Federation (305) -- New Delhi (401) -- G-1/54-55 Lajpatnagar, New Delhi-110024 (480) -- Rs.10.00 (490) -- 25cm. (501) -- English (531) -- I. India -- Scheduled tribes -- Periodicals <NUC> (720) -- I. All India Backward Classes Federation (730) -- HC440.P6B3 (811) -- 301.45 (812) -- 78-901183 (821) -- 0521-9833 (825) -- 1800122 (826) -- HChIDN968m (828) -- NST (852) -- NUC OC (853)

BADALTA kisan. v.1- May 1968- (210) -- Formerly: Agriculture newsletter, May 1968 (250) -- Issued by: Directorate of Agriculture, Govt. of Andhra Pradesh (302) -- Hyderabad (401) -- Reported ceased (470) -- Price varies (490) -- u (521) -- English, Hindi, Urdu (534) -- Some volumes reported as not published (540) -- Agriculture (680) -- I. Andhra Pradesh. Directorate of Agriculture (730) -- Agriculture newsletter (740) -- 78-916744 (821) -- UUEhulAIH968u (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- IPIP (853) -- PL480:v.1-4; May 1968-71; some volumes not available (910)

BADSHAH. v.1- 1969- (210) -- Indore (401) -- Surendra Kumar (402) -- Murai Mohalla, Indore, MP (480) -- Rs.6.00 (490) -- e (521) -- Hindi (532) -- Ed.: Surendra Kumar (611) -- Music (680) -- UUHMI969e (828) -- Pi175 (852)

BALA bharata or Young India. v.1- ; Nov.1907- May 1908 (210) -- Madras (401) -- u (521) -- English (531) -- UUEITM907u (828) -- BUCOP (852) -- IOL (853)

BALA Bharati. v.1- 1948- (210) -- Prakasana Vibhaga, Sucana tatha Prasarana Manralaya, Bharata Sarakara (305) -- Dilli (401) -- Publication Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Patiala House, Delhi (480) -- Rs.6.00 (490) -- 28cm. (5011) -- Ilos. (5012) -- ports. (5013) -- m (521) -- Hindi (532) -- Juvenile
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publication (680)—I. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (730)—AP215.H5B3 <UMC> (811)—SA63-3389 (821)—1605426 (826)—APhIDD948m (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC OC UMC (853)—PL480:v.15(2), July 1962—(910)

BALAHITA. v.1- 1936—(210)—Udaipur (401)—ceased (470)—Vidyabharat Society, Udaipur, Rajasthan (480)—Rs.6.00 (490)—m (521)—Hindi (532)—Eds.: Sri Kalulal Srimal and Janardanrai Nagar (611)—Devoted to the information regarding child psychology (680)—UUhIRU936m (828)—HPP (852)—UCM (853)

BALASAMKRITAM. v.1- 1960—<IPiP> (210)—Ghatkopar, Bombay (401)—Vaidyaramswarup Shastri (402)—Balasamkritam Karyalaya, Manikalal Chawk, Agra Road, P.O. Ghatkopar, Bombay-400077 <NL> (480)—Rs.7.00 (490)—m (521)—Sanskrit (533)—Ed.: Vaidya Ramswarup Shastri (611)—Sanskrit for beginners <ALC79> (680)—Balsamkritam (740)—UUsIMtB960m (828)—P175 (852)—ALC79 IPiP (853)

BALASAMKRITAM (210)
search under
Balasamkritam (740)

BALWANT Vidyapeeth, Agra (110)—Balwant Vidyapeeth journal of agricultural and scientific research. v.1—Jan. 1959—<CIPE> (210)—Running title: B.V. journal of agricultural and scientific research (2307)—Agra (401)—P.O. Bichpuri, Agra, UP (480)—Rs.8.00 (490)—24cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—some numbers issued combined (503)—f (521)—English (531)—Ed.: S.C. Mathur <CIPE> (611)—Original and informative articles on agriculture, agricultural economics and animal husbandry <CIPE> (680)—1.

BANARAS. National Geographical Society of India (110)
search under
National Geographical Society of India, Banaras. Research publication. cat. sep. <IOL> (740)

BANARAS Hindu University. (110)—Abstracts of the theses accepted for the Ph.D. degree of Banaras Hindu University. v.1—1962—<NST> (210)—Varanasi (401)—22cm. (5011)—a (521)—English, Hindi, Sanskrit (534)—1. Banaras Hindu University— Dissertations (720)—AS472.B313 (811)—013 (812)—SA68-1288 (821)—0522-0750 (825)—3246523 (826)—ASehsIUV962a (828)—ALC76 (852)—NST NUC OC (853)—PL480:v.5-6; 1964-65 (910)

BANARAS Hindu University. (110)—Convocation address. v.1—19— (210)—Varanasi (401)—a (521)—English (531)—UVeIUV9uua (828)—UCSD (852)
BANDE mataram. Eng. lang. and lite.; Index India; MLA <CIPE> (654)—Devoted to humanities and sciences (680)—I. Banasthali Vidyapith (730)—Vanasthali patrika (740)—AS471.B35 (811)—79-928151; Alternate issues, Apr. and Oct. are covered by LC card no. 75-905539 (821)—1774241 (826)—AS91R3965q (828)—ALEC78 (852)—CIPE NUC OC PI75 (853)—PL480:v.6(16), Jan.1971—(910)

BANDE mataram. v.1-3; 1906-1908 <UCMT> (210)—India (401)—Geneva (431)—ceased (470)—m (521)—English (531)—10030887 (826)—UUEIII906m (828)—OC (852)—NUC UCMt (853)

BANGA darshan. v.1- 1872—(210)—Calcutta? (401)—ceased (470)—u (521)—English? (531)—UUEIBC872u (828)—UCD (852)

BANGABASI College magazine. v.1- 1903—(210)—Calcutta (401)—m (521)—English (531)—UUEIBC903m (828)—PIH (852)

BANGALORE. All India Institute of Mental Health (110) search under All India Institute of Mental Health, Bangalore <ALC76 NST> (740)

BANGALORE. Christian Institute for the Study of Religion and Society (110) search under Christian Institute for the Study of Religion and Society, Bangalore <ALC76 NST> (740)

BANGALORE. Documentation Research and Training Centre (1:0) search under Documentation Research and Training Centre, Bangalore <ALC76> (740)

BANGALORE. Gokhale Institute of Public Affairs (110) search under Gokhale Institute of Public Affairs, Bangalore <IOL> (740)

BANGALORE. Mythic Society (110) search under Mythic Society, Bangalore (740)

BANGALORE Dairy Cattle Society (110)—Monthly bulletin. v.1-8; 1942?—June 1949 (210)—Bangalore (401)—The Society (402)—m (521)—English (531)—Succeeded by: Indian dairyman we. July 1949 (602)—Indian Dairyman (750)—43.9.B22 <NAL> (812)—UUEIKB942m (828)—ULS (852)—NUC (853)

BANGALORE theological forum. v.1- 1967—(210)—Bangalore (401)—Dept. of Research and Post-Graduate Studies, United Theological College, Bangalore-560046, Karnataka (480)—Rs.6.00; $2.50 (490)—21.5cm. (501)—b (521)—English (531)—Scholarly contributions in the field of Biblical studies, theology, ethics, etc. (680)—BSeIKB967b (828)—CIPE (852)
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BOUQUET B

BANGALORE University. (110)--Mysore State year-book (210)
search under
Mysore State year-book (740)

BANGALORE University. (110)--Research journal: a) Humanities
number. v.1- 19 - (210)--Bangalore (401)--23cm. (5011)--a
(521)--English (531)--AS472.B3517 (811)--052 (812)--SA72-905270
(821)--1588660 (826)--ASeIKB9ua (828)--NUC (852)--ALC76 OC
(853)--PL480:1969/70 (910)

BANGALORE University. Dept. of Publications and Extension Lectures
(110)--1. Vidya Bharathi. 2. Vignana bharathi (210)
search under
1. Vidya bharathi. 2. Vignana bharathi (740)

BANGLADESH directory and year book. v.1- 1976- (210)--Calcutta
(401)--Associated Book Promoters (402)--9/2A Ekbalpur Lane,
Calcutta (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--a (521)--English
(531)--1. Bangladesh - Commerce - Directories. 2. India -
Commerce - Directories <OC> (720)--HF379.6.A24 (811)--380.1'025'5492 (812)--76-913539 (821)--
3067926 (826)--HFeIBC976a (828)--ALC78 (852)--NUC OC (853)--
PL480:1976- (910)

BANGLADESH news. v.1- Sept.1, 1973- (210)--Press and Information
Division, Bangladesh High Commission (305)--New Delhi (401)--
free (490)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--e (521)--English
(531)--1. Bangladesh - Politics and government. 2. Bangladesh -
Periodicals (720)--I. Bangladesh. High Commission. Press and
Information Division (730)--DS485.B492 (811)--DSeIDN973e (828)--
ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:v.1, 1973- (910)

BANK karamchari. v.1- 1963- (210)--Kanpur (401)--All India Bank
Employees Federation, 26/104 Birhana Road, Kanpur- 208001, UP
(480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.:
V.K. Agarwal (611)--UUeIU9K63m (828)--CIPE (852)--UCD (853)

BANK of India (110)--Bulletin. v.1- Nov. 1962- (210)--Bombay
(401)--V.T. Mathews (402)--Bank of India at Express Towers,
Nariman Point, Bombay-400021 (480)--70/80 Mahatma Gandhi Road,
Bombay (483)--Rs.12.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--m (521)--bimonthly:Nov. 1962-Jan. 1964 <NUC> (525)--English (531)--
Ed.:V.T. Mathews (611)--Each issue of the publication carries
monthly survey of Indian economic situation (680)--HG3288.B27
(811)--332.1 (812)--SA68-9992 (821)--0005-5212 (825)--
HGeIMb962m (828)--CIPE (852)--NST NUC Pi75 UCD (853)

BANK of India (110)--Economic survey. v.1- 1964- <UCD> (210)--
Bombay (401)--70/80 Mahatma Gandhi Road, Bombay (480)--Rs.5.00
(490)--m; w <UCD> (521)--English (531)--1. Banks and banking -
India - Periodicals. 2. India - Economic conditions -
Periodicals (720)--HGeIMb964m (828)--NLC (852)--UCD (853)

-121-
BANK of India (110)--Weekly economic survey (210)
search under
Bank of India, Economic survey <UCD> (740)

THE BANKER; (210)--a monthly economic and banking journal. v.1-1954- (212)--New Delhi (401)--24/92 Connaught Circus, New Delhi-110001 (480)--Rs.48.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.:S.M. Suneja <OC> (611)--Annual supplement (631)--Indexed in: Index India (654)--Contains articles on economics, credit, banking and trade (680)--1. Banks and banking - India - Periodicals <NUC> (720)--HG1505.B32 (811)--61-38051 (821)--0522-2931 (825)--1519137 (826)--HGeIDN954m (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 CNLC OC UCT (853)--PL480:v.8(11), Jan.1962- (910)


BANKING almanac (210)--handbook on international banking. v.1-1955- (212)--1961/62 called Indian edition (270)--New Delhi (401)--Insurance and Banking Publications <NUC> (402)--19cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Banks and banking - India - Yearbooks (720)--HG3283.B28 (811)--332 (812)--57-33276 (821)--0408-4713 (825)--HGeIDN955u (828)--NST (852)--CNLC NUC (853)

BANKS and their branches in India (210)
search under
Directory of banks in India <ALC76 (740)

BANKS in India (210)
search under
Directory of banks in India <ALC76 (740)

BOUQUET B

BARODA. Archaeological Dept.

BAPTIST Missionary Society, London. North India Mission (110)--Indian report; (210)--Bengal, Orissa, Northern India and Ceylon, 1885- (212)--Calcutta (401)--Baptist Mission Press (402)--22cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--Incorporated into: Its annual report in 1931 <NUC> (6042)--BV2520.A4A3 (811)--BVeIBC885u (828)--NLC (852)--NUC (853)

BAR Council of India (110)--Journal, Bar Council of India. v.1-1972- (210)--Other title:JBCI <ALC78> (2303)--New Delhi (401)--Bar Council of India Trust <OC> (402)--AB/21 Mathura Road, Facing Supreme Court, New Delhi-110001 (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.:Anmaruthai Narayana Iyer Veeraraghavan (611)--1. Law - Periodicals - India. 2. Lawyers - India - Discipline <OC> (720)--JBCI (740)--K2.A67 (811)--340.0954 (812)--77-912046 (821)--3278025 (826)--K2eIDN972q (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC78 OC UCG UCR (853)--PL480:v.5(1/3), Feb./Aug.1976 (910)

search under
Maharashtra Bar Council journal (740)


BARODA. (110)--1. Report on the administration of the Baroda State. 2. Report on the political administration of the Baroda State (210)
search under
Baroda. Administration report (740)

BARODA. (110)--Selections from the record of the Baroda Government, 1900- (210)--Each volume has also a distinctive title (2303)--Baroda (401)--23cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Baroda - Politics & government - Sources (720)--J523.R15 (811)--6678238 (826)--J5eIBB900u (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

BARODA. Archaeological Dept. (110)--Reort, 1934/35- (210)--Baroda (401)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--tables (5015)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends July 31 (620)--1. Baroda - Antiquities (720)--DS485.B34A3 (811)--913.34 (812)--41-37796

-123-
BARODA. Office of the Registrar of Cooperative Societies (110)

search under
Baroda. Registrar of Cooperative Societies (740)

BARODA. Registrar of Cooperative Societies (110)—Report on the working of the cooperative societies in the Baroda state (210)—Baroda (401)—a (521)—English (531)—1. Cooperation (Agricultural) — Baroda. 2. Banks, etc. (Land mortgage) — Baroda (720)—Baroda. Office of the Registrar of Cooperative Societies (740)—UUEiBB9uua (828)—NUC (852)—UCSD (853)

THE BARODA journal of nutrition. v.1- Feb.1974- <OC> (210)—M.S. University of Baroda (305)—Baroda (401)—Biochemistry Dept., M.S. University of Baroda, Baroda, Gujarat (480)—Rs.20.00 (490)—a (521)—semianual, 1974-76 <OC> (525)—English (531)—Indexed in: Chem. abstr. (654)—1. Nutrition — Periodicals (720)—I. M.S. University of Baroda (730)—QP141.A1B37 (811)—613.2'05 (812)—76-646448 (821)—0301-8210 (825)—1390142 (826)—QPeIGuB974a (828)—ALC78 (852)—CIPE NUC OC (853)—PL480:v.5, 1978— (910)

BARODA Museum and European and Oriental Art Gallery (110)

search under
Museum and Picture Gallery, Baroda <ALC76> (740)

BARODA Museum and Picture Gallery (110)

search under
Museum and Picture Gallery, Baroda <ULS NST> (740)


search under
Museum and Picture Gallery, Baroda. 1. Annual report. 2. Bulletin (740)

BARODA Oriental Institute (110)

search under
Oriental Institute, Baroda <ALC76> (740)

BARODA State Museum (110)—Bulletin (210)

search under
Museum and Picture Gallery, Baroda. Bulletin <PiH> (740)

BARODA State Museum and Picture Gallery (110)—Bulletin (210)

search under
Museum and Picture Gallery, Baroda. Bulletin (740)

BARODA University (110)

search under
Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda <CNLC NST> (740)
BASIC education; (210)--a quarterly devoted to creative education in arts, crafts, philosophy and social sciences. v.1- (212)--Bombay (401)--Rev. Fr. Anthony Elenimittam (402)--St. Catherine School, Mount Mary's Hill, Bandra, Bombay-400050 (480)--Rs.3.00 (490)--q (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Ed.: Rev. Fr. Anthony Elenimittam (611)--Education (680)--LChEIIMtB960q (828)--Pi775 (852)--CIPE CNLC TPp (853)


BASIC facts, Nagaland. v.1- 1970-- (210)--Published by: Director of Information Publicity and Tourism, Govt. of Nagaland (305)--Kohima (401)--a (521)--English (531)--77-912354 (821)--UWeI9K9ua (828)--ALC78 (852)--PL480:1973-- ; vols. for 1974-75 not available (910)

BASIC port statistics of India (210)
search under
India. Transport Research Division. Basic port statistics of India (740)

BAYAZ. v.1- June 1977-- (210)--Delhi (401)--Anjuman-e-Farsi (402)--1343 Ballimaran, Delhi-110006 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.24.00 (490)--20cm. (501)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English, Persian (534)--Suspended (540)--Eds.: S.A.H. Abidi and N.H. Ansari <CIPE> (611)--Persian literature in India (680)--1. Persian literature - India - Periodicals. 2. Literature, Persian - India - Periodicals (720)--PK6427.6.I5B35 (811)--X7-912542 (821)--4517214 (826)--PKePIDD977q (828)--ALC80 (852)--CIPE OC (853)

BBCJ (210)
search under
Bihar State Bar Council. Bihar Bar Council journal <ALC78> (740)

BBI news. v.1- 1970-- (210)--Bombay (401)--Ramdas Ganesh Bhatkal (402)--Bhatkal Books International, 350 C Tardeo Road, Bombay-400034 (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--ED.: Ramdas Ganesh Bhatkal: (611)--Description of books (680)--Z3eIMtB970m (828)--Pi775 (852)--NST (853)

BEGUM: (210)--Indian women's news magazine. v.1- 1947-- (212)--Bombay (401)--cessed (470)--English (531)--UWeI9Mtb947u (828)--UCT (852)--ULS (853)

BEHAVIOROMETRIC; (210)--a journal devoted to behavioural research. v.1- 1971-- (212)--Council of Behavioral Research (305)--Gaya (401)--Chitrakunan Narayan Dattuar <Pi772> (402)--Maharani Road, P.O. Gaya-823002, Bihar (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--f
EHAVIOURAL sciences

(521)--English (531)--Ed.:Chitrnan Narayan Daftuar (611)--
Indexed in: Psychological abstr.; Indian psychological abstr.
<CIPE> (654)--Behavioral sciences education (680)--1. Psychology
  Periodicals (720)--I. Council of Behavioral Research (730)--
B1. B43 (811)--150.5 (812)--73-903488 (821)--0304-9078 (825)--
17990502 (826)--BFeIBig971f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC PiI72
(853)--PL480:v.1-4(1); 1971-Apr.1974 (910)

EHAVIOURAL sciences and community development. v.1-11(2);
Mar.1967- Sept.1977 (210)--Published by: National Institute of
Community Development (305)--Journal of the Institute (307)--
Hyderabad (401)--V.R.K. Paramahansa <PiI72> (402)--
Rajendranagar, P.O. Box 164, Hyderabad-500030, AP <CIPE> (480)--
Rs.20.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--f (521)--English
(531)--Succeeds: Community development digest, no.1-50; 1963-67
(601)--Succeeded by: Behavioural sciences and rural development
ICSSR abstr.; Index India; Socio. abstr.; Pol. sc. abstr. <CIPE>
(654)--Community journal (680)--1. Social sciences --
Periodicals. 2. India - Social conditions - Periodicals. 3.
India - Economic conditions - Periodicals. 4. Community
development - India - Periodicals (720)--I. National Institute of
Community Development (730)--1. Community development digest.
2. Behavioural sciences and rural development (750)--H1. B46
(811)--SA68-16666 (821)--0005-7843 (825)--1519350 (826)--
H1eIAH951f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE PIIP OC PiI72 UCD (853)

EHAVIOURAL sciences and rural development.v.1-4; Jan.1978-July
1981 <OC> (210)--National Institute of Rural Development (305)--
Journal of the Institute (307)--Hyderabad (401)--S8.00 (490)--
24cm. (5011)--f (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Behavioural
sciences and community development. v.1-11(2);
Mar.1967-Sept.1977 (601)--United with: Rural development digest
to form: Journal of rural development wef. Jan.1982 <OC> (6012)--
1. Behavioral sciences - Periodicals. 2. City planning -
Periodicals. 3. Rural population - India - Periodicals. 4.
Social sciences - Periodicals. 5. India - Social conditions -
Periodicals. 6. India - Economic conditions - Periodicals
(720)--I. National Institute of Rural Development (730)--1.
Behavioural sciences and community development. 2. Journal of
rural development (750)--H1. B465 (811)--300.5 (812)--78-914568
(821)--0379-797X (825)--4450686 (826)--H1eIAH978f (828)--ALC79
(852)--OC (853)--PL480:v.1, 1978- (910)

E SNAMEES. Hindu University (110)
search under
Banaras Hindu University <ALC76> (740)

E SNAMEES magazine. v.1-8(2); 1848-53 <UCD>; v.1, 3-7; Nov.1848/Apr.
1849; Jan.1850-June 1852 <NUC> (210)--Calcutta (401)--T.J.
M'Arthur (402)--Bishop's College Press (403)--Mirzapur (431)--
ceased with v.8, pt.2, 1852? <ULS> (470)--19cm. (5011)--b,
Feb.1851-June 1852 (521)--monthly (irregular): Nov.1848-Oct.1850
<NUC> (525)--English (531)--1. Periodicals - India. 2. Religion
BOUQUET B

- Periodical and social publications. 3. India - Periodical and social publications (720)--UUEIBC848B (828)--NLC (852)--BUCOP
  NUC PiH UCD ULS (853)

BENGAL. (110)--Annual report on the administration of the territories under the lieut-governor of Bengal. 1870/71-1946/47 (210)--Formerly: Report on the administration of Bengal, 1855/56- (250)--Formerly issued by: Revenue Dept. of Govt. of Bengal (352)--Alipore; Calcutta <OC> (401)--24-34cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Bengal - Politics & government (720)--I. Bengal. Revenue Dept. (730)--Bengal. Revenue Dept. Report on the administration of Bengal (740)--354.5414 (812)--1772056 (826)--UUEIBC856a (828)--NUC (852)--OC UCSD (853)

BENGAL. (110)--1. Calcutta gazette. 2. Calcutta gazette; or oriental advertiser (210)
  search under
  Calcutta gazette (740)

BENGAL. (110)--Catalogue of government publications...corrected up to April 1940? v.1- (210)--Alipore (401)--Superintendent, Govt. Printing (403)--u (521)--English (531)--6034059 (826)--UUEIBA940u (828)--IOL (852)--OC (853)

BENGAL. (110)--Government gazette. v.1-18; June 1815-42 (210)--Calcutta (401)--Government Gazette Press (402)--Serampore (431)--w (521)--Bengali, English (534)--UUEIBC815w (828)--NLC (852)

BENGAL. (110)--...provincial autonomy in Bengal; (210)--being a report of the work done by the Government of Bengal (212)--Formerly: Two years of provincial autonomy, 1937/39. Third year provincial autonomy, 1939/40 (250)--Prepared by: Publicity Dept., Govt. of Bengal (303)--Alipore (401)--Bengal Govt. Press (403)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar.31 (620)--1. Bengal - Politics and government (720)--I. Bengal. Publicity Dept. (730)--J527.R85 (811)--354.54 (812)--50-47005 (821)--6067444 (826)--J5eIBA939a (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

BENGAL. (110)--Selections from the records of the government of Bengal. no.1- 1851- <UCSD> (210)--Calcutta (401)--Printed by: P.M. Cranenburgh at the Military Orphan Press (403)--24cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--no.33, Pt.2: Papers relating to indigo cultivation in Bengal (620)--DS485.B39A3 (811)--51-45948 (821)--2400146 (826)--DSIBC851u (828)--NUC (852)--OC UCSD (853)

BENGAL. Agriculture and Industries Dept. (110)--Agricultural statistics of Bengal...1906/07- (210)--Formerly: Returns of agricultural statistics of Bengal, 1891. Agricultural statistics of the lower provinces of Bengal, 1892/93- 1904/05 (250)--At head of title: Dept. of Land Records and Agriculture, 1891-1904/05. Dept. of Agriculture, Bengal, 1906/07-1909/10. Revenue Dept., Govt. of Bengal, 1911/12-1919/20 (308)--Calcutta (401)---

-127-
BENGAL. Commerce Dept. (110)—Annual report on the working of the payment of wages act in Bengal (210)—Alipore (401)—Superintendent, Govt. Print., Bengal Govt. Press (403)—25cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—1. Wages—India—Bengal (720)—HD5070.B4B46 (811)—354'54'14 (812)—76-643948 (821)—2452220 (826)—HDeIBAC99ua (828)—NUC (852)—OC (853)

BENGAL. Cooperative Societies. Provincial Conference (110)—Proceedings. 1st—1908—(210)—Calcutta (401)—a (521)—English (531)—Bengal. Provincial Cooperative Credit Conference. Proceedings (740)—UUEIBC908a (828)—IOL (852)


search under
Bengal. Legislative Council. Council proceedings; official report (740)


BENGAL. Customs Dept. (110)—Annual volume of trade and navigation for the Bengal Presidency (having a sea-borne trade) (210)

search under
Bengal. Customs Dept. Annual statement of the sea-borne trade and navigation of Bengal Presidency with foreign countries and Indian ports (740)
BOUQUET B

BENGAL. Customs Dept. (110)--Report on the external commerce of Bengal (210)
  search under
  Bengal. Customs Dept. Annual statement of the sea-borne trade and navigation of Bengal Presidency with foreign countries and Indian ports (740)

BENGAL. Customs Dept. (110)--Statement of the sea-borne trade and navigation for the Bengal Presidency and of the chief port and each of its subordinate ports with foreign and Indian ports (210)
  search under
  Bengal. Customs Dept. Annual statement of the sea-borne trade and navigation of Bengal Presidency with foreign countries and Indian ports (740)

BENGAL. Dept. of Agriculture (110)--Agricultural statistics of Bengal (210)
  search under
  Bengal. Agriculture and Industries Dept. Agricultural statistics of Bengal (740)

BENGAL. Dept. of Agriculture (110)--Annual yearbook (210)
  search under
  Bengal agricultural journal (740)

BENGAL. Dept. of Agriculture (110)--Bulletin. no.1- 1912- 1896 <BUCOP> (210)--Dept. of Land Records and Agriculture (352)--Calcutta (401)—u (521)—English (531)—l. Agriculture - India - Bengal (720)—UUEIBC912u (828)—NUC (852)—BUCOP (853)

BENGAL. Dept. of Agriculture (110)--Season and crop report, 1901/02-1945/46 <CNLC> (210)—Calcutta (401)—33cm. (5011)—tables (5015)—a (521)—English (531)—l. Agriculture - India - Bengal (720)—HD2075.B4A4 (811)—HDeIBC902a (828)—NUC (852)—CNLC OC UCSD (853)

BENGAL. Dept. of Industries (110)--Bulletin. v.1- 1919— (210)—
  Issued by: Industrial Intelligence Section of the Dept. of Industries (302)—Alipore (401)—Bengal Govt. Press (403)—25cm. (5011)—u (521)—English (531)—l. Bengal - Industries (720)—HC437.B4A3 (811)—50-38325 (821)—HGeIBC919u (828)—CNLC (852)—BUCOP IOL NUC (853)

BENGAL. Dept. of Land Records and Agriculture (110)--Agricultural statistics of the lower provinces of Bengal (210)
  search under
  Bengal. Agriculture and Industries Dept. Agricultural statistics of Bengal (740)

BENGAL. Dept. of Land Records and Agriculture (110)--Bulletin. v.1-8; 1896-1906 (210)—Calcutta (401)—ceased (470)—u (521)—English (531)—UUEIBC896u (828)—IOL (852)
BENGAL. Dept. of Public Instruction (110)
search under
Bengal. Education Dept. (750)

BENGAL. Dept. of Public Instruction (110)--General report on public instruction in the lower provinces of the Bengal Presidency (210)
search under
Bengal. Education Dept. Report on public instruction in Bengal (740)


BENGAL. Dept. of Public Instruction (110)--Report on the progress of education of European children (210)
search under
Bengal. Dept. of Public Instruction. Report on the progress of education in European schools in Bengal (740)

BENGAL. Education Dept. (110)--Progress of education in Bengal (210)
search under
Bengal. Education Dept. Quinquennial review on the progress of education in Bengal (740)

BENGAL. Education Dept. (110)--Quinquennial review on the progress of education in Bengal. v.1-1892/97- <UCSB> (210)--Formerly: Progress of education in Bengal, quinquennial review <NUC> (250)--Alipore (401)--Superintendent, Govt. Printing (403)--25-34cm. (5011)--z (521)--English (531)--Reports for 1892/97-1907/12 included in Eastern Bengal and Assam. Dept. of Public Instruction. Report on the progress of education in Eastern Bengal and Assam (620)--Some numbers accompanied by supplements (631)--Bengal. Education Dept. Progress of education in Bengal, quinquennial review (740)--379.541 (812)--L5eIBA897z (828)--NUC (852)--UCSB UCSD (853)

BENGAL. Education Dept. (110)--Report on public instruction in Bengal. v.1-1842/43?-- <UCSB holdings> (210)--General report on public instruction in the lower provinces of the Bengal Presidency, 1859/60-1860/61 (250)--Formerly issued by: Dept. of Public Instruction, Govt. of Bengal (352)--Calcutta (401)--33cm. (5011)--tables (5015)--charts (5016)--a (irregular) (521)--English (531)--I. Education - India - Bengal (720)--I. Bengal. Dept. of Public Instruction (730)--Bengal. Dept. of Public Instruction. General report on public instruction in the lower provinces of the Bengal Presidency (740)--Bengal (West). Education Directorate. Report on public instruction in West Bengal (750)--L578.B4A2 (811)--7-18262 (821)--L5eIBC843a (828)--
BOUQUET B

BENGAL. Legislative Assembly

NUC (852)--UCSB UCSD (853)

BENGAL. High Court of Judicature (110)--Report on the administration of civil justice in the province of Bengal (210) search under Bengal (West). High Court of Judicature. Report on the administration of civil justice in the state of West Bengal, and the Union Territory of Andaman and Nicobar Islands (740)

BENGAL. High Court of Judicature (110)--Report on the administration of criminal justice in the Presidency of Bengal (210) search under Bengal. High Court of Judicature. Report on the administration of criminal justice in the province of Bengal (740)

BENGAL. High Court of Judicature (110)--Report on the administration of criminal justice in the province of Bengal, 1937- (210)--Formerly: Report on the administration of criminal justice in the presidency of Bengal, 1836-1936 (250)--Calcutta (401)--34cm. (5011)---tables (5015)---a (521)---English (531)---l. Judicial statistics - India - Bengal (720)--Bengal. High Court of Judicature. Report on the administration of criminal justice in the presidency of Bengal (740)--UUEIBC836a (828)--NUC (852)


BENGAL. Laws, statutes, etc. (110)--Collection of Bengal acts and Bengal regulations. v.1- 1866- (210)--Collection of the acts passed by the Bengal Legislative Council in the year <NUC> (230)--Calcutta (401)--25cm. (5011)---a (521)---English (531)---l. Bengal. Legislative Dept. (730)--Bengal. Laws, statutes, etc. Collection of the acts passed by the Bengal Legislative Council in the year (740)--UUEIBC866a (828)--NUC (852)--CNLC (853)

BENGAL. Laws, statutes, etc. (110)--Collection of the acts passed by the Bengal Legislative Council in the year (210) search under Bengal. Laws, statutes, etc. Collection of Bengal acts and Bengal regulations (740)

BENGAL. Legislative Assembly (110)--Assembly proceedings; (210)--official report. v.51- 1937- (212)--Alipore (401)--Bengal Govt. Press (403)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)---English (531)---l. Bengal. Legislative Council. Proceedings; official report. v.1-50; 1921-37 (601)---1. Bengal - Politics and government

-131-
search under
Bengal. Jails Dept. Administration report of jails of Bengal (740)

BENGAL. Police Dept. (110)--Report on the administration of police of the Lower Provinces, Bengal Presidency (210)
search under
Bengal. Police Dept. Report on the police administration in the Province of Bengal (740)


BENGAL. Police Dept. (110)--Report on the state of the police of the town of Calcutta (210)
search under

BENGAL. Provincial Cooperative Credit Conference (110)--Proceedings (210)
search under
Bengal. Cooperative Societies. Provincial Conference proceedings (740)

BENGAL. Registration Dept. (110)--1. Notes on the administration of the Registration Dept. in Bengal. 2. Report on the administration of the Registration Dept. in Bengal (210)
search under
Bengal. Registration Dept. Statistical returns with a brief note of the Registration Dept. in Bengal (740)

BENGAL. Registration Dept. (110)--Statistical returns with a brief note of the Registration Dept. in Bengal, 1867/68- <UCSD> (210)--Formerly: 1. Report on the administration of the Registration Dept. in Bengal, 1868/69-1888/88. 2. Notes on the
search under
The Calcutta gazette (740)

BENGAL (West). (110)--West Bengal civil list. no.282- 1948- <UCSD> (210)--Formerly: Bengal civil list. no.1-281: 1866-1946 (250)--
1. Half yearly civil list. 2. Quarterly civil list for the Lower Provinces (253)--Calcutta (401)--Alipore <OC> (451)--25-27cm.
(5011)--a (521)--Formerly: half yearly; quarterly <UCSD> (525)--
English (531)--1. Bengal (West). 2. Bengal (West) - Officials and employees - Directories (720)--JQ379.5.A43 (811)--51-25430
(821)--5150115 (826)--JQeIBCB86a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSD
(853)--PL480:no.295-305; 1961-73 (910)

BENGAL (West). (110)--Demands for grants of the Government of West Bengal (210)--Alipore (401)--Supt., Govt. Print., West Bengal
Govt. Press (403)--34cm. (5011)--Tables (5015)--a (521)--English
(531)--1. Budget - India - Bengal (West) (720)--HJ66.B353.B197
(811)--72-900269 (821)--0511-5116 (825)--5358447 (826)--
HJeIBA9uuua (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

BENGAL (West). (110)--Economic review, 1963/64- (210)--Vols. for
1963/64-1979/80 issued by the Finance Dept. of the Government of West Bengal <OC> (352)--Alipore (401)--Superintendent, Govt.
Print., West Bengal Govt. Press (403)--Rs.8.00 (490)--25cm.
(5011)--Illus. (col.) (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Vol. for
1968/69 reported as not published (540)--Some issues have a
statistical appendix <OC> (636)--1. Bengal (West) - Economic
conditions - Yearbooks. 2. Bengal (West) Economic policy -
Yearbooks (720)--I. Bengal (West). Finance Dept. (730)--
HC437.B43A53 (811)--330.954'14'005 (812)--SA67-2012 (821)--
0511-5272 (825)--1605664 (826)--HJeIBA964a (828)--ALC76 (852)--
NST NUC OC UCSWB (853)--PL480:1965/66- (910)

BENGAL (West). (110)--List of publications (210)--Alipore (401)--
Publications Branch, West Bengal Govt. Press (402)--25cm.
(5011)--Vols. for 1965-66 issued combined (503)--a (521)--
English (531)--Indian vernacular materials are listed in their
respective scripts (680)--1. Bengal (West) - Government
publications - Bibliography (720)--Z3207.B4A25 (811)--77-901306
(821)--5161199 (826)--23eIBA9uuua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--

BENGAL (West). (110)--Vote on account for expenditure of the State
of Bengal (210)--Alipore (401)--Supt., Govt. Print., West Bengal
Govt. press (403)--34cm. (5011)--1 (521)--English (531)--1.
Bengal (West) - Appropriations and expenditures (720)--
HJ66.B353B2 (811)--70-900271 (821)--0511-5132 (825)--5150097
(826)--HJeIBA9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--

BENGAL (West). Agriculture and Community Development Dept.
Planning Cell (110)--Agriculture production programme, West
Bengal (210)--Dept. of Agriculture and Community Development,
Govt. of West Bengal (305)--Calcutta (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus.

BENGAL (West). Bureau of Applied Economics and Statistics (110) -- District statistical hand book; Bankura (210) -- Hoogly (401) -- The Bureau (402) -- Rs. 8.00 (490) -- 13 cm. (5011) -- some numbers issued combined (503) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Bankura District, India -- Statistics -- Yearbooks (720) -- HA4587.B36D57 (811) -- 315.4'14 (812) -- 81-910341 (821) -- 8300857 (826) -- HAEIBH9uuu (828) -- NUC (852) -- OC (853)


BENGAL (West). Bureau of Applied Economics and Statistics (110) -- District statistical hand book; Jalpaiguri, 1970-- (210) -- Calcutta (401) -- The Bureau, Govt. of West Bengal (402) -- 15 cm. (5011) -- some volumes issued combined (503) -- a (irregular) (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Jalpaiguri, India (Dist.) -- Statistics -- Yearbooks. 2. Jalpaiguri, India (Dist.) -- Statistics (720) --
BENGAL (West). Bureau of Applied Economics and Statistics (110)--
District statistical hand book; Mada (210)--<Calcutta> (401)--
The Bureau (402)--1973/74: Rs.5.50 (490)--Some volumes issued
combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Mada, India (Dist.)
- Statistics - Yearbooks. 2. Mada, India (Dist.) - Statistics
- Collected works (720)--HA4587.M334W74 (811)--315.4'14 (812)--
915339 (821)--560245 (826)--HAeIBC9uaa (828)--ALC75 (852)--
NUC OC (853)--PL480:1973/74-- (910)

BENGAL (West). Bureau of Applied Economics and Statistics (110)--
Estimates of state income (210)
search under
state income and its regional differentials, West Bengal (740)

BENGAL (West). Bureau of Applied Economics and Statistics (110)--
Estimates of state income and its regional differentials, West
Bengal, 1951-<UCSD> (210)--Formerly: Estimates of state income
(250)--Calcutta (401)--31cm. (5011)--Volume for 1965 treated as
monograph (512)--u (521)--English (531)--l. Revenue - India -
Bengal (West) - Statistics (720)--Bengal (West). Bureau of
(740)--HJ2934.W37 (811)--336.02'5414 (812)--74-901256 (821)--
2491682 (826)--HJeIBC951u (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--
PL480:1965-69 (910)

BENGAL (West). Bureau of Applied Economics and Statistics (110)--
Hand book of state government undertakings in West Bengal,
1963/64- (210)--Formerly: Hand book of state government
undertakings. 1961/62-1962/63 (250)--Formerly issued by: State
Statistical Bureau of West Bengal Govt. 1961/62-1962/63 (352)--
Alipore (401)--The Bureau, Govt. of West Bengal (402)--34cm.
(5011)--some issues issued combined (503)--a (521)--English
(531)--l. Government business enterprises - Bengal (West), India
(720)--Bengal (West). State Statistical Bureau. Handbook of
state government undertakings (740)--HD4295.W4A35 (811)--338
<NST> ; 354.54'14092 <NUC> (812)--75-647343 (821)--0511-5469
(825)--2243655 (826)--HDeIBA961a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE CNLC
not available (910)

BENGAL (West). Bureau of Applied Economics and Statistics (110)--
Monthly statistical digest, West Bengal, 1948/49- (210)--
Formerly: Monthly statistical digest of West Bengal (250)--
<s.l.>;<Calcutta> (401)--The Author (402)--Rs.17.28 (490)--
31cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--
English (531)--Reported suspended 1970-74 (540)--Issues for
Jan./Mar.1975-- have no vol. numbering (571)--l. Bengal (West) -
Statistics (720)--I. Bengal (West). State Statistical Bureau
(730)--HA1728.B42A3 (811)--315.4'14 (812)--74-901030 (821)--
BENGAL (West). Bureau of Applied Economics and Statistics (110)—Statistical atlas of West Bengal, 1967—(210)—Calcutta (401)—The Bureau (402)—ceased (470)—29cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—u (521)—English (531)—l. Bengal (West) — Statistics (720)—HA1728.B42A5 (811)—315.4'14 (812)—72-177705 (821)—5163315 (826)—HAeIBC967u (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480:1967 (910)

BENGAL (West). Bureau of Applied Economics and Statistics (110)—Statistical handbook. v.1—1959—(210)—Formerly issued by the bureau under its earlier name: State Statistical Bureau <OC> (352)—<Calcutta> (401)—Alipore <NST> (451)—Rs.5.88 (490)—15cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—l. Bengal (West) — Statistics (720)—I. Bengal (West). State Statistical Bureau (730)—HA1728.B42A36 (811)—315.4'14 (812)—72-901943 (821)—0511-5493 (825)—1784103 (826)—HAeIBC959a (828)—ALC76 (852)—NST OC UCSWB UCSMP (853)—PL480:1969-74 (910)

BENGAL (West). Bureau of Applied Economics and Statistics (110)—Statistics of employment in local bodies in West Bengal, <1959/60—(210)—Formerly issued by the bureau under its earlier name: State Statistical Bureau, 1959/60—1962 (352)—Alipore (401)—Duplicating Section, West Bengal Govt. Press (403)—31-35cm. (5011)—u (521)—English (531)—Report year ends Mar.31 (620)—1. Local officials and employees — India — Bengal (West) — Statistics (720)—I. Bengal (West). State Statistical Bureau (730)—JS7025.W4A3 (811)—331.7'61'331795095414 (812)—71-925359 (821)—0511-5507 (825)—5161214 (826)—JSeIBA960u (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480:1964/65—(910)

BENGAL (West). Bureau of Educational and Psychological Research (110)—Bulletin (210)
search under
Bureau of Educational and Psychological Research, Calcutta.
Bulletin of the Bureau of Educational and Psychological Research <ALC76> (740)


BENGAL (West). Commerce and Industries Dept. (110)—A review of industrial growth in West Bengal (210)—Calcutta (401)—The Department, Govt. of West Bengal (402)—28cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—l. Bengal (West) — Industries — Periodicals (720)—HC437.W44R48 (811)—338.0954'14 (812)—81-910424 (821)—7860120 (826)—HCeIBC9uuu (828)—NUC (852)—OC (853)
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BENGAL (West). Dept. of Labour (110)--Annual report on the administration of payment of wages act, 1936, in West Bengal (210) search under
Bengal (West). Dept. of Labour. Report on the administration of the payment of wages act and the rules in the factories of West Bengal (740)

BENGAL (West). Dept. of Labour (110)--Annual report on the administration of the Factories act in West Bengal, <1953>-(210)--Reports for <1955-59, 1976> issued by the dept. under a variant name: Labour Dept. <OC> (352)--Alipore (401)--Supt., Govt. Printing, West Bengal Govt. Press (403)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--map (5014)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Factory laws and legislation - Bengal (West), India - Periodicals (720)--I. Bengal (West). Labour Dept. (730)--LAW (811)--354.54'140077 (812)--SA66-6552 (821)--6675307 (826)--UUEIBA95ua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UCSD (853)--PL480:1959-62; Report for 1960 not available (910)

BENGAL (West). Dept. of Labour (110)--Awards made by the tribunals, 1947- (210)--Alipore (401)--Superintendent, Govt. Printing, West Bengal Govt. Press <NUC> (403)--Reprints from Calcutta gazette <NUC> (463)--24-34cm. (5011)--g (521)--English (531)--1. Arbitration, Industrial - Bengal (West) - Cases (720)--Bengal (West). Labour Dept. (740)--Calcutta gazette (750)--331 (812)--SA68-10583 (821)--0508-3540 (825)--1641402 (826)--UUEIBA947q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC NST NUC OC UCSD (853)--PL480:June 1958-June 1969 (910)

BENGAL (West). Dept. of Labour (110)--Labour in West Bengal (210)--Formerly issued by: Labour Directorate. Statistics, Research and Publication Branch. <1959>?-1972 (352)--Calcutta (401)--26cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Labor and laboring classes - Bengal (West), India (720)--I. Bengal (West). Labour Directorate. Statistics, Research and Publication Branch (730)--HDeIBC951.5.W45 (811)--331.1'095414 (812)--74-903528 (821)--2240230 (826)--HDeIBC94ua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UCSD
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(853)--PL480:1967- (910)


BENGAL (West). Development and Planning Dept. (110)--Annual plan of West Bengal (210)--<Calcutta> (401)--The Department (402)--unpriced (490)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Bengal (West) -- Economic policy -- Statistics -- Collected works (720)--HC437.W44W46 (811)--338.954 '14' 00212 (812)--80-646982 (821)--7477997 (826)--HCeIBC97ua (828)--ALC79 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1976/77- (910)

BENGAL (West). Directorate of Agriculture (110)--Report, <1953/54-- <UCSD> (210)--Alipore (401)--West Bengal Govt. Press (403)--24cm. (5011)--tables (5015)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Agriculture -- India -- Bengal (West) (720)--S280.B3A3 (811)--SA64-2348 (821)--S2eIBA947a (828)--ALC76 (852)--MI NUC UCSD (853)--PL480:1956/57-1963/64 (910)

BENGAL (West). Directorate of Archaeology (110)--Bulletin of the Directorate of Archaeology, West Bengal. no.1- 1963-- (210)--Each number has also distinctive title <OC> (2302)--Alipore (401)--West Bengal Government Press (403)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--no.1-2 sent as monograph (512)--i (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Fresh Chandra Das Gupta <OC> (611)--1. Bengal (West) -- Antiquities (720)--I. Das Gupta, Paresh Chandra, ed. (730)--DS485.B493A3 (811)--571 (812)--SA64-8185 (821)--0511-5221 (825)--5156674 (826)--DSeIBA963i (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480:no.1-2 (910)

BENGAL (West). Directorate of Forests (110)--1. Report on forest research in West Bengal. 2. Report on wild life preservation in West Bengal (210)

search under
Bengal (West). Office of the Chief Conservator of Forests. Planning and Statistical Cell. 1. Annual report on forest research in West Bengal. 2. Annual report on wild life preservation in West Bengal (740)

BENGAL (West). Directorate of Labour (110)

search under
Bengal (West). Labour Directorate <AL> (740)
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BENGAL (West). Directorate of National Employment Service (110)—
Occupational pattern of employees in the private sector in West
Bengal (210)

BENGAL (West). Directorate of National Employment Service (110)—
Occupational pattern of employees in the public sector in West
Bengal (210)

BENGAL (West). Education Directorate (110)—Report on public
instruction in West Bengal, 1947/48—210)—Calcutta (401)—
Superintendent, Govt. Print., West Bengal Govt. Press (403)—
Alipore (451)—24-33cm. (5011)—Vols. for 1957/58-1963/64 sent
as monograph with LC no. 78-917437 (512)—a (521)—English
(531)—Continues: Bengal Education Dept. General report on
public instruction in Bengal <NUC>. 1842/43-1946/47 (601)—
Report for every fifth year included in its Quinquennial review
on the progress of education in Bengal (620)—Beginning with
1896/97 each fifth year report isquinquennial <OC> (680)—1.
Education-India-Bengal (West). 2. Education-India- Bengal
(720)—Bengal Education Dept. General report on public
instruction in Bengal (740)—L578.B52A32 (811)—56-33402 (821)—
L5eIBC873a (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC OC UCSWB UCSM (853)—
PL480:1955/56-1957/58 (Comb. issue)—1963/64 (910)

BENGAL (West). Excise Directorate (110)—Report on the
administration of the Excise Dept. in the State of West Bengal,
1946/47—<UCSWB> (210)—Formerly issued by: Bengal. Excise Dept.
1863/64-1945/46 (352)—Alipore (401)—West Bengal Govt. Press
(403)—25cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—1. Internal revenue
India—Bengal (West). 2. Bengal (West). Excise Dept. —
Yearbooks (720)—I. Bengal. Excise Dept. (730)—HJ5162.B42A3
(811)—336.2 (812)—SA64—59 (821)—0510-081X (825)—HJeIBA864a
(828)—ALC76 (852)—CNLC NUC (853)—PL480:1955/56-1956/57 (910)

BENGAL (West). Finance Dept. (110)—Civil budget estimates (210)

BENGAL (West). Finance Dept. (110)—Detailed civil budget
estimates (210)—Formerly: Civil budget estimates.
1922/23-1968/69 <UCSD> (250)—Formerly issued by: Bengal.
Finance Dept. 1922/23-1946/47 (352)—Alipore (401)—Govt. Press
(403)—34cm. (5011)—Issued in 2 parts (502)—a (521)—English
(531)—1. Budget—Bengal (West), India (720)—Bengal (West).
Finance Dept. Civil budget estimates (740)—HJ66.B353B224
(811)—73-929638 (821)—6170224 (826)—HJeIBA923a (828)—ALC76
(852)—OC UCSWB (853)—PL480:1962/63— (910)


BENGAL (West). High Court of Judicature. Administrative Dept. (110)--Chronological tables (210)--Formerly issued by: Bengal (West). High Court of Judicature. English Dept., -1973 (352)--Alipore (401)--Superintendent, Govt. Print., West Bengal Govt. Press (403)--26cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Holidays --Bengal (West) - Periodicals <OC> (720)--Bengal (West). High Court of Judicature. English Dept. Chronological tables (740)--347.9954142 (812)--75-904743 (821)--7135317 (826)--UEIBA9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1964-74 (910)

BENGAL (West). High Court of Judicature. English Dept. (110)--Chronological tables (210)
search under
Bengal (West). High Court of Judicature. Administrative Dept. Chronological tables (740)

BENGAL (West). Information and Public Relations Dept. (110)--Annual administration report, Govt. of West Bengal (210)--Calcutta (401)--The Department (402)--29cm. (5011)--Reports for 1972/73-1974/75 issued together (503)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Bengali (West) - Politics and government - Yearbooks (720)--I. Bengal (West). Dept. of Information and Public Relations (730)--JQ379.5.AIW47 (811)--354.54'140005 (812)--77-912447 (821)--5145995 (826)--JQeIBC9uua (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

BENGAL (West). Labour Dept. (110)
search under
Bengal (West). Dept. of Labour (750)

BENGAL (West). Labour Directorate (110)--West Bengal labour year book. v.1- 1957-<NST> (210)--Alipore (401)--The Author (402)--Reported ceased (470)--a (521)--English (531)--331 (812)--SA64-5750 (821)--0510-0917 (825)--1770972 (826)--UEIBA957a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC UCSWB (853)--PL480: 1959 (910)


BENGAL (West). Labour Directorate. Statistics Research and Publication Branch (110)--Labour in West Bengal (210)
search under
Bengal (West). Dept. of Labour. Labour in West Bengal (740)

BENGAL (West). Laws, Statutes, etc. (110)--Acts and ordinances (210)
search under
Bengal (West). Laws, statutes, etc. West Bengal acts and ordinances <ALC76> (740)
BENGAL (West). Laws, statutes, etc. (110)—West Bengal Acts and ordinances (210)—At head of title: Legislative Dept. (308)—Alipore (401)—Superintendent, Govt. Printing (403)—a (521)—English (531)—l. Law—Bengal (West) (720)—West Bengal acts and notifications (740)—KT1922.2.A3 (811)—347 (812)—74-902707 (821)—501-0844 (825)—1769622 (826)—KTeIBA9uu (828)—ALC76 (852)—NST OC (853)—PL480:1961-70 (910)

BENGAL (West). Legislative Assembly (110)—Assembly proceedings; official report. v.1—1947—<NST> (210)—nsv.1—Feb.1950—(290)—Alipore (401)—West Bengal Govt. Press (403)—25cm. (501)—1 (521)—English, Hindi (534)—l. Bengal (West)—Politics and government (720)—J529.5.H47 (811)—328 (812)—55—43346 (821)—511—537X (825)—6504248 (826)—J5beIBA947i (828)—ALC76 (852)—MI NST OC UCSWB (853)—PL480:v.20—v.53(3); June 3/14, 1958—July 29—Aug.11, 1972 (910)

BENGAL (West). Legislative Assembly (110)—List of members, 1950—(210)—Calcutta (401)—Superintendent, Govt. Printing (403)—Alipore <OC> (451)—1 (521)—English (531)—328 (812)—56-25360 (821)—511—5388 (825)—1680882 (826)—UueIBC950i (828)—ALC76 (852)—NST OC (853)—PL480:4th—7th assembly; 1965—75 (910)

BENGAL (West). Legislative Assembly (110)—Who’s who, West Bengal Legislative Assembly (210)—West Bengal Legislative Assembly Secretariat (305)—Calcutta (401)—19cm. (501)—1 (521)—English (531)—l. Bengal (West) Legislative Assembly—Biography (720)—328.5414 (812)—SA63—2411 (821)—8043684 (826)—UueIBC9uu (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480:1969 (910)


BENGAL (West). Legislative Council (110)—Council debates; official report. 1st session—June 1952—(210)—Alipore (401)—26cm. (501)—1 (521)—Bengali, English (534)—l. Bengal (West)—Politics and government (720)—J529.5.J2 (811)—501—540X (825)—5150101 (826)—J5eIBA952i (828)—OC (852)—MI UCSD (853)

BENGAL (West). Legislative Council (110)—List of members (210)—Calcutta (401)—25cm. (501)—1 (521)—English (531)—l. Bengal (West)—Legislature—Registers (720)—JQ379.S.A432 (811)—SA66—4599 (821)—JQeIBC9uu (828)—ALC75 (852)—UC (853)—PL480:1961 (910)
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BENGAL (West). Legislative Dept. (110)--Quarterly legislation recorder. no.1- 1951- UCSD>; 1949 OC (210)--Alipore (401)--West Bengal Govt. Press (403)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Indexes: no.1-24; 1949-54 with no.21-24; no.25-48; 1955-66, lv. OC (651)--Contains material from the Calcutta gazette relating to West Bengal OC (680)--1. Bengal (West) - Politics and government. 2. Bengal (West) - Constitutional law (720)--I. Bengal (West). Laws, statutes, etc. (730)--Calcutta gazette (750)--57-46344 (821)--1769625 (826)--UUEIBA949q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC OC UCSD (853)--PL480: no.48-77; Oct./Dec.1960-Jan./Mar.1968 (910)

BENGAL (West). Legislative Dept. (110)--West Bengal acts and ordinances (210) search under Bengal (West). Laws, statutes, etc. West Bengal acts and ordinances <ALC76> (740)


BENGAL (West). Registrar of Cooperative Societies (110)--Annual report on the working of cooperative societies in the state of West Bengal (210) search under Bengal (West). Cooperative Directorate. Annual report on the working of cooperative societies in the state of West Bengal <ALC76> (740)
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BENGAL (West). State Statistical Bureau (110)--Hand book of state government undertakings (210)
search under

BENGAL (West). State Statistical Bureau (110)
search under


BENGAL (West). State Statistical Bureau (110)--Statistical handbook (210)
search under

BENGAL (West). State Statistical Bureau (110)--Statistics of employment in local bodies, West Bengal (210)
BOUQUET B

BENGAL agricultural journal.

search under

BENGAL (West). Tribal Welfare Dept. (110)--Annual administration report (210)

search under
Bengal (West). Scheduled Castes and Tribes Welfare Dept. Progress, Statistics, and Coordination Cell. Administration report <AL> (740)

BENGAL (West). Tribal Welfare Dept. Cultural Research Institute (110)

search under
Cultural Research Institute <ALC76 NST> (740)

BENGAL: past and present; (210)--Journal of the Calcutta Historical Society. v.1- July 1907- (212)--Published by: Calcutta Historical Society <ULS> (305)--Calcutta (401)--Narendra Krishna Sinha <CIPE> (402)--33/1 Amherst Street, Calcutta--700009 (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--26 cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--maps (5014)--some numbers issued combined (503)--f (521)--irregular, 1908-11; 3 numbers a year, 1914-1974 (525)--English (531)--Suspended: July 1911-Dec.1913 (540)--Ed.: Narendra Krishna Sinha <CIPE> (611)--Issues supplements (631)--Cumulative index: v.1-8; 1907-14; 1914-1919 (651)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <CIPE> (654)--Indian and Asian history (680)--1. Calcutta - History - Societies. 2. Bengal - History - Periodicals (720)--I. Calcutta Historical Society (730)--DS486.C2B5 (811)--09-29130 (821)--1774246 (826)--DS6eIBC907f (828)--ALC76 (852)--BUCEO CIPE IOL NLC NUC OC UCD ULS (853)--PL480:v.81, Jan./June 1962- (910)

BENGAL, Bihar and Orissa. (110)--Regulations. v.1-1793- (210)--Calcutta (401)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC793u (828)--IOL (852)--IOL holdings:v.1-7; 1793-1816 (920)

BENGAL, Bihar and Orissa cooperative journal (210)

search under
Bengal cooperative journal <IOL ULS> (740)

BENGAL Agricultural Intelligence Club, Dacca (110)--Proceedings and transactions. v.1-2; 1923-24 (210)--Dacca (401)--ceased (470)--26 cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--tables (5015)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Agriculture - India - Bengal (720)--S280.B46 (811)--S2eIBD923u (828)--ULS (852)--NUC (853)

BENGAL almanac. v.1-3; 1834, 1845, 1850 <NUC> (210)--Comp.: Samuel Smith & Co. (301)--Calcutta (401)--Hurkaru & Chronicle Press (403)--19cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1834 and 1845 with a companion and appendix <NUC> (636)--H269.09 (811)--H2eIBC834a (828)--NLC (852)--IOL NUC (853)

THE BENGAL and Agra annual guide and gazetteer for Calcutta. 1st-18 - (210)--Calcutta (401)--W. Rushton & Co. (402)--3rd ed. equals 1841 A.D. (462)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--maps (5014)--Microfilm available from the University of Missouri - Columbia, MO (5041)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Bengal - Description and travel - Gazetteers (720)--DS#85.B4B4 (811)--05-7872 <OC> (821)--DS#IBC84a (828)--NUC (852)--OC UMC (853)

BENGAL and Agra directory and annual register. v.1- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Samuel Smith & Co. (402)--19.5cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--UUeIBCuuui (828)--NLC (852)

BENGAL Catholic expositor (210)
search under
The Bengal Catholic herald (740)

THE BENGAL Catholic herald. v.1- 1841- (210)--nsv.3- ; July 1858-Nov.12, 1864 <BUCOP> (290)--Calcutta (401)--Bengal Catholic Orphan Press (402)--w (521)--English (531)--Numbering is irregular <BUCOP> (571)--Continues: Bengal Catholic expositor, 1839-41 (601)--Bengal Catholic expositor (740)--UUeIBC839w (828)--IOL (852)--BUCOP NUC (853)

BENGAL Chamber of Commerce (110)--Report (210)
search under
Bengal Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Half-yearly report of the Committee of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce (740)


BENGAL chronicle. v.1- 1826- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Samuel Smith and Co. (402)--29.5cm. (5011)--z (521)--English (531)--Also contains sections under caption: Asiatic news; European intelligence (620)--UUeIBC826z (828)--NLC (852)

BENGAL cooperative journal. v.4- July 1918- (210)--Formerly: Bengal, Bihar and Orissa cooperative journal. v.1-3; 1915-18 (250)--Calcutta (401)--The Bengal Cooperative Alliance (402)--ceased <UCD> (470)--23.5cm. (5011)--plates (5013)--charts (5016)--q (521)--English (531)--The Bengal, Bihar and Orissa
BOUQUET B

THE BENGAL directory (210)
search under
Thacker's Indian directory and the world trade (740)

BENGAL directory and... quarterly register <for 18..> (210)--
Calcutta (401)--Samuel, Smith and Co. (402)--19.5cm. (5011)--q
(521)--English (531)--UUEIBC915q (828)--NLC (852)

BENGAL directory and annual register <for ....>. v.1- (210)--
Formerly:...Bengal directory and general register (250)--
Calcutta (401)--Samuel Smith and Co. (402)--23cm. (5011)--maps
(5014)--tables (5015)--a (521)--English (531)--Bengal directory
and general register (740)--8574147 (826)--UUEIBC8uuu (828)--NLC
(852)--OC (853)

BENGAL directory and general register (210)
search under
Bengal directory and annual register (740)

BENGAL economic journal. v.1-2; Apr.1916-Sept.1918 (210)--Bengal
Economic Association (305)--Calcutta (401)--ceased <ULS> (470)--
u (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC916u (828)--UCB (852)--UCK UCTN
ULS (853)

BENGAL educational journal. v.1- 1912- (210)--Calcutta (401)--
ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC912u (828)--UCB
(852)--IOL (853)

THE BENGAL herald or weekly intelligencer.v.1- 1829- (210)--
Calcutta (401)--47cm. (5011)--w (521)--English (531)--
Incorporates: The Oriental observer, and Calcutta literary
gazette (6032)--Ed.: Robert Montgomery Martin and Neil Rutton
Haldar (611)--1. Calcutta literary gazette. 2. Oriental observer
(750)--UUEIBC829w (828)--NLC (852)

BENGAL hurkaru (210)
search under
Bengal hurkaru and the Indian gazette (740)

BENGAL hurkaru and the chronicle (210)
search under
India gazette (740)

BENGAL hurkaru and the Indian gazette. v.1- ; 1798-1883 (210)--
Formerly: Bengal hurkaru (250)--Calcutta (401)--49.5cm. (5011)--
d (521)--English (531)--Incorporated into: India gazette
wef.1884 (6042) --Established by: Charles Maclean (614)--Bengal
hurkaru (740)--India gazette (750)--UUEIBC798d (828)--NLC (852)

THE BENGAL law reports of decisions of the High Court at Fort
William (civil and criminal) in its original and appellate
jurisdictions...v.1-15; 1868-1875 (210)--Calcutta (401)--
Printed and published for the Bengal Council of Law Reporting by
Thacker, Spink & Co. (402)--23-25cm. (5011)--u (521)--English
(531)--Eds.: v.1, 5-6 edited by L.A. Goodeve. v.2 and 4 by L.A.
Goodeve and J.V. Woodman. v.3 by Herbert Cowell. v.11 by L.A.
Goodeve and J.V. Woodman. v.12-15 by J.V. Woodman (611)--v.6-9
include also acts of the Supreme Council; v.6-8 include acts of
the Bengal Council (620)--1. Law reports, digests, etc. - India.
2. Law reports, digests, etc. - Bengal (720)--I. Bengal. High
Court of Judicature. II. India. Laws, statutes, etc. III. Gt.
Brit. Privy Council. IV. Bengal. Board of Revenue. V. Goodeve,
Louis Arthur, 1841-1888, ed. VI. Cowell, Herbert, ed. VII.
Woodman, J.V., ed. (730)--05-26207 (821)--7532538 (826)--
U8eIBC868u (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

BENGAL Library Association (110)--Annual report, 1937- (210)--
Formerly: 1. Report on the working of the Association and
statistical return of libraries. 2. Report on the working of the
Association, 1936 (250)--Calcutta (401)--19-22cm. (5011)--ports.
(5013)--a (521)--English (531)--I. Libraries - India (720)--
Bengal Library Association. 1. Report on the working of the
Association and statistical return of libraries. 2. Report on the
working of the Association, 1936 (740)--2673.B4R6 (811)--
020.623 (812)--39-15616 (821)--26eIBC937a (828)--AL (852)--CNLC
NUC (853)

BENGAL Library Association (110)--Bulletin. v.1- June/Dec.1937-
(210)--Calcutta (401)--ceased <UCB> (470)--18cm. (5011)--plates
(5013)--u (521)--Bengali, English (534)--Suspended, 1941-45
(540)--v.5 dated 1941-46 (573)--Ed.: Biharranjan Ray, 1937-
(611)--1. Library associations - India (720)--Z673.B46 (811)--
020.623 (812)--Z6beIBC937u (828)--ULS (852)--NUC (853)

BENGAL Millowners' Association (110)--Report of the Committee.
1st- 19 - (210)--Calcutta (401)--22cm. (5011)--a (521)--English
(531)--1. Textile industry and fabrics - Bengal (West) (720)--
HD9866.I63B393 (811)--76-902536 (821)--HDeIBC9uu (828)--ALC76
(852)--NUC UCSWB UCSDB (853)--PL480:1964-74 (910)

BENGAL monthly sporting magazine (210)
search under
Bengal sporting and general magazine (740)

BENGAL motion picture diary and general information (210)
search under
Indian motion picture almanac (740)

BENGAL Nagpur railway magazine. v.1- 1923- (210)--some volumes
published as: Indian labour journal (230)--Sponsored by: Bengal
Nagpur Railway, Indian Labour Union (306)--Calcutta (401)--
Nagpur (451)--ceased (470)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports.
(5013)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Railroads - Employees -
Periodicals. 2. Railroads - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Bengal
Nagpur Railway Company, Ltd. (730)--Indian labour journal
BENGAL sporting

Bengali in parallel columns (534) -- UUeIBC842m (828) -- NLC (852)

BENGAL sporting and general magazine. v.1-2l(nos.1-122); 1833-Dec. 1843 (210) -- Formerly: Bengal monthly sporting magazine; Bengal sporting magazine <ULS> (250) -- nsv.1-2; 1845 (290) -- Calcutta (401) -- W. Rushton (402) -- ceased (470) -- 22cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- plates (5013) -- maps (5014) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Succeeds: Oriental sporting magazine. v.1-2; June 1828--June 1833 (601) -- Succeeded by: India sporting review w/e Mar.1845 (602) -- 1. Sports - India - Periodicals (720) -- 1. Bengal monthly sporting magazine. 2. Bengal sporting magazine (740) -- 1. Oriental sporting magazine. 2. India sporting review (750) -- GV56. B4 (811) -- 58-54484 (821) -- GVeIBC933m (828) -- NUC (852) -- BUCOP ULS (853)

THE BENGALI sporting magazine (210)

search under

The Bengal sporting and general magazine <ULS> (740)

BENGALI weekly. v.1- Nov.7, 1938 - (210) -- Calcutta (401) -- Govt. of Bengal (402) -- 29-45cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- ports. (5013) -- maps (5014) -- w (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Bengal - Politics and government - Periodicals (720) -- DS485. B39B4 (811) -- 052 (812) -- 49-56078 (821) -- DSeIBC938w (828) -- ULS (852) -- NUC (853)

THE BENGALI. v.1- 1862- (210) -- Calcutta (401) -- 43cm. (5011) -- Available on microfilm from LC Photoduplication Service (5041) -- d (521) -- weekly, 1862-97 (525) -- English (531) -- Absorbed by: The Star of India (6041) -- Ed.: Girish Chandra Ghosh (611) -- Founder: Surendranath Banerjee (614) -- The Star of India (750) -- UUeIBC862d (828) -- NLC (852) -- NUC (853)

BENGALI international. v.1- 1972- (210) -- Calcutta (401) -- Chhandita Prakashani <CIPE> (402) -- 107/2 Raja Rammohan Sarani, Calcutta-700009 <CIPE> (480) -- Rs.15.00 (490) -- b (521) -- English (531) -- Anthology of poetry (680) -- 72-902661 (821) -- 1519519 (826) -- UUeIBC972b (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE OC (853) -- PL480: no.2-5; Apr./May 1972-Jul/Aug.1972 (910)

BENGALI literature. v.1- May 1966- (210) -- Calcutta (401) -- Ashish Sanyal <CIPE> (402) -- 58 Bidhan Palli, Jadavpur, Calcutta-700032 (480) -- Rs.8.00 (490) -- 25cm. (5011) -- some numbers issued combined (503) -- q (521) -- English (531) -- v.2(4) reported as not published (540) -- Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <CIPE> (654) -- Introduction of Bengali literature and culture to non-Bengalis (680) -- 1. Bengali literature - Translations into English - Periodicals. 2. English literature - Translations from foreign literature - Periodicals <OC> (720) -- AP8. B43 (811) -- 891.1 (812) -- SA67-3454 (821) -- 0005-8815 (825) -- 1774247 (826) -- APeIBC966q (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE NST NUC OC (853) -- PL480: v.1-3(2/3); May 1966-Aug.1969 (910)

BEPI; (210) -- a bibliography of English publications in India. v.1-1976- (212) -- Delhi (401) -- D.K.F. Trust (402) -- 74-D Anand Nagar,
BOUQUET B

Delhi <CIPE> (480)--28cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--An integrated author-title-subject index to scholarly and significant publications of the year (680)--1. English imprints - India - Periodicals. 2. India - Imprints - Periodicals (720)--Z3201.B18 (811)--015.54 (812)--77-912608 (821)--3682963 (826)--Z3eID976a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480:1976-- (910)

BERHAMPUR University (110)--Journal of the Berhampur University. v.1- Dec.1974- (210)--Berhampur (401)--The University (402)--Bhanja Bihar, Berhampur-760007, Orissa (480)--25cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--LG169.O72A32 (811)--052 (812)--76-913534 (821)--3494139 (826)--LGeI0B974u (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480:v.1, 1974- (910)

BERHAMPUR University (110)--Magazine, Post Graduate Departments. Berhampur University (210)
search under
Berhampur University. P.G. Department's magazine, Berhampur University <ALC78> (740)

BERHAMPUR University (110)--P.G. Department's magazine, Berhampur University. 1974/75-1975/76- (210)--Cover title: Magazine, Post-Graduate Dept., Berhampur University (2304)--Berhampur (401)--Bhanja Bihar, Berhampur-760007, Orissa (480)--vols. for 1974/75-1975/76 issued together (503)--a (521)--English, Oriya (534)--Berhampur University. Magazine, Post-Graduate Dept., Berhampur University (740)--UUe0I0B976a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE (853)--PL480:1974/75-1975/76- (910)

BHAGALPUR University (110)--Journal. v.1- Sept.1965- (210)--
Bhagalpur (401)--25cm. (5011)--issued in 4 parts (502)--t (521)--quarterly, 1965-75 <UMC> (525)--English, Hindi (534)--Contains 4 parts. Pt.1: Humanities; Pt.2: Social Sciences; Pt.3: Natural Sciences; Pt.4: Technology (620)--AS472.B4814 (811)--73-920926 (821)--1587615 (826)--ASheU8965g (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE PiH OC UMC (853)--PL480: Humanities: v.1-6(2); Sept.1965-Mar.1973; Social Sc.: v.1-7 (3); Sept.1965-Feb.1974; Natural Sc.: v.1-5(1); Sept.1965-72 (910)

BHAGAVANA sandesa. v.1- 1971- (210)--Nai Dilli (401)--ceased (470)--Madhulikiv-63, Greater Kailash-I, New Delhi-110048 (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed. : Banarsi Lal Dhinra (611)--Hindu religion (680)--UUHIND97lm (828)--PiI75 (852)--ALC76 (853)--PL480:Oct.1972-Sept.1975 (910)
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India, Bikaner House, New Delhi (480)—Rs.7.00 (490)—27-29cm.
(5011)—illus. (5012)—ports. (5013)—some numbers issued
combined (503)—q (521)—monthly: June 1954-Dec.1962 (525)—
English (531)—Jan.1963 issue called v.9, no.7 but constitutes
v.10, no.1 <NUC> (575)—Ed.: M.S. Ramachander (611)—Supplements
accompany some numbers (631)—Indexes: vols. 1-10; 1954-63, lv.
(651)—Indexed in: Ind. Sc. abstr.; Index India; RZ (654)—
Describes the adventures of developing Indian water and power
resources (680)—1. Irrigation — India — Periodicals. 2. Water
power — India — Periodicals (720)—I. India. Central Water and
Power Commission. II. India. Ministry of Irrigation and Power
(730)—TC903.B5 (811)—627.05 (812)—SA66-7750 rev. (821)—
1774248 (826)—TChIN954q (828)—CIPE (852)—ALC76 NST NUC OC
UCD (853)—PL480:v.8(12), June 1962— (910)

BHAGWAN sandesh (210)
search under
Bhagavan sandesa (740)

BHAKTI bhagiratha. v.1- 1961– (210)—Ahmedabad (401)—B.B. Saran
(402)—Ranchodji Mandir, Asarva Chakla, Ahmedabad, Gujarat
(480)—Rs.6.00 (490)—m (521)—Gujarati, Hindi (534)—Ed.: B.B.
Saran (611)—Religion and philosophy (680)—BLghIGA96lm (828)—
Pi775 (852)—IPiP (853)

BHANDARKAR Institute (110)—Annals (210)
search under
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona. Annals <PiH>
(740)

BHANDARKAR Oriental Research Institute, Poona (110)—Annals of the
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute. v.1- 1918/ 20— <PiH>
(210)—Poona (401)—The Institute (402)—The Secretary,
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona-411004,
Maharashtra (480)—Rs.30.00 (490)—24cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—
ports. (5013)—diagrams. (5017)—some numbers issued combined
(503)—Available on microfilm from International Documentation
Centre, Tumba, Sweden (5041)—q (521)—English, Sanskrit (534)—
Eds.: R.N. Dandekar and G.D. Bhatt <CIPE> (611)—v.48-49 issued
as its Golden Jubilee volume, 1917-67 <OC> (640)—Cumulative
index: v.1-21, 1918/20 with v.21; v.22-33, 1941-52 in lv.
<OC> (651)—Its report for 1918/19-1921/22 bound with vol. for
1918/20-1921/22 (661)—1. Indo-Aryan philology — Societies. 2.
India — History (720)—PK101.B6 (811)—25-6272 rev. (821)—
PKeSamMR929q (828)—ALC76 (852)—IONL NST NUC OC PiH UCD ULS
(853)—PL480:v.41, pts.1/4, 1960— (910)

BHANGIMA. v.1—19 — (210)—Gorakhapura (401)—m (521)—Hindi
(532)—Essays, poems, short stories, etc. (680)—UUHUG9uum
(828)—ALC76 (852)

BHARAT Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta (110)—Newsletter. v.1— 1954—
<UCD> (210)—Calcutta (401)—Sailendra Nath Chatterjee (402)—
Old Court House Street, Calcutta-700001 (480)—Rs.6.00 (490)—
BOUQUET B

23.3cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Sailendra Nath Chatterjee (611)--Indian industry, labour, trade and taxation act (680)--HFeBC954m (828)--NST (852)--CIPE NUC Pi175 UCD (853)


BHARAT Jyoti (210)
search under
Free press journal <ALC76> (740)

BHARAT Kala Bhawan, Varanasi (110)--Kala-nidhi (210)
search under
Kala-nidhi <PiH> (740)

BHARAT Krishak Samaj (110)--Yearbook. v.1- 1964- (210)--New Delhi (401)--A-1 Nizamuddin West, New Delhi-110013 (480)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--a (521)--English (531)--Some volumes reported as not published (940)--Yearbook of agriculture (680)--1 Agriculture - Addresses, essays, lectures. 2. Agriculture - India (720)--S19.B45 (811)--630 (812)--SA65-5218 (821)--0067-6454 (825)--1519697 (826)--S1eIDN964a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE CNLC NST NUC OC UCSK (853)--PL480:1972- (910)

BHARAT MAGAZINE (210)--Central Publicity Bureau, Dalmia-Jain Enterprises (305)--Delhi (401)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)--u (521)--English (531)--I. Central Publicity Bureau. Dalmia-Jain Enterprises (730)--AP8.B48 (811)--SA63-1348 (821)--APeID9uuu (828)--NUC (852)

BHARAT Mata (210)
search under
Bharata mata (740)

BHARAT Ophthalmic Glass Limited (110)--Annual report, Bharat Ophthalmic Glass Limited. 1st- 1972/73- (210)--Durgapur (401)--The Author (402)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar.31 (620)--I. Bharat Ophthalmic Glass Limited - Yearbooks (720)--HD99999.O64B53 (811)--338.768'142 (812)--74-904064 (821)--2240252 (826)--HDeIBiD973a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1972/73- (910)

BHARAT Petroleum Corporation (110)--Annual report, Bharat Petroleum Corporation. v.1- 19 - (210)--Bombay (401)--The Corporation (402)--Bharat Bhavan, 4-6 Currimbhoy Road, Ballard Estate, Bombay-400038 (480)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Bharat Petroleum Corporation - Yearbooks (720)--
BHARAT protiva.          T U L I P
HD9576.I44B472 (811)--354.540082'388'06 (812)--79-915137 (821)--
7243370 (826)--HDeIMtB9uaa (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)

BHARAT protiva. v.1- Dec.1976- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Sunil Kumar
Nag (402)--32/1 Chandi Ghose Road, Calcutta-700040 (480)--
Rs.20.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English
(531)--A monthly journal devoted to integration and propagation
of Indian culture (680)--DS423.B4517 (811)--954'.005 (812)--
77-912244 (821)--3253115 (826)--DSeIBC976m (828)--ALC78 (852)--
CIPE OC (853)--PL480:v.1, 1976- (910)

BHARAT Pumps and Compressors Limited (110)--Annual report and
accounts, Bharat Pumps & Compressors Limited. 1st- 1970/71-
(210)--Allahabad (401)--10/16 Hashimpur Road, Allahabad, UP
(480)--27cm. (5011)--a (521)--English, Hindi (534)--1. Bharat
Pumps & Compressors, Limited - Yearbooks (720)--HD9705.I44B46
(811)--354.54'008242 (812)--74-900377 (821)--1797687 (826)--
HDeHuUA971a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UCMt (853)--
PL480:1970/71- (910)

BHARAT scouts and guides. v.1- 1957- (210)--New Delhi (401)--
National Headquarters, Bharat Scouts and Guides, 16 Ring Road,
Indraprastha Estate, New Delhi-110001 (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--m; e
<IPip> (521)--English (531)--Ed.:Sunil K. Das (611)--Articles
etc. relating to scouting and guiding (680)--UUEIDN957m (828)--
CIPE (852)--IPIP UCD (853)

BHARAT sevak. v.1- 1953- <UCD> (210)--Organ of Bharat Sevak Samaj
<OC> (307)--New Delhi (401)--Shri C.B. Sharma (402)--31cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended with
v.13(6), Aug.1966 (540)--Voluntary social service (680)--l.
India - Economic policy - Periodicals. 2. India - Social
conditions - Periodicals (720)--1. Bharat Sevak Samaj (730)--
HN681.B5 (811)--SA62-258 (821)--1623570 (826)--HNEIDN953m
(828)--AL (852)--NST NUC OC UCD (853)--PL480:v.9(3/4)-13(6);

BHARAT Sevak Samaj (110)--Progress report. v.1- 1955- <CNLC>
(210)--Issue for 1964/65-1965/66 has title: Slum welfare work
<OC> (270)--New Delhi (401)--26cm. (5011)--maps (5014)--some
issues combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Volunteer
workers in social service - India <NUC> (720)--Bharat Sevak
Samaj. Slum welfare work (740)--HV392.B4 (811)--309.1 (812)--
72-902673 (821)--0525-3667 (825)--1645142 (826)--HVSEIDN955a
(828)--AL (852)--CNLC NST NUC UCM (853)--PL480:1963/65 (comb.
issue)-- (910)

BHARAT Sevak Samaj (110)--Slum welfare work (210)
search under
Bharat Sevak Samaj. Progress report (740)

BHARAT vani (210)
search under
Bharatavani <ALC76> (740)
BOUQUET B

BHARAT year book. v.1- 1952- (210)--Delhi (401)--Malhotra Brothers (402)--Price varies <IP1P> (490)--19cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. India - Directories. 2. India - History - Yearbooks (720)--DS405.845 (811)--915.4 (812)--52-43594 (821)--0409-2988 (825)--1642784 (826)--DSeIDD952a (828)--NST (852)--CNLC IOL IP1P NUC OC UCKS (853)

BHARATA. v.1- 1933--<HPP> (210)--Monday ed. has title: Saptahika bhurata (270)--Ilahabada (401)--Nyujapepars Limiteda; B.R. Mehta <PI75> (402)--3 Leader Road, Allahabad, UP (480)--Rs.65.00 (490)--Issues for Jan.1-Aug.31, 1966 available on microfilm from LC Photo duplication Service (5041)--d (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: M.D. Sharma (611)--Founded by: Late C.Y. Cintaman <HPP> (614)--News and current affairs (680)--UUHUAL933d (828)--ALC76 (852)--HPP IP1P PI75 UCR (853)--PL480:v.29(47), Jan.1, 1962-- (910)

BHARATA dharma; (210)--a magazine of liberal Hinduism. v.1- 1922- (212)--Bharata Samaj (305)--Official organ of the Bharat Samaj (307)--Madras (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Hinduism - Periodicals (720)--I. Bharata Samaj (730)--BL1100.B453 (811)--54-54634 (821)--BLeITM922m (828)--BUdOP (852)--IOL NUC ULS (853)

BHARATA Itihasa Samshodhaka Mandala (110)--Quarterly (210)

search under
Bharata Itihasa Samshodhaka Mandala. Traimasika (740)

BHARATA Itihasa Samshodhaka Mandala (110)--Traimasika. v.1- 1920-<UCD> (210)--Alternative title: Quarterly (2303)--Pune (401)--Secretary, Bharata Itihasa Samshodhaka Mandala, 1321 Sadasiv Peth, Poona-411030, Maharashtra <CIPE> (480)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English, Marathi, Sanskrit (534)--Ed.: M.S. Mati <CIPE> (611)--Indian history (680)--1. India - History - Sources - Periodicals (720)--Bharata Itihasa Samshodhaka Mandala. Quarterly (740)--DS403.B5 (811)--SA68-18863 (821)--1774250 (826)--DSemsIMt920q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC UCD (853)--PL480:v.46(1/4)-v.53(1/2); 1968-75 (910)

BHARATA manisha quarterly; (210)--journal of Indological and oriental studies. v.1- Apr.1975- (212)--Varanasi (401)--Bharata Manisha (402)--M/S Bharata Manisha, D-28/171 Pande Haveli, Varanasi-221001, UP <CIPE> (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--q (521)--English, Sanskrit (534)--Ed.:J.D. Bhattacharya (611)--Indexes (651)--Index: Index India; Praci jyoti (654)--1. India - Civilization - Periodicals (720)--DS423.B4525 (811)--954.005 (812)--75-907317 (821)--2310523 (826)--DSeIIUV975q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480:v.2, Apr.1976-- (910)

BHARATA mata. v.1- 1951- (210)--Bombay (401)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Bharat mata (740)--UUH1MT951m (828)--PIH (852)
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BANARAS vanci.

THE BANARAS varsha. v.1- Apr.1973- (210)--Journal of the Indian Institute for National Integration (307)--Cuttack (401)--The Institute (402)--Tulsipur, Cuttack-753009, Orissa <CIPE> (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--q (irregular) (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Ramahari Mishra <CIPE> (611)--Devoted to propagation of national integration (680)--I. India - Social conditions - 1947- - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Institute for National Integration <OC> (730)--HN681.B53 (811)--309.1'54'04 (812)--75-900067 (821)--0304-9116 (825)--2245562 (826)--HNeIOC973q (828)--ALC80 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480:v.1, 1973- (910)

BHARATASRIH. v.1- 19- (210)--"Parishad patrika, traimasika" (307)--Prayaga (401)--Bharati Parishad (402)--ceased (470)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--Sanskrit (533)--On Indic philosophy (680)--I. Philosophy, Indic - Periodicals (720)--I. Bharati Parishad, Allahabad (730)--BI30.B46 (811)--78-914605 (821)--6524988 (826)--BisIUA19uq (828)--ALC79 (852)--NOC OC (853)--PL480:Jan./Mar.1976- (910)

BHARATAVANI. v.1- 1955- <PII75> (210)--Other title: Bharat vanci (2303)--Karnataka Prantiya Hindi Pracara Sabha, Dharvada ki masika patrika (307)--Dharavada (401)--A. V. Kowdi <PII75> (402)--K.P. Hindi Prachar Sabha, P.O. Box 12, Dharwar, Karnataka (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--Hindi, Kannada (534)--Ed.: P.N. Bhattatiri (611)--Essays, poems, short stories, etc. (680)--X5-905402 (822)--PKhiIKD955m (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP PII75 (853)--PL480:v.19(1/2)-21; Apr./May 1974-Mar.1977 (910)

BHARATI. v.1- 1950- (210)--Sanskrit Prachar Parishad <PIH> (305)--Jayapuram (401)--Jai Bahadur Singh (402)--Bharati Bhawan, Gopalji ka Rasta, Jaipur, Rajasthan (480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--Sanskrit (533)--Ed.: Dina Nath Trivedi <PII75> (611)--Sanskrit literature, Hindu philosophy, and Indian culture (680)--I. Sanskrit Prachar Parishad (730)--Sanskrit Prachar Parishad. Bharati (740)--APB.3B45 (811)--74-928462 (821)--APsIRJ950m (828)--ALC76 (852)--NOC OC PIH PII75 (853)--PL480:v.22-25(1); Oct./Nov.1971-Nov. 1974 (910)

BHARATI <Bhubaneswar> (210)--Utkal University journal, Humanities. v.1- 1967- <UCD> (212)--Bhubaneswar (401)--Professor, Utkal University <sic> (402)--Vani Vihar, Bhubaneswar, Orissa (480)--$2.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--f (521)--English, Oriya, Sanskrit (534)--Ed.: Professor, Utkal University <sic> (611)--College magazine (680)--I. India - Periodicals (720)--I. Utkal University, Bhubaneswar (730)--DS401.B44 (811)--954.005
BHARATISODHASARASANGRAHA.

(812)--75-907316 (821)--2429448 (826)--DSeosIOB967f (828)--PiI75 (852)--ALC76 OC (853)--PL480:v.6-7, no.11-12; Dec.1972-July 1973 (910)

BHARATI <Bombay> (210)--Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan (305)--Bombay
(401)--ceased (470)--Chowpatty Road, Bombay-400007 (480)--20cm.
(501l)--illus. (501r)--ports. (5013)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--I.
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan (730)--AP95.H5B5 (811)--059 (812)--
SA65-3251 (821)--0523-1299 (825)--APhIMtB956m (828)--AL (852)--
NST NUC PiH (853)--PL480:v.9-10; Sept.6, 1964-Oct.1965 (910)
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SA65-8955 (821)--1587791 (826)--DSeIUU956a (828)--ALC76 (852)--
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Budarsana. v.1- 1968- <UCR> (210)--Udayapura (401)--Budarsana Prakasana (402)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Geography of India (680)--UHhDU968q (828)--ALC76 (852)--UCR (853)--PL480:v.7(1/2), 1974 (comb. issue)- (910)

Bhugol; (210)--Hindu journal of geography. v.1- 1924- <UCG> (212)--Allahabad (401)--u (521)--English (531)--Volumes not numbered <NUC> (573)--UUeIUA1924u (828)--ULS (852)--NUC UCG (853)
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BIBLIOGRAPHY of Indian zoology. v.1/3- 1958/60 (comb. issue)-
(210)--Delhi (401)--Manager of Publications (402)--1960 (461)--
$4.75 (490)--27cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Director,
Zoological Survey (611)--1. Zoology - India -
Bibliography - Periodicals (720)--I. Zoological survey of India.
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(821)--0409-4093 (825)--2245610 (826)--27eID960a (828)--ALC76
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BIBLIOGRAPHY of Indological studies. v.1- 1942- (210)--Konkan
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BIBLIOGRAPHY on community development. no.1- Sept.1961- <OC> (210)--Published by: National Institute of Community Development, Hyderabad (305)--Hyderabad (401)--Mussoorie <OC> (431)--25cm. (5011)--g (521)--English (531)--1. Community development - India - Bibliography (720)--I. National Institute of Community Development (730)--Z7164.O7B5 (811)--5912605 (826)--Z7eIAH961q (828)--AL (852)--OC UCPHH UMC (853)--PL480:no.7, Jan./Mar.1963- (910)

BIBLIOGRAPHY on overseas market surveys of Indian products. v.1-19 - (210)--Published by: Indian Institute of Foreign Trade (305)--New Delhi (401)--H-24 Green Park Extension, New Delhi-110016 (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--27-29cm. (5011)--some volumes sent as monographs under various LC card numbers (512)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Foreign trade promotion - India - Bibliography - Periodicals. 2. Market surveys - Bibliography - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Indian Institute of Foreign Trade (730)--Z7164.C8B55 (811)--016.382'6'0954 (812)--78-927711 (821)--4116729 (826)--Z7eIDN9uui (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE NUC OC UMC (853)--PL480:1966- (910)

BIBLIOTHECA Sanskrita. no.1-52 (210)
search under
University of Mysore. Oriental Research Institute. Sanskrit series. no.53- (740)

BIDHANBODI (210)
search under
The Interpreter; a monthly journal (740)

BIENNIAL survey of occupation and directory of Christian missions in India, Burma and Ceylon. v.1- 1912- (210)--The Scottish Mission Industries Company Ltd. (305)--Ajmer (401)--21cm. (5011)--g (521)--English (531)--UUEIRA912g (828)--NLC (852)

BIJAR. (110)--Bihar gazette (210)
search under
Bihar. Bihar gazata (740)
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BIHAR. (811)--SA63-780 rev. (821)--4644467 (826)--J8ehIBiP936w (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:Jan.1962-- (910)

BIHAR. (110)--Chronological tables. v.1- 19 - (210)--Patna (401)--a (521)--English (531)--List of cases of the High Court of Judicature (680)--79-910960 (821)--UUhIBiP9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--PL480:1967-73 (910)

BIHAR. (110)--Progress of education in Bihar; statistical tables. v.1- 19 - (210)--Patna (401)--32cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Education - India - Bihar - Statistics - Periodicals <OC> (720)--L578.B6A17 (811)--71-908335 (821)--0525-602X (825)--6658784 (826)--L5eIBiP9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1962/63-- (910)

BIHAR. (110)--Report on the working of cooperative societies in Bihar (SA66-5442) (210)

search under
Bihar. Sahakarita Vibhaga. Bihara mem sahakarita andolana ki pragati ka varshika prativedana (740)

BIHAR. Agricultural Dept. (110)--Agricultural statistics of Bihar (210)

search under
Bihar. Directorate of Statistics and Evaluation. Season and crop report (740)


BIHAR. Animal Husbandry Branch (110)--Report of the Animal Husbandry (210)

search under

BIHAR. Animal Husbandry Dept. (110)--Annual report (210)

search under
BOUQUET B

BIHAR. Cooperative and Sugarcane Dept. (110)--Report on the working of cooperative societies in Bihar, 1936/37-- (210)--Formerly: Annual administrative report. 2. Statement showing the working of the cooperative societies in Bihar (250)--Formerly issued by: Bihar. Cooperative Dept. (352)--Patna (401)--Superintendent, Govt. Press (403)--33cm. (5011)--tables (5015)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Cooperative societies -- Bihar. 2. Banks and banking, Cooperative -- Bihar (720)--HD3540.A3B52 (811)--43-45172 (821)--2522205 (826)--HDeIBiP9uua (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

BIHAR. Cooperative and sugarcane Dept. (110)--Statement showing the working of the cooperative societies in Bihar (210)

search under

Bihar. Cooperative and Sugarcane Dept. Report on the working of cooperative societies in Bihar (740)

BIHAR. Cooperative Dept. (110)--1. Annual administrative report. 2. Report on the working of cooperative societies in Bihar (210)

search under

Bihar. Cooperative and Sugarcane Dept. Report on the working of cooperative societies in Bihar (740)

BIHAR. Dept. of Agriculture (110)--Agricultural statistics of Bihar (210)

search under

Bihar. Directorate of Statistics and Evaluation. Season and crop report (740)

BIHAR. Dept. of Agriculture (110)--Information publication. no.1-19 -- (210)--Patna (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--maps (5014)--some numbers sent as monographs (512)--i (521)--English, Hindi (534)--l. Agriculture -- Bihar -- Collected works (720)--S280.B53A3 (811)--SA66-5195 (821)--S2ehIBiP9uu (828)--ALC79 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480:no.170-691; some numbers not available. Subscription discontinued (910)

BIHAR. Dept. of Agriculture (110)--Season and crop report (210)

search under

Bihar. Directorate of Statistics and Evaluation. Season and crop report <CNLC ALC76> (740)

BIHAR. Dept. of Agriculture (110)--Sucana prakasana (210)

search under

Bihar. Dept. of Agriculture. Information publication (740)

BIHAR. Dept. of Community Development and Panchayats (110)--Varshika prasasikiya prativedana. v.1-19 -- (210)--Patna (401)--31cm. (5011)--a (521)--Hindi (532)--l. Community development -- Bihar. 2. Panchayats -- Bihar (720)--HN690.B53B54 (811)--309.2'6'0954 (812)--72-908824 (821)--1784267 (826)--HNhIBiP9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)
BOUQUET B

BIHAR. Directorate of Statistics and Evaluation. Annual report on hospitals and dispensaries in Bihar (740)

BIHAR. Directorate of Statistics (110)--Agricultural statistics of Bihar (210)


BIHAR. Directorate of Statistics (110)--Bulletin of statistics (210)

BIHAR. Directorate of Statistics (110)--Vital statistics (210)

BIHAR. Directorate of Statistics and Evaluation (110)--Annual report on vital statistics (740)


BIHAR. Directorate of Statistics and Evaluation (110)--Bihar statistical handbook. v.1-1950--(210)--Formerly issued by:


BIHAR. Directorate of Statistics and Evaluation (110)--Census of Bihar local bodies employees. v.1- 19 - (210)--Patna (401)--a (521)--English (531)--77-909233 (821)--UUeIBiP9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--PL480:1960 (910)


BIHAR. Directorate of Statistics and Evaluation (110)--Jila sankhyiki hastapustika, Campanara. v.1- 19 - (210)--Mothi hari (401)--Sankhyiki evam Mulyankana Nidesalaya, Bihaara Sarakara
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BOUQUET B


BIHAR. Directorate of Statistics and Evaluation (110)--Vital statistics (210)
search under

BIHAR. District Statistical Office, Gaya (110)--District statistical handbook, Gaya (210)
search under


BIHAR. District Statistical Office, Monghyr (110)--District statistical handbook, Monghyr (210)
search under
Bihar. District Statistical Office, Monghyr. Jila sankhyiki
BOUQUET B

hasta pustika, Monghyr (740)


BIHAR. Employment Market Information Unit (110)—Occupational pattern of employees, Private sector establishments, Bihar. v.1-19—(210)—Patna (401)—35cm. (5011)—g (521)—English (531)—1. Labor supply—Bihar. 2. Bihar—Occupations (720)—HD5820.B5A3 (811)—SA68-15975 (821)—HDeIBiP9uug (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC (853)—PL480:no.2-3; 1963-65 (910)


BIHAR. Employment Market Information Unit (110)—Report on the occupational pattern of employees in the public sector in Bihar (210)

search under


BIHAR. Factory Inspection Dept. (110)—Annual report on the working of the Plantation Labour Act 1951 (210)

search under

Bihar. Factory Inspection Dept. Plantesansa lebara aikta, 1951 ke anusasana ke sambandha mem varshika prativedana (740)

BIHAR. Factory Inspection

Factories Act, 1948 (740)--HD8681.B5A32 (811)--70-925163 (821)--HDehIB950a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSD (853)--PL480:1960-69 (910)

BIHAR. Factory Inspection Dept. (110)--Biara raajya mem vetana bhugatana adhiniyama 1936 ke anusasana prativedana; report on the working of payment of wages act 1936 in the state of Bihar (210)--Ranchi (401)--34cm. (5011)--Bihari, English (534)--1. Wages - Bihar - Yearbooks (720)--331.2 (812)--SA66-5018 (821)--0523-5510 (825)--2792146 (826)--UWeIB9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--MI NUC OC (853)


BIHAR. Factory Inspection Dept. (110)--Report (210)--Ranchi (401)--a (521)--English (531)--UWeIB9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--MI NUC (853)--PL480:1958-63 (910)


BIHAR. Finance Dept. (110)--Bihara aya vyayaka ka sara (210)--Patna (401)--Adhikshaka, Sacivalaya Mudranalaya, Bihar (402)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--Hindi (532)--Formerly English: Budget in brief (535)--1. Finance, Public - Bihar (720)--Bihar. Finance Dept. Budget in brief (740)--HJ66.B43A82 (811)--71-904841 (821)--1783596 (826)--HJhIB9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)

BIHAR. Finance Dept. (110)--1. Budget estimates. 2. Civil budget estimates (210)
search under
Bihar. Finance Dept. Aya vyayaka (740)

BIHAR. Finance Dept. (110)--Budget in brief. (210)
search under
Bihar. Finance Dept. Bihara aya vyayaka ka sara (740)

BIHAR. Finance Dept. (110)--Detailed estimates of expenditure of the five year plan (210)
search under
Bihar. Finance Dept. Five year plan (740)

BIHAR. Finance Dept. (110)--Financial statement (210)
search under
Bihar. Finance Dept. Bihara Sarakara Vitta Vibhaga ka vitta vivarana (740)

BIHAR. Finance Dept. (110)--Five-year plan. lst-4th;
Printing (403)--34cm. (5011)--tables (5015)--a (521)--English (531)--Bihar. Finance Dept. 1. Detailed estimates of expenditure of the five-year plan. 2. Report on the progress of second five year plan. 3. Report on the third five year plan. 4. Fourth five year plan (740)--HD4295.B5A32 (811)--56-30310 (821)--0523-5561 (825)--2521493 (826)--HDeIBiP956a (828)--NUC (852)--OC UCSD (853)

BIHAR. Finance Dept. (110)--Fourth five year plan (210)
search under
Bihar. Finance Dept. Five year plan (740)

BIHAR. Finance Dept. (110)--Lekhanudana vyaya vivarana. v.1- 19-
(210)--Patana (401)--Adhikshaka, Sacivalaya Mudranalaya dvara mudrita (402)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--Hindi (532)--Formerly English: Vote on account for expenditures (535)--1. Bihar. Finance Dept. - Appropriations and expenditures (720)--Bihar.
Finance Dept. Vote on account for expenditures (740)--HJ66.B43C15 (811)--72-901958 (821)--1784178 (826)--HJhIBiP9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)

BIHAR. Finance Dept. (110)--1. Report on the progress of the second five year plan. 2. Report on the third five year plan (210)
search under
Bihar. Finance Dept. Five year plan (740)

BIHAR. Finance Dept. (110)--Vote on account for expenditures (210)
search under
Bihar. Finance Dept. Lekhanudana vyaya vivarana (740)
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BOUQUET E

HAeIBiP937a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UCSD (853)--PL480:1958-70 (910)

BIHAR. Jail Dept. (110)--Administration report on the jails of Bihar, 1936--(210)--Patna (401)--Superintendent, Govt. Printing (403)--34cm. (5011)--tables (5015)--a (521)--English (531)--1.
   Prisons - India - Bihar (720)--HV8451.B445 (811)--365.954
   (812)--SA66-3978 (821)--2521564 (826)--HVeIBiP936a (828)--ALC76
   (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1958-61 (910)

BIHAR. Jila Sankhyiki Karyalaya, Purvi Champaran (110)--Jila
   sankhyiki hastapustika, Purvi Camparan. v.1-19 - (210)--
   Motihari (401)--Jila Sankhyiki Karyalaya, Purvi Camparan
   (402)--District Statistical Office, East Champaran,
   Motihari-845401, Bihar (480)--1972/73: Rs.16.35 (490)--a (521)--
   Hindi (532)--Statistical handbook of East Champaran District
   (680)--X9-915387 (822)--UUhIBiM9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--
   PL480:1972/73 (910)

BIHAR. Krshi, Pasupalana evam Saharakita Vibhaga (Pasupalana)
(110)--Pasupalana Vibhaga ka varshika prasasi prativedana
(210)--Patana (401)--The Vibhaga (402)--a (521)--Hindi (532)--
Husbandry (601)--Administrative report of the Dept. of Animal
of the Animal Husbandry (750)--X8-914618 (822)--UUhIBiP9uua
(828)--ALC79 (852)

BIHAR. Labour Dept. (110)--Report on the administration of the
Factories Act, 1948 (210)
   search under
   Bihar. Factory Inspection Dept. Bihar Rajya mem karakhana
   adhiniyama, 1948 ke prasasana ke sambandha mem varshika
   prativedana (740)

BIHAR. Labour Dept. (110)--Report on the working of the Indian
Trade Unions Act, 1926 (XVI of 1926). v.1-19 - (210)--Reports
for issued by the department under a variant name: Dept. of
Labour <NUC> (352)--Patna (401)--Superintendent, Govt. Printing
(403)--25cm. (5011)--tables (5015)--a (521)--English (531)--
Report year ends Mar.31 (620)--1. Trade unions - Bihar (720)--I.
Bihar. Dept of Labour (730)--HD6815.B5A35 (811)--55-26594
(821)--HDeIBiP9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--MI NUC (853)--PL480:1960
(910)

BIHAR. Labour Dept. (110)--Annual report on the working of the
industrial employment act, 1946 in Bihar (210)--Patna (401)--
Superintendent, Secretariat Press (403)--24cm. (5011)--a (521)--
English (531)--1. Labor laws and legislations - India -
Periodicals (720)--HD7929.B5A3 (811)--328 (812)--SA66-4090
(821)--0523-5626 (825)--2794806 (826)--HDeIBiP9uua (828)--ALC76
(852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1960-64 (910)

-181-
BIHAR. Laws, statutes, etc. (110)--Bihar acts and ordinances. v.1-19 - (210)--At head of title: Govt. of Bihar. Law Dept. (308)--Patna (401)--a (521)--English (531)--SA65-10809 (821)--UEEBP9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480:1960-66 (910)

BIHAR. Laws, statutes, etc. (110)--Bihar quarterly law recorder (210)
search under
Bihar. Laws, statutes, etc. Bihara kvatari la rekardara <AL> (740)

BIHAR. Laws, statutes, etc. (110)--Bihar statutes. v.1-19 - (210)--Gaya (401)--24cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--SA65-9486 (821)--1532930 (826)--UEEBIP9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1962-70 (910)


BIHAR. Legislative Assembly (110)--Debates; official report <MI> (210)
search under
Bihar. Legislative Assembly. Bihara Vidhana Sabha vadavrtta; sarakari riporta <ALC76> (740)

BIHAR. Legislative Assembly. Assurance Committee (110)--Prativedana (210)
search under
Bihar. Legislative Assembly. Asvasana Samiti. Bihara Vidhana Sabha ki Asvasana Samiti ka prativedana (740)

BIHAR. Legislative Assembly. Asvasana Samiti (110)--Bihara Vidhana Sabha ki Asvasana Samiti ka prativedana (210)--Patna (401)--Bihara Vidhana Sabha Sacivalay (402)--24cm. (5011)--i (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Continues: Bihar. Legislative Assembly.
BOUQUET B

BIHAR. Public Relations

Assurances Committee. Prativedana (601)--l. Finance, Public —
Bihar (720)—Bihar. Legislative Assembly. Assurances Committee.
Prativedana (740)--HJ9552.B5 (811)—SA68-19341 (821)—1800431
(826)—HJehIBI99ui (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC OC (853)

BIHAR. Legislative Assembly. Public Accounts Committee (110)--
Viniyoga, Lekha aura vitta lekha para Loka Lekha Samiti ka
prativedana. v.1—19—(210)—Patana (401)—Adhikshaka,
Sacivalaya Mudranalaya dvara mudrita (402)—24cm. (5011)—a
(521)—Hindi (532)—vols. for 1960/61—include Ankeksharna
prativedana for 1962—(620)—l. Finance, Public — Bihar —
Accounting (720)—HJ9927.I4B52 (811)—SA68-19342 (821)—1800432
(826)—HJhIBI99uua (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC OC (853)

BIHAR. Legislative Council (110)—Bihara Vidhana Parishad
vadavrtta; sarakari riporta (210)
search under
Bihar. Legislative Council. Debates; official report (740)

BIHAR. Legislative Council (110)—Debates; official report. Bihara
Vidhana Parishad vadavrtta; sarakari riporta. v.1—1937—<UCSD>
(210)—Ranchi (401)—24cm. (5011)—i (521)—English, Hindi
(811)—SA65-10511 (821)—2521677 (826)—J5ehIBI937a (828)—
ALC76 (852)—MI NUC OC UCSD (853)—PL480:v.19(3)— Feb.10,
1960—July 13, 1971 (910)

BIHAR. Legislative Council (110)—Jivana paricaya. v.1—1967—
(210)—Patana (401)—Bihara Vidhana Parishad Sacivalaya (402)—
22cm. (5011)—ports. (5013)—i (521)—Hindi (532)—Who's who in
Bihar Legislative Council (680)—1. Bihar. Legislative Council —
Membership (720)—Law (811)—74—901813 (821)—2240204 (826)—
KlhIBI9671 (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC OC (853)

BIHAR. Legislative Council (110)—VividHAVALI, Bihara Vidhana
Parishad (210)—Patana (401)—Bihara Vidhana Parishad Sacivalaya
(402)—21cm. (5011)—g (521)—Hindi (532)—Miscellaneous
proceedings (680)—1. Bihar. Legislative Council — Politics and
government (720)—J5305.J83 (811)—73—905901 (821)—2246618
(826)—J5hIBI99uug (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)

BIHAR. Office of the Registrar of Cooperative Societies (110)—
Report on the working of cooperative societies in Bihar (210)
search under
Bihar. Sahakarita vibhaga. Bihara mem sahakarita andolana ki
pragati ka varshika prativedana <ALC76> (740)

BIHAR. Public Relations Dept. (110)—Advisi (210)
search under
Advisi (740)

BIHAR. Public Relations Dept. (110)—Bihar: facts and figures.
v.1—1953—<OC> (210)—Patna (401)—25cm. (5011)—a (521)—
English (531)—Absorbed by: Its Bihar (published in Hindi)
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BIHAR. Public Relations Dept. (110)--Industrial directory of Bihar (210)
search under
Industrial directory of Bihar (740)


BIHAR. Public Service Commission (110)--Annual report on the working of the Bihar Public Service Commission (210)
search under


BIHAR. Public Service Commission (110)--Varshika prativedana (210)
search under
Bihar. Public Service Commission. Bihara Loka Seva Ayoga ka varshika prativedana (740)
BOUQUET B

BIHAR. Registrar, Cooperative Societies (110)
search under
Bihar. Sahakarita Vibhaga (740)


BIHAR. State Central Records Office (110)—Annual report, 1960— (210)—Patna (401)—a (521)—English (531)—UUEIBiP960 a (828)— IOL (852)

BIHAR. Transport Dept. (110)—Administration report (210)
search under
Bihar. Transport Dept. Annual administration report of the Transport Dept., Bihar (740)


BIHAR and Orissa. (110)—Regulations (210)
search under
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. Regulations (740)

-185-
BIHAR and Orissa. (110)--The Bihar and Orissa gazette. v.1- ;
1912-Mar.25, 1936 (210)--Patna (401)--Superintendent, Bihar and
Orissa Govt. Printing (403)--ceased, Mar.25, 1936 (470)--34cm.
(501l)--w (521)--English (531)--Issued separately as: "The
Bihara gazeta" and "The Orissa gazette" wef.Apr.1, 1936 (601l)--
Bihara gazeta. 2. Orissa. Orissa gazette (750)--J8.B355 (811)--
43-47086 (821)--J8eIBOP912w (828)--NLC (852)--NUC (853)--BIHAR
and Orissa (1912-1936). Bifurcated from Bengal in 1912. Split
into Bihar and Orissa as independent provinces in Mar.1936
<UCSK> (991)

BIHAR and Orissa. Agricultural Dept. (110)--Agricultural
statistics of Bihar and Orissa, 1912/13- (210)--Patna (401)--
Govt. Press (403)--33cm. (501l)--u (521)--English (531)--2518914
(826)--UUEIBIP913u (828)--UCSD (852)--OC (853)

BIHAR and Orissa. Courts of Law. High Court (110)--Indian law
reports... Patna series (210)
search under
Indian law reports. Patna series (740)

BIHAR and Orissa. Dept. of Agriculture (110)
search under
Bihar and Orissa. Agricultural Dept. (740)

BIHAR and Orissa. Dept. of Agriculture (110)--Season and crop
report of Bihar and Orissa (210)
search under
Bihar. Directorate of Statistics and Evaluation. Season and crop
report (740)

BIHAR and Orissa. Dept. of Public Instruction (110)--Report on the
progress of education in Bihar and Orissa (210)
search under
Bihar and Orissa. Public Instruction Dept. Report on the
progress of education in Bihar and Orissa (740)

BIHAR and Orissa. Public Instruction Dept. (110)--Catalogue of
books and periodicals published in the Province of Bihar and
Orissa and registered under Act XXV of 1867. 1914- (210)--
Formerly: Statement of particulars regarding books and
periodicals published in the Province Of Bihar and Orissa.
1914-Sept.1923 (250)--Issued by: Inspector-General of
Registration, 1912-13 (352)--Patna (401)--q (521)--English
(531)--Issued as an appendix to the Govt. gazette, Apr.1913-June
1916 (637)--Bound with the gazette, 1915-16 (661)--1. Copyright
- India - Bihar and Orissa (720)--I. Bihar and Orissa.
Registration Dept. (730)--Bihar and Orissa. Public Instruction
Dept. Statement of particulars regarding books and periodicals
published in the Province of Bihar and Orissa (740)--Bihar and
Orissa. The Bihar and Orissa gazette (750)--UUEIBOP914q (828)--
NUC (852)